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General introduction

Brains constantly predict the future. This idea is widely accepted in the research fields
of action (Wolpert and Ghahramani 2000) and perception (Helmholtz 1925; Clark 2013).
However, whereas the general existence of predictive processes is widely accepted, the
presence and extent of specific processes may still be debated. One of those debates
concerns sensory predictions in motor control, which will be the topic of this thesis.
Generating a motor command results in an efference copy that is used to simulate the
motor command’s consequences and control the outcome (von Holst 1954). Simulated
consequences can be used to provide an estimated body state for future actions, and to
generate corrective motor commands in case of potential movement errors. Besides these
kinematic (output) predictions, there is evidence that also sensory (input) predictions
are generated. These predictions concern the visual, auditory and somatosensory
consequences of our actions (Wolpert et al. 1995; Wolpert 1997; Blakemore et al. 1999;
Frith et al. 2000). Such sensory predictions can be used to anticipate an action’s own
sensory consequences in order to improve detection of unexpected stimuli.
Central to this thesis is the idea that the relation between motor commands and sensory
predictions can be temporally and causally inverted. Specifically, the idea is that sensory
representations of action goal-states, generated in the ventral stream, are used by
motor structures in the dorsal stream to guide action planning. This thesis provides
empirical evidence in support of this idea, considers its implications for understanding
the mechanisms of motor planning, and elaborates on a mechanism for the integration
of perceptual processing with motor planning.

Thesis outline
In this thesis I investigate the idea that visual information in the ventral stream is used
by motor structures in the dorsal stream to guide action planning. I suggest that the
involvement of the ventral stream in motor control is at an intermediate level between
11
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abstract action goals and fine-grained kinematics (Figure 1.1). Specifically, the ventral
stream’s contribution to action planning is to provide a number of possibilities for
achieving an overall, abstract goal. This thesis provides empirical evidence for the
notion that visual representations of desired goal-states are generated in ventral
stream areas and used as constraining priors for action planning. This implies that these
representations are active prior to planning processes in the dorsal stream, and that
they are causally related to the generation of action plans.

(A)

Classic model of action planning
abstract
goal

motor
plan

body
movement
predicted sensory
consequences

(B)

Proposed model of action planning
abstract
goal

desired sensory
goal-state

motor
plan

body
movement
predicted sensory
consequences

Figure 1.1. Classic model (A) and proposed model of action planning (B). In the classic
model, a motor plan (blue) is formed directly from an abstract goal (grey) and used to
generate body movements (green) (Goodale et al. 1991; Wise and Shadmehr 2002;
Milner and Goodale 2008). In the model discussed in this thesis (B), a sensory representation of the desired goal-state (white) is generated based upon an abstract goal.
From this representation of sensory consequences, a motor plan is inferred (blue).
In both models, an efference copy of the motor command (dashed line) is used in a
forward model to estimate sensory consequences for later comparison with sensory
feedback (orange).

In the remainder of this first chapter I will review our current understanding of the
mechanisms involved in perception and action, and provide an overview of the
organization of the underlying cerebral architecture. Furthermore, I will introduce
a plausible account of how perceptual processing and action planning may interact.
This account starts by considering whether the cortical connectivity of the human
12
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brain supports the idea that there can be early interactions between the dorsal and
the ventral visual stream (Chapter 2). The following chapters focus directly on planning
of goal-directed actions. First, using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) I
will provide evidence that ventral stream regions are involved in action planning, and
more specifically, that the extrastriate body area (EBA) represents desired goal-states
(Chapter 3). Next, transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is used to show that these
representations of desired goal-states are formed early during action planning, and that
these representations provide crucial information for action plans, rather than being
the result of simulations based on action plans (Chapter 4). In chapter 5, these findings
will be extended to action perception. Specifically, I will show that understanding
other peoples’ actions relies not only on the observer’s motor system, but on close
communication between ventral and dorsal stream regions, with a major role for EBA.
In the final chapter of this thesis, I will summarize the findings described in this thesis
and provide a revised model how the two streams could interact during action planning
(Chapter 6).

Two visual streams
Visual information is processed in the brain along two pathways, a ventral pathway
for perception and a dorsal pathway for action (Goodale and Milner 1992; Milner and
Goodale 2008). Those pathways, originating from the primary visual cortex, extract
different features from visual information: the ventral pathway is involved in identification
and visual appearance of perceived objects, bodies, and body parts, whereas the dorsal
pathway is involved in perception of aspects relevant to motor control, like the size of an
object size and the structure of its surface.
It has been assumed that those two visual-processing streams operate independently
from each other, and that those streams operate over different time spans and
speeds (Milner and Goodale 2008; Srivastava et al. 2009). Dorsal stream processing is
considered automatic and fast, while ventral stream processing is seen as controlled
and slow (Srivastava et al. 2009). Empirical evidence for independent processing along
the two streams comes from experimental situations where to-be-grasped-objects are
embedded in a visual illusion. For instance, in the Ebbinghaus illusion, a disc is placed in
the middle of a ring of smaller or larger circles (Figure 1.2). The disc that is surrounded
13
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by smaller circles appears larger than a disc of the same diameter when surrounded by
larger circles. Crucially, this illusion emerges only when participants are asked to provide
verbal or delayed reports. When the same participants are asked to grasp the disc,
hand movements are indistinguishable between the two conditions (Aglioti et al. 1995).
This differential effect can be interpreted as an indication that size, but not position
(i.e. position of the disc edges), is affected by the visual illusion (Smeets and Brenner
2008). As such, the two streams represent information in different reference frames –
allocentric for perception and egocentric for action.

Figure 1.2. Ebbinghaus illusion. Grasping the middle circle is not influenced by visual
size illusion. Note that both circles in the middle are of equal size.

However, it has also long been recognized that these two visual processing streams
interact at some level. For example, delayed actions without visual information during
action execution are affected by visual illusions, suggesting that information in the
dorsal stream is short-living, and delayed actions rely on memory representations in
allocentric space (Goodale and Milner 1992; Gentilucci et al. 1996; Milner and Goodale
2008). Moreover, behaviour of patient DF, who has a bilateral ventral occipito-temporal
lesion, indicates that action planning needs ventral stream processing. Whereas DF
has retained performance on conventional goal-directed action tasks, she is impaired
when perceptual information is critical to guide her action selection. For example, she
would happily grasp a knife at the blade instead of the handle if that is the side that is
presented closest to her. Similarly, whereas healthy participants adjust their grip to the
orientation of a bar to accommodate a comfortable body posture by switching between
an overhand and underhand grip at a certain orientation (as described in Info box 1,
page 9), patient DF fails to do so (Dijkerman et al. 2009).
14
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Those and other studies showing a remarkable overlap in action perception and action
execution have slowly started to change the concept of two independent streams
(Gentilucci et al. 1996; Oztop et al. 2005). Together, these studies suggested that there
is at least some connection between brain regions involved in perception and those
involved in action planning and execution. Such a connection has also been suggested
in ideomotor theory, according to which, actions are accessed via representations of
the sensory effects they evoke (Prinz 1997; Hommel et al. 2001). Eventually, an idea has
been established suggesting that predicted sensory consequences can be used to guide
action planning. From an imaginarily perceived goal-state, for example a desired body
posture or object configuration, a motor plan may be inferred that allows achieving this
state, applying the principles of predictive coding – as described in the next section – to
motor control (Hommel 2003; Friston et al. 2010; Clark 2013; Shipp et al. 2013).

Predictive coding in motor control
The idea that a motor plan may be inferred from an imaginarily perceived or internally
predicted goal-state merges the concept of an interface between ventral and dorsal
processing with the principles of predictive coding, where higher cortical areas generate
predictions about the content of lower level representations (Rao and Ballard 1999).
At the lower level area, prediction errors code for the difference between top-down
predictions (i.e. expectations) and bottom-up input (e.g. sensory evidence). In a
recurrent loop between lower and higher areas, prediction errors are minimized by
adapting top-down predictions as well as bottom-up estimates of sensory input. As such,
either predictions themselves or the interpretation of incoming sensory evidence can be
changed. With respect to motor control, sensory representations of desired goal-states
are the top-down predictions, and prediction errors represent the difference between
the current perceived state (i.e. sensory evidence) and the desired goal-state. In this
framework, minimization of prediction errors can be realised by changing reality directly,
through movements and actions that change the world in such a way that it matches
ones’ expectations (Friston et al. 2010).
Others, however, think that sensory representations are too slow to be used to guide
action planning in most situations. Instead, sensory representations may only be
generated based on internal simulations of movements and therefore only available after
15
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a motor plan has been formed. Such predicted sensory consequences may be used to
anticipate visual consequences caused by action execution (Downing and Peelen 2011).

Goal-directed actions vs simple (re-)actions
The actions we refer to in this thesis are goal-directed actions oriented towards or
involving use of objects, like using a hammer to hit a nail in a wall. This is in contrast to
simple actions like finger-tapping or displacement of a hand, which could be regarded as
experimental “artifacts”, i.e. actions that are stripped of higher-order goals other than
the movement itself. Such actions would have no purpose outside of an experimental
setting and therefore, may be planned in a different way (Passingham et al. 1998;
Debaere et al. 2003).
Goal-directed actions, however, seem to be organized hierarchically around a distal goal.
This can not only be seen in the way we think and talk about our actions, but is also
based on psychological and neurophysiological research:
Psychological research related to motor control suggested that the way actions are
executed is strongly related to the goal of an agent. Grasping tools, like a hammer, is
performed in a way that reflects the agent’s understanding of how to use the object for
a given task. The same tool may be grasped in different ways if the tool can be used to
fulfill different goals that require different grasps. For example, using a claw hammer to
hit a nail results in a different grasp than using the same claw hammer to remove a nail
from a piece of wood. Rosenbaum and colleagues (Rosenbaum et al. 1995, 2001, 2006)
showed in a variety of experiments, using different objects and tasks, that the way an
object is grasped reflects the agent’s goals. They could show repeatedly that objects are
grasped in unnecessarily complex ways in order to fulfill actions with higher precision
and/or comfort.
These findings led to the formulation of the model of Posture-Based Motion Planning
(PBMP; Rosenbaum et al., 1995, 2001, 2006). A critical assumption of PBMP is that goal
postures are specified before movements are generated, where goal postures refer to
the body configuration necessary to fulfill an action goal (for a full description of the
model see Rosenbaum et al., 2001, 2006). According to the model, candidate postures
are evaluated with respect to a hierarchy of constraints, which defines the task at hand.
16
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Candidate postures that fulfill the highest level in the constraint hierarchy are successively
evaluated at lower level constraints to allow for satisfaction of multiple criteria. A further
assumption of the model is that candidate postures are selected from a pool of stored
postures, on the basis of which better postures are generated, allowing for novel actions.
PBMP shares some features of our ideas presented in this thesis, especially that planning
actions starts with a representation of a goal-state. However, we provide a more general
idea in which motor plans are based on visual or other sensory representations of
desired goal-states rather than stored and calculated body postures. Most importantly,
whereas PBMP does not explain how or where the described processes are implemented
in the brain, our attempt is to provide a neural mechanism relying on the integration of
perceptual processing with motor planning.
Neurophysiological research employing electrical microstimulation indicated that the
organization of cerebral motor structures such as precentral and parietal cortex may also
be organized in terms of action goals rather than in terms of movement vectors or muscle
states (Graziano et al. 2002; Cooke et al. 2003; Stepniewska et al. 2005). Importantly,
whereas a common procedure to investigate which function small groups of neurons
have in the generation of movements is to apply short bursts of electric stimulation,
Graziano and colleagues (2002) increased the stimulation duration to match the
duration of neuronal activity in normal behavior. Depending on the site of stimulation,
but independent of the initial body posture, different meaningful movements were
executed, such as actions that resembled eating behavior, or those leading to defensive
body postures.

17
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Info box 1

A basic task to study planning and understanding
of goal-directed actions
The experiments presented in this thesis are based on some of the tasks by
Rosenbaum and colleagues (Rosenbaum et al. 1995, 2001). In their experiments, all kinds of objects had to be picked up and placed in a different location
and/or with a different orientation. For example, when an elongated vertical
standing object such as a plunger is placed on a shelf, and a subject is asked
to grasp the plunger and place it on a different shelf further up or down, the
plunger is grasped at different points depending on which shelf it is standing
initially, and on which it should be placed on. Picking up the plunger from the
middle shelf in order to place it on the lowest shelf, most subjects grasp the top
of the plungers stick; but when the plunger needs to be put on the top shelf, it
is grasped at the lower part of the stick. Similar behavior can be observed when
subjects are asked to rotate objects. Depending on initial and desired object
orientation, objects with the same initial orientation are grasped differently,
sometimes using rather awkward grip postures. Rosenbaum and his colleagues
suggested that subjects try to maximize the body comfort of the final state of
the action. This would allow for more precision, given that comfortable body
postures are those that explore the mid-range of what is bodily possible (joint
range), while accuracy at the extreme ends of the range is generally decreased
(Rossetti et al. 1994; Short and Cauraugh 1999).

One task with a limited number of possible actions is used in chapters 4
and 6, where we ask subjects to plan and execute grasp- and rotate-actions.
A bar is placed horizontally on the middle of three cradles and needs to be
placed on the left or right cradle, in the same or in a different orientation,
requesting either a translation of the bar, or an action involving translation and rotation of the bar (Figure B1). In the latter condition most subjects
grasp the bar with an uncomfortable body posture, in order to complete the
action with a comfortable body posture. In chapter 3, subjects are asked to
perform the task, according to instructions presented on a small screen as

18
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shown in Figure B1. In chapter 5, where subjects are asked to predict the outcome of observed actions, videos of an agent performing various trials of the
task have been recorded from an observer perspective, sitting opposite of the
actor.

1

Figure B1. Standard version of the experimental task that was used in the
experiments. A bar could be grasped in two ways, with an overhand and an
underhand grip. The bar had to be grasped and moved to a new location/orientation. In a later experiment, the bar was mounted on a rotatable platform,
allowing all possible orientations for the initial and final state (see chapter 4).
During the TMS study in chapter 4 we use a slightly different task, in which,
again, a bar is grasped and rotated, but this time the bar is mounted on a rotating platform, allowing every possible orientation as initial and desired orientation. This way a switch point can be estimated for every individual subject, that
is, the orientation(s) at which subjects change their preferred grip posture from
prone to supine or vice versa. Namely, when the orientation of a to-be-grasped
object is changed incrementally and a subject is asked to rotate it, for example
by 180 degrees, healthy subjects will switch their grip posture when the bar
passes somewhere near the 2 o’clock orientation (Rosenbaum et al. 1993).
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Perceptual representations in the ventral stream
Cortical visual processing is a hierarchical process. Lower level visual areas extract basic
features from light that falls on the retina, such as lines, edges and color information.
Visual association areas higher up in the hierarchy code for more and more complex
features, and may represent shapes or motion (Marr 1976). Beyond early visual areas,
the two processing streams become clearly segregated. Along the ventral stream, there
are a number of different, specialized perceptual areas (Sergent et al. 1992; Malach et
al. 1995; Kanwisher et al. 1997; Epstein and Kanwisher 1998; Downing et al. 2001). Some
are thought to be involved in perception of objects and scenes, some are involved in
perception of humans and other animals, including perception of specific body parts,
and, in light of this thesis, these areas may also be involved in planning of goal-directed
actions.
Among areas involved in perception of objects and scenes, most well-known are the
lateral occipital complex (LOC), where visually perceived objects, man-made objects and
shapes are represented (Malach et al. 1995), and PPA, the parahippocampal place area,
that represents larger objects like houses and visually presented scenes (Epstein and
Kanwisher 1998). On the other hand there are the fusiform face area (FFA), which seems
to have specialized in the recognition of faces (Sergent et al. 1992; Kanwisher et al. 1997),
and two areas which become active during perception of (human) bodies and bodyparts, the extrastriate body area (EBA) and the fusiform body area (FBA) (Downing et al.
2001; Peelen and Downing 2005). Subsets of EBA have been identified that are involved
for perception of hands in particular, and they may contain overlapping representation
of hands and man-made objects/tools (Bracci et al. 2012).
These areas, in the light of the ideas discussed in this thesis, may be representing desired
goal-states for planning of goal-directed actions. For example, in this context one could
expect FFA to represent desired states of one’s own face, and EBA to represent desired
states of one’s own body, which are then realized by the motor system. Object-oriented
actions could rely on the object-hand-area defined by Bracchi et al. (2012). While the
observation that these areas can show increased activation during motor control is
virtually undisputed, the dominant explanation for this observation suggests that these
areas may only be involved in feedback and estimation of visual consequences after a
motor plan is completed (Downing and Peelen 2011). Here, we suggest that a reversed
causal order is possible.
20
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Representations in the dorsal stream
Whereas ventral stream areas process visual information for perception and
identification, the dorsal stream processes the same information for use in action, by
extracting information like size and location of visually perceived objects (Goodale and
Milner 1992; Milner and Goodale 2008). The dorsal stream encompasses the parietal
cortex and projects predominantly to the premotor cortices, but also the frontal eye fields
in prefrontal cortex and even the medial temporal lobe, with each of those projections
supporting visuospatial processing (Kravitz et al. 2011). The parietal cortex consists of
three main sectors: the somatosensory areas in the anterior part, and, separated by the
postcentral sulcus, the posterior parietal cortex (PPC), which is comprised of the superior
parietal lobe (SPL) and the inferior parietal lobe (IPL), separated by the intraparietal sulcus
(IPS). The posterior parietal cortex receives input from different modalities, from different
sides. Visual information enters the posterior parietal cortex from the visual cortex,
whereas somatosensory information enters from the postcentral areas where ascending
fibers terminate (Mishkin and Ungerleider 1982). Therefore, some neurons in PPC are
responding to visual information, some to somatosensory information, and others to
both, visual and somatosensory information (Colby and Goldberg 1999). Furthermore,
some neurons respond to sole sensory stimulation, others are only involved in features
of motor planning and execution, and a third group respond to both, sensory and motor
features (Burnod et al. 1999). Whereas the distribution of neurons with preferences for
somatosensory, visual and motor information over PPC predominantly follows anteriorposterior gradients, the distribution of neurons within IPS does not seem to follow any
clear gradients (Sakata et al.; Taira et al. 1990; Murata et al. 2000; Culham and Kanwisher
2001; Bosco et al. 2010).
In fact, the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), which divides the posterior parietal cortex in a
superior and inferior part, contains various subregions that fulfill specific aspects of
motor plan generation and monitoring of action execution. Subregions of IPS are involved
in directing attention and executing saccadic eye movements (LIP & VIP; Duhamel et al.
1992; Corbetta et al. 1998; Andersen and Buneo 2002), others are involved in reaching
and pointing movements (MIP; Johnson et al. 1996) or grasping objects (AIP; Binkofski
et al. 1998; Culham et al. 2003). Often, these areas are tuned towards a small subset
of features of a given stimuli, blind to other features. For example, area AIP codes for
the three-dimensional shape of a target object, including size, shape and orientation
21
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(Murata et al. 2000), but not its location (Taira et al. 1990). Each of the IPS regions has
tight bidirectional connections with frontal motor areas (Rizzolatti et al. 1998). Together,
IPS regions represent relevant information about objects that are targeted by actions,
such as size and orientation, and provide information such as hand orientation and grip
aperture size.
Moreover, IPS is involved in monitoring and correcting ongoing actions during execution
(Desmurget et al. 1999). Wolpert and colleagues (Wolpert et al. 1995, 1998; Wolpert
and Ghahramani 2000) suggest that an underlying mechanism of IPS is to simulate the
consequences of motor commands (forward modelling) and maintain state estimates
of one’s body configuration, that is, an internal representation of the estimated body
state (in terms of posture and limb configuration), that is based on feedback and internal
simulation of ongoing movements (Wolpert et al. 1998; de Lange et al. 2006). It has
been suggested that the same processes are involved in perception of observed actions
(Wolpert and Ghahramani 2000; Oztop et al. 2005; Chapter 5). Specifically, parallel to
observing others’ actions, action plans are simulated internally and simulation outcomes
are compared to observed actions, which should allow the observer to interpret the
actors’ intentions (Oztop et al. 2005).

Conclusion
At the start of this chapter I presented the theory that incoming visual information is
independently processed in separate cortical pathways for perception and action, and
offered ideas how information processed in one stream could influence processes in the
other stream via internally generated sensory representations. These ideas pose a lot of
questions that remain to be answered. Is the idea that information is exchanged between
dorsal and ventral stream regions supported by brain anatomy? Are dorsal motor areas
involved in perception of observed actions, and vice versa, are ventral perceptual areas
involved in planning and execution of goal-directed actions? And most importantly, what
and how do these areas contribute to each other’s processes?

22
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Chapter 2

Is the extrastriate body area part
of the dorsal visuomotor stream?

Chapter 2
Abstract
The extrastriate body area (EBA) processes visual information about body parts, and it
is considered one among a series of category-specific perceptual modules distributed
across the occipito-temporal cortex. However, recent evidence raises the possibility that
EBA might also provide an interface between perception and action, linking the ventral
and dorsal streams of visual information processing. Here we assess anatomical evidence
supporting this possibility. We localise EBA in individual subjects using a perceptual
task and compare its functional and structural connectivity to that of two perceptual
areas, the lateral occipital complex (LOC) and the fusiform body area (FBA), separately
for each hemisphere. We apply complementary analyses of resting-state fMRI and
diffusion-weighted MRI data in a group of healthy right-handed human subjects (N=31).
Functional and structural connectivity profiles indicate that EBA interacts more strongly
with dorsal stream regions compared to other portions of the occipito-temporal cortex
involved in processing body parts (FBA) and object identification (LOC), particularly so
in the left hemisphere. These findings provide anatomical ground for a revision of the
functional role of EBA. Building on a number of recent observations, we suggest that EBA
contributes to planning goal-directed actions, possibly by specifying a desired postural
configuration to parieto-frontal areas involved in computing movement parameters.

Based on Zimmermann M, Mars RB, de Lange FP, Toni I, Verhagen L. Is the extrastriate
body area part of the dorsal visuomotor stream? Submitted for publication.
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Introduction
The occipito-temporal cortex extracts information from early visual areas for further
perceptual processing along the inferior temporal lobe. This cortical territory is thought
to operate as a gateway for perceptual processing in the ventral visual stream, and to
remain largely separated from a dorsal visual stream that processes visual information
relevant to motor control (Goodale and Milner 1992). The extrastriate body area (EBA)
has been regarded a case in point. This area responds selectively to images of the
human body (Downing et al. 2001). It has been described as a purely perceptual area
(Downing and Peelen 2011), functionally equivalent to other category-specific regions
in ventral occipito-temporal cortex such as the fusiform face area (FFA) (Kanwisher et
al. 1997; Hutchison et al. 2014). However, EBA’s position within the topology of the
occipito-temporal cortex might not be fully congruent with this view. The extent of EBA
overlaps considerably with another functionally defined region: the human homolog of
MT+ (Peelen et al. 2006; Downing et al. 2007). Similar to EBA, MT+ is conventionally
characterised as a perceptual area (for motion) and can be robustly functionally localised
(based on passive viewing of moving stimuli). Yet, macaque tracer studies have revealed
that MT is strongly connected to the dorsal stream, responsible for planning and control
of goal-directed actions (Maunsell and van Essen 1983; Ungerleider and Desimone 1986;
Lewis and Van Essen 2000). In fact, it is often considered one of the gateway areas to
the dorsal stream. EBA has only recently been identified in the macaque monkey and its
connections have not been studied in high detail, neither in the money, nor in the human
(Pinsk et al. 2005, 2009; Popivanov et al. 2012, 2014). Do EBA’s anatomical connections
support its characterisation as a perceptual area? Evidence for an alternative view comes
from recent functional studies that suggest that EBA might provide an interface between
perceptual and motor processes (Astafiev et al. 2004; Gallivan et al. 2011; Kühn et al.
2011; Bracci et al. 2012). Such an interface is required during goal-oriented behaviour
27
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that relies on perceptual knowledge, as when grasping a hammer according to its use.
EBA could interface perceptual and motor processes in two ways. One possibility is
that EBA’s contributions resemble that of the lateral occipital complex (LOC) (Malach
et al. 1995). LOC provides access to perceptual information of object representations
(James et al. 2003; Verhagen et al. 2008; Gallivan et al. 2015), and EBA might implement
the same perceptual function for representations of body parts (Pitcher et al. 2009;
Hutchison et al. 2014; Lingnau and Downing 2015). Another possibility is that EBA is
more directly involved in motor control, specifying a desired postural configuration
chosen from multiple possibilities during object manipulating actions (van Nuenen
et al. 2012; Zimmermann et al. 2012, 2016). Here we assess whether the anatomical
evidence favours either one of those two possibilities. By extend, the insights gained
from these analyses could, on the one hand, inform on the computations of regions that
are functionally close, yet spatially segregated from EBA, such as FBA, FFA, and LOC. At
the same time, they could also inform new models of regions that are spatially close, yet
functionally distinct from EBA, such as MT. While these two regions are defined based
on strikingly different visual input, perhaps they share more than a spatial proximity and
both provide an interface between action and perception.
Building on recent explorative analyses of occipito-temporal connectivity (Hutchison et
al. 2014; Lingnau and Downing 2015), we test whether EBA shows stronger functional
and structural connectivity to the dorsal visuomotor stream than other areas of the
occipito-temporal cortex that are sensitive to object category. If the role of EBA is mainly
perceptual, then this area is expected to have a connectivity profile similar to those of
other portions of the ventral visual stream involved in processing body parts (i.e. the
fusiform body area, FBA, (Peelen and Downing 2005)) and in identifying objects (i.e.
the lateral occipital complex, LOC, Malach et al. 1995). If EBA directly contributes to
planning goal-directed actions, then the connectional affinity of this area with dorsal
stream regions is expected to be stronger than that of either FBA or LOC. We distinguish
between these two possibilities by considering two complementary indexes of
connectivity, diffusion-weighted MRI (dw-MRI) and resting-state fMRI (rs-fMRI). Dw-MRI
is a structural index of anatomical connectivity, ideally suited for non-invasive mapping
of white-matter fibre systems, whereas resting-state fMRI is a functional index of (multisynaptic) anatomical connectivity (O’Reilly et al. 2013), based on intrinsic coupled
modulations in spontaneous activation between brain areas in the absence of external
stimuli or task demands (Biswal et al. 1995; Fox and Raichle 2007; Hagmann et al. 2008;
28
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Honey et al. 2009). This study combines data-driven and hypothesis-driven analyses of
these two indexes of connectivity to make statements about EBA’s position within dorsal
and ventral visual stream circuits (Passingham 2013; Neubert et al. 2014).

Methods
Overview
The data used in this study was collected at the onset of a larger multi-session study
(Zimmermann et al. 2016), but they have not been reported before.

Participants
Thirty-two healthy, right-handed participants (25±3 years old, 17 male) gave written
informed consent to take part in the study and were financially compensated at a rate of
10 euro/hour. One subject was excluded from the resting-state analyses due to excessive
head movements (>3 mm) during rs-fMRI data collection.

MR Scans and procedures
Each participant completed a series of four scans. Following an anatomical scan (T1weighted MP-RAGE sequence, TR/TE = 2300/3.03 ms, voxel-size 1x1x1 mm, 32-channel
head-coil for signal reception; Avanto 1.5 T MR-scanner, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany),
participants performed a visual 1-back task that served as functional localizer for EBA,
FBA and LOC (see ‘Functional localization of EBA, FBA and LOC’), followed by restingstate and diffusion weighted MRI scans (see ’Resting-state fMRI and diffusion-weighted
MRI’).
During all scans, subjects lay in supine position in the scanner. Cushions on each side
of the head were used to stabilize the head. Additionally, tactile feedback about head
movements was provided to the subjects by spanning tape from both sides of the head
coil over the forehead, making it easier for them to minimize movements. A mirror
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construction attached to the head coil allowed participants to see a screen at the head
end of the scanner bore, where stimuli could be presented.

Functional localization of EBA, FBA and LOC
Functional localization of EBA, FBA and LOC was done using a 1-back task to ensure
attention to the stimuli. Three sets of stimuli were used during this task. For localization
of EBA and FBA, a set of 20 pictures of human bodies with digitally occluded heads was
used; for LOC, we used a set of 20 pictures of manmade objects (e.g. keyboard, guitar,
window); the third set consisted of phase-scrambled versions of the 20 object pictures.
Stimuli were presented in blocks of 20 stimuli + 2 stimuli repetitions that had to be
detected by the participants (1-back task; 10 blocks per condition). Stimulus presentation
time was 300 ms with a 450 ms inter-stimulus interval. Across trials, the location of the
stimuli on the screen was randomly shifted (stimulus size: ~10° visual angle, shifted by
3.5° horizontally/vertically). Participants held a button box in their right hand and used
their index finger to press a single button on the response box.
For the localizer scan, we acquired 256 whole-brain T2*-weighted multi-planar images
(TR=2180 ms, TE(1)=9.4 ms, TE(2)=21.2 ms, TE(3)=33.0 ms, TE(4)=45.0 ms; 31 slices,
voxel-size: 3.5x3.5x3.0 mm, gap-size: 0.5 mm) on a 1.5 T Avanto MR-scanner (Siemens,
Erlangen, Germany).

Resting-state fMRI and diffusion-weighted MRI
Participants were instructed to keep awake with their eyes closed for the time of the
resting-state scan, which lasted about 10 minutes. The dw-MRI scan took 9 minutes. The
light in the scanner room was dimmed during both scans.
The resting-state scan consisted of 266 whole-brain T2*-weighted multi-echo multiplanar images (TR=2000 ms, TE(1)=6.9 ms, TE(2)=16.2 ms, TE(3)=25.0 ms, TE(4)=35 ms,
TE(5)=44 ms; 39 slices, voxel-size: 3.5x3.5x3.0 mm, gap-size: 0.5 mm) that were acquired
on a 1.5 T Avanto MR-scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). Diffusion-weighted data
were acquired on the same 1.5 T Avanto MR-scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany)
using echo planar imaging (64 2.2 mm thick axial slices; field of view: 220 x 220 mm;
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voxel size: 2.2 x 2.2 x 2.2 mm). Diffusion weighting was isotropically distributed along
61 directions using a b-value of 1000 s/mm2. Seven volumes with no diffusion weighting
were acquired throughout the acquisition.

Image preprocessing and analysis of functional MRI data
All functional images, for the localizer task as well as the resting-state scan, were analysed
using MatLab (R2009b; MathWorks, Natick, MA) and SPM8 (Wellcome Department of
Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). Regions of interest (ROI) masks were constructed
using MarsBaR (Brett et al. 2002).

First, functional images were spatially realigned using a least-squares approach that
estimates rigid body transformations (translations, rotations) by minimizing headmovements between the first echo of each image and the reference image (Friston et al.
1995a). Next, all echoes of one image were combined into a single volume. For this, the
first 30 volumes of each timeseries (functional localizer scan or resting-state scan) were
used to estimate the best weighted echo combination in order to optimally capture the
BOLD response over the brain (Poser et al. 2006). These weights were then applied to the
entire timeseries. Subsequently, the timeseries for each voxel were temporally realigned
to the acquisition of the first slice. Anatomical images were spatially coregistered to
the means of the functional images. Normalization parameters to transform anatomical
images to a standard EPI template centred in MNI space (Ashburner and Friston 1999)
were estimated and used to transform individual structural and functional images into a
standard space for group analyses, with a voxel-size of 2x2x2 mm. Finally, images were
smoothed with a 6mm full-width at half maximum (FWHM) kernel.
For the localizer task, square-wave functions corresponding to the block duration
were constructed for each of the three image categories (bodies, objects, scrambles),
and convolved with a canonical haemodynamic response function and its temporal
derivative (Friston et al. 1995b). Additionally, the statistical model included 13 separate
regressors of no interest, modelling button presses and residual head movement related
effects by including the six rigid-body motion parameters (translations, rotations), as
well as their first-order temporal derivatives. Parameter estimates for all regressors
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were obtained by maximum-likelihood estimation, using a temporal high-pass filter (cutoff 128 s), modelling temporal autocorrelation as a first-order autoregressive process.
Linear contrasts pertaining to the main effects of the design were calculated.
EBA and FBA were identified by comparing activity during the ‘body’ condition with
activity during the ‘object’ condition, providing locations for left and right EBA and FBA
(Downing et al. 2001; Peelen and Downing 2005). LOC was identified by comparing
activity during the ‘object’ condition with activity during the ‘scrambled’ condition,
providing locations for left and right LOC (Malach et al. 1995).
Using individual locations for left and right EBA, FBA and LOC, timeseries for the seedregions were extracted from the resting-state data for each participant. Separate GLMs
were constructed for each of the six seed-regions (l/rEBA, l/rFBA, l/rLOC). Each GLM
included the first eigenvalue timeseries of a 4 mm sphere around the individuals’
peak coordinates for the seed-region. 15 additional regressors were included in each
design matrix, modelling residual head movement effects by including the six rigid-body
motion parameters (translations, rotations), as well as their first temporal derivatives,
and compartment signals for white matter, cerebro-spinal fluid and out-of-brain signals
(Verhagen et al. 2008). Parameter estimates for the connectivity between the seedregion and the rest of the brain were obtained by maximum-likelihood estimation, using
a temporal high-pass filter (cut-off 128 s) and modelling temporal autocorrelation as
a first-order autoregressive process. Estimated beta-maps related to the seed-regions’
timecourse-regressors were used for subsequent analyses (see below).

Functional connectivity analyses: overview
First, we characterised the connectivity patterns for the different seed-regions EBA,
FBA and LOC in a descriptive analysis to identify connected regions at the whole-brain
level (Part I – descriptive analyses). Subsequently, we quantified differences between
these patterns in two complementary statistical analyses (Part II – statistical analyses).
Differences in connectivity strength with dorsal and ventral stream regions were
quantified using ROI-based analyses (ROI based functional connectivity). Differences
between connectivity patterns of EBA, FBA and LOC were quantified using a multivariate
classifier trained on whole-brain connectivity patterns of the superior parietal and inferior
temporal lobules (Seed-region classification on whole-brain connectivity patterns).
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Part I – Descriptive analyses
Estimating whole-brain connectivity patterns and contrasts
To describe the connectivity pattern of EBA, FBA and LOC, we identified areas whose
timeseries were correlated with those of the seed-regions at the whole-brain level. In
SPM we conducted a within-subject analysis of the beta-images obtained during the
first-level analysis (see ‘Image preprocessing and analysis of functional MRI data’),
treating participants as a random factor. Additionally, we contrasted the connectivity
patterns to identify the areas that are differently co-activated with the seed-regions,
in both directions (e.g. EBA > LOC, LOC > EBA). Where possible, activated clusters were
assigned an anatomical label using SPM’s Anatomy toolbox (Eickhoff et al. 2005).

Creation of connectivity fingerprints
To further describe connectivity profiles for the seed-regions we established ‘fingerprints’
based on coupling with a set of 13 ipsilateral target-ROIs in MNI space (Table 2.1). The
target-regions were a relevant sample selected from the whole-brain connectivity
patterns and represent a characterisation of the main similarities and differences of the
localizer ROIs’ fingerprints. Each target-region consisted of a sphere with 4 mm radius,
equivalent to 33 voxels, created with MarsBaR and SPM8. Per subject and localizer ROI
seed-region, average beta-values of the target-ROIs were extracted and summarized
over participants. Values were masked at zero, following procedures used by Mars and
colleagues (Mars et al. 2011; Sallet et al. 2013; Neubert et al. 2014). Spider-plot diagrams
were created illustrating the connectivity fingerprint of each seed-region.
We quantified the similarities and differences between fingerprints using connectivity
fingerprint matching (Mars et al. 2016). Permutation testing (Nichols and Holmes 2002)
was used to test the significance of the difference between seed-regions within each
hemisphere and between homologues across hemispheres. We tested the hypothesis
that the difference between regions’ connectivity fingerprints, as indexed by the cityblock distance (i.e. the sum of differences over all fingerprint arms between a pair of
regions), is larger than expected by chance. To obtain a robust estimate of the chance
level we calculated the city-block distance for each relevant pair of fingerprints for 5000
different permutations of the seed-region labels. For each test the fingerprints were
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normalised to a range between 0 (weakest connection with any of the target-regions)
and 1 (strongest connection with any of the target-regions). In order not to bias the
test, the normalisation was performed over the combined arms of both fingerprints.
Subsequently, we used logistic regression to assess which target-regions significantly
contributed to observed differences between hemispheric homologues.
Table 2.1. List of target-regions and MNI coordinates used for connectivity fingerprints (Figure
2.4).
Label

Region

MNI
X

Y

Z

BA45

Brodmann area 45

±54

+24

+16

BA2

Brodmann area 2

±42

-30

+48

OP

Parietal operculum

±54

-18

+18

BA5

Brodmann area 5

±18

-52

+62

BA7a

Brodmann area 7 (anterior)

±32

-43

+58

V1

Primary visual cortex

±8

-90

+2

FFG

Fusiform gyrus

±42

-50

-8

IT

Inferior temporal lobe

±35

-36

-20

MTS

Medial temporal sulcus

±58

-36

-4

STS

Superior temporal sulcus

±58

-28

+14

Ins.

Insula

±52

+4

-14

Hipp.

Hippocampus

±20

-34

-4

OFC

Orbito-frontal cortex

±4

+58

-14

Part II – hypothesis-driven analyses
ROI based functional connectivity
We were interested in assessing the connectivity profile of EBA in relation to those
of prototypical perceptual regions like FBA and LOC. This was tested by investigating
the connectivity of the seed-regions (EBA, FBA, LOC) to large regions of interests
representative of the core of the dorsal and ventral stream. These ROIs were created
using AAL templates (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. 2002): the ventral stream ROI consisted of
the inferior temporal lobe (3200 voxels), the dorsal stream ROI consisted of the superior
parietal lobe (2065 voxels) (Figure 2.1).
Using Matlab, we extracted the average connectivity strength (beta values) of the seed34
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Figure 2.1. Figure 2.1. Regions of interest. Top: ROIs used for ROI based functional
connectivity analysis, consisting of AAL template regions. The dorsal ROI encompasses
the superior parietal lobe (red, 2065 voxels), the ventral ROI encompasses the inferior
temporal lobe (blue, 3200 voxels). Bottom: ROIs used for classification in Seed-region
classification on whole-brain connectivity patterns, for dorsal (red) and ventral stream
(blue). Mirrored locations were used for analyses of right lateralized seed-regions.
regions (EBA, LOC) with the two ipsilateral target-regions (dorsal, ventral). A 2-way
ANOVA with factors seed- [EBA, FBA, LOC] and target-region [dorsal, ventral] was used to
test for a significant interaction between seed- and target-regions. A 3-way ANOVA with
the additional factor hemisphere [left, right] was used to test for potential differences in
hemispheric specialization.

Seed-region classification on whole-brain connectivity patterns
Complementary to the above assessment of connectivity strength we aimed to classify
the connectivity patterns of the seed-regions (EBA, FBA, LOC) as resembling either a
‘dorsal’ or ‘ventral’ profile. We trained a classifier on whole-brain connectivity patterns
of a set of 16 ipsilateral ROIs in the dorsal (8) and ventral (8) stream as defined by the
AAL atlas (see ROI based functional connectivity). The distance between ROIs within one
stream was kept constant (Figure 2.1).
Classification was performed according to the nearest-neighbour method in Matlab
(knnclassify; k=3; distance metric: city-block). The classifier was trained using the 16
labelled ROIs in dorsal and ventral stream. For every participant, each seed-region’s
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connectivity pattern was classified as either ‘dorsal’ or ‘ventral’. The outcome of the seedregions’ classification was compared using a Friedman test, a non-parametric version of
a balanced two-way ANOVA, which allows for testing of within-subject differences. Exact
binomial testing was used to test classification outcomes versus chance level. A 3-way
ANOVA with the additional factor hemisphere [left, right] was used to test for potential
differences in hemispheric specialization.

Image processing and analysis of diffusion-weighted MRI
Analyses of diffusion-weighted images were performed using tools from FDT v2.0
(FMRIB’s Diffusion Toolbox) as part of FSL v5.0 (Functional MRI of the Brain Software
Library) and custom-made software written in Matlab. Eddy-current-distortions were
corrected using affine registration of all volumes to a target volume with no diffusion
weighting. Voxel-wise estimates of the fibre orientation distribution were calculated
using BedpostX, limited to estimating two fibre orientations at each voxel, because of
the b-value and number of gradient orientations in the diffusion data (Behrens et al.
2007).
For each participant, the T1 image was linearly registered to the diffusion images (using
an image with no diffusion weighting as a target) using FLIRT (FMRIB’s Linear Image
Registration Tool) and segmented using FAST (FMRIB’s Automated Segmentation Tool).
The T1 image was non-linearly warped to standard MNI space (as defined by the MNI152
template brain provided by FSL) using FNIRT (FMRIB’s Non-Linear Image Registration
Tool). The resulting transformation and warping matrices were used to register both
the Harvard-Oxford Atlas, containing probabilistic maps of parietal and inferior temporal
regions, and the individual locations for EBA, FBA, and LOC to each participant’s diffusion
space. Probabilistic tractography was run from all voxels in the sheet of white matter
voxels bordering the gray matter of our regions of interest (obtained by dilating the grey
matter compartment). We seeded from the 20 white matter voxels on the border with
grey matter closest to each participant’s EBA, FBA, and LOC locations. We included only
paths that terminated in the white matter bordering the parietal mask (superior parietal
lobe, angular gyrus, posterior, anterior supramarginal gyrus, and postcentral gyrus) or
the inferior temporal mask (anterior fusiform gyrus, anterior inferior temporal gyrus,
temporal pole). We operationalized anatomical connectivity strength as the average of
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the log-transformed and normalised number of paths that originate from either EBA,
FBA, or LOC and reach the target-regions (ventral: inferior temporal cortex; dorsal:
superior parietal lobe).

Results
Seed-regions EBA, FBA & LOC
Average MNI coordinates for left and right EBA were [-49 -76 8] and [50 -73 4], for FBA
[-41 -47 -18] and [42 -50 -17], and for LOC [-44 -80 -7] and [45 -79 -7]. The average
distances between regions differed (left: F(2,92)=172.94, p<.001; right: F(2,92)=77.9,
p<.001); the distance between EBA and LOC was on average 17.9±4.1 mm (left) and
17.1±4.7 mm (right), between EBA and FBA it was 41.5±5.1 mm (left) and 33.4±6.6 mm
(right), and between LOC and FBA it was 34.9±6.3 mm (left) and 31.6±5.5 mm (right)
(Figure 2.2). A control analysis confirmed that there was no overlap (0 voxels) between
the seed-regions [EBA, FBA, LOC] for any of the participants.

Part I – descriptive analyses
Whole-brain connectivity patterns
Multiple regression analysis identified brain regions where BOLD fluctuations were
uniquely coupled to those of EBA, FBA or LOC, having accounted for and discarded
shared sources of variance (Figure 2.3). EBA and LOC functional connectivity maps
resembled each other, each sharing unique fluctuations with the occipital cortices,
superior temporal lobes, superior parietal lobes, post- and pre-central regions. FBA was
coupled with the inferior temporal and occipital lobe, and parts of the parietal cortex.
These descriptive results replicate earlier findings (Hutchison et al. 2014), opening
the way for a novel quantitative test of differences in the connectivity profiles of EBA,
FBA, and LOC (Figure 2.5, Figure 2.6). As shown in Figure 2.4, we observed stronger
interactions of EBA, compared to LOC, with left and right parietal operculum as well as
parts of the mid-superior temporal gyrus. LOC interacts more strongly with areas around
the posterior fusiform gyrus, and inferior occipital and temporal cortex. EBA, compared
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Figure 2.2. Top: Locations of subject-specific seed-regions in EBA (blue), LOC (green),
and FBA (red). Ellipsoids represent 95% confidence intervals in all three directions of
each ROI location. A control analysis confirmed that there was no overlap between
seed-regions for any of the participants. Bottom: seed-region locations and contrasts
for functional localizer EBA, FBA (Bodies > Objects; Downing et al. 2001; Peelen and
Downing 2005) and LOC (Objects > Scrambled; Malach et al. 1995).

to FBA, interacts more strongly with mid-superior temporal and occipital cortices, as
well as postcentral regions. FBA, on the other hand, has stronger interactions with the
inferior temporal gyrus, fusiform gyrus, parahippocampal gyrus, and pre-SMA. FBA,
compared with LOC, interacts more strongly with inferior occipito-temporal cortex,

Figure 2.3 (right page). Whole-brain connectivity patterns for EBA (top), FBA (middle)
and LOC (bottom), and left and right hemisphere seed-regions. Clusters larger than 50
contiguous voxels are shown, on the basis of a cluster-forming threshold of p<.001.
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Figure 2.4. Contrast images of whole brain connectivity patterns for left and right
seed-regions between EBA, FBA and LOC. Clusters larger than 50 contiguous voxels
are shown, on the basis of a cluster-forming threshold of p<.001. For a list of covered
regions see supplementary material.

anterior fusiform gyrus and the left hippocampal area. LOC has stronger interactions
with large parts of the occipital cortex, compared to FBA. In this exploratory analysis,
we did not observe hemispheric specialisation in the differences between connectivity
patterns of seed-regions (Figure 2.4).

Connectivity fingerprints
To further characterize the connectivity patterns of EBA, FBA and LOC we represent the
connectivity fingerprints in relation to a set of target-regions in a spider plot (Figure
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2.5) that highlight differences in connectivity fingerprints between EBA, FBA and LOC,
and between left and right homologues. Permutation testing confirmed the exploratory
whole-brain results and revealed that each region has an identifiable connectivity
fingerprint (all p<.05, except rLOC-rFBA: p=.06). These fingerprints could potentially be
used to identify these regions based on resting-state fMRI data alone, in the absence of
localiser tasks (Saygin et al. 2012; Mars et al. 2013; Tavor et al. 2016). EBA is characterized
by connections with the superior temporal sulcus and with parietal regions involved in
motor control, including BA5 (SPL), BA7a (anterior IPS), OP and BA2, which are weaker for
the other seed-regions. The connectivity fingerprint for FBA is characterized by its strong
connections with the fusiform gyrus and the inferior temporal lobe. The connectivity
fingerprint of LOC is less biased towards connections with either dorsal or ventral stream
regions. Lastly, only EBA and LOC, but not FBA, connect strongly with primary visual
areas. When testing for specialisation between hemispheric homologues of these regions
the connectivity fingerprints emphasize differences between left and right EBA (p=.03),
but not FBA (p=.19) and LOC (p=.18). Logistic regression revealed that the hemispheric
specialisation of EBA was mostly driven by stronger connectivity of right than left EBA with
OP (p=.04), STS (p=.01), and FFG (p=.04), but notably not by BA5 (p=.98), BA7a (p=.69),
and BA2 (p=.44). This suggest that both left and right EBA were strongly connected
with superior parietal regions, but differed in their coupling with temporal regions.

EBA
V1
FFG
IT
MTS

FBA

BA5 BA7a OP
BA2
BA45
OFC
STS Ins Hipp

V1

BA5 BA7a OP
BA2

FFG

BA45

IT
MTS

LOC

OFC
STS Ins

Hipp

V1
FFG
IT
MTS

BA5 BA7a OP
BA2
BA45
OFC
STS Ins Hipp

Figure 2.5. Connectivity fingerprints of seed-regions EBA, FBA and LOC for left (wedges) and right (lines) hemisphere. Only positive connections are shown. BA: Brodmann
area, OP: Operculum, STS: superior temporal sulcus, MTS: medial temporal sulcus, IT:
inferior temporal sulcus, FFG: fusiform gyrus, OFC: orbito-frontal cortex, Hipp: Hippocampus, Ins: Insula
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Part II – hypothesis-driven analyses
ROI based functional connectivity
After characterising the connectivity fingerprints, we directly tested whether EBA
would show stronger connectivity strength with the dorsal stream and is more likely
to resemble a dorsal stream connectivity profile, as compared to FBA and LOC. First,
we assessed the connectivity strength of EBA, FBA, and LOC with the dorsal and
ventral stream. Using large ROIs spanning inferior temporal (ventral) and superior
parietal (dorsal) cortex based on the AAL template, a 3x2 ANOVA with factors seed- [EBA,
FBA, LOC] and target-region [dorsal, ventral] indicated a significant interaction between
seed- and target-regions in terms of resting-state connectivity strength for the left
hemisphere (F(2,60)=21.69, p<.001) and a trend for the right hemisphere (F(2,60)=2.98,
p=.059; Figure 2.6). The interhemispheric 3-way interaction [hemisphere x seed-region x
target-region] was significant (F(2,60)=7.33, p=.001).
For the left hemisphere, the underlying 2x2 interaction with EBA and FBA seeds
was significant (F(1,30)=34.28, p<.001), as well as the interaction with FBA and LOC
seeds (F(1,30)=20.60, p<.001). The interaction with EBA and LOC seeds showed a
trend (F(1,30)=4.97, p=.10; all Bonferroni corrected). The same interactions for the
right hemisphere were not significant ([EBA, FBA]: F(1,30)=4.98, p=.10; [EBA, LOC]:
F(1,30)=0.51, p>.10; [FBA, LOC]: F(1,30)=3.67, p>.10; all Bonferroni corrected).
The interaction between hemisphere and target-region [dorsal, ventral] was significant
only for EBA (F(1,30)=10.72, p=.008), but not LOC or FBA. For left EBA, there was a
significant difference in connection strength with the dorsal and ventral target-region
(t(30)=3.27, p=.005), which was absent for right EBA (p>.10). The reverse was observed
for left FBA, which had a stronger connection with the ventral than with the dorsal
target-region (t(30)=2.44, p=.04; all Bonferroni corrected).
This suggests that, in the left hemisphere, EBA is less strongly connected with the ventral
stream and more so with the dorsal stream than FBA, with LOC exhibiting an intermediate
relative coupling strength. Moreover, these results suggest that connectivity of left
EBA differs from connectivity of right EBA, which seems to be more similar to those of
(ipsilateral) LOC and FBA. The hemispheric specialisation of EBA is driven by differences in
connectivity strength with the ventral stream, confirming the results of the connectivity
fingerprints.
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connectivity strength [a.u.]
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Figure 2.6. Resting-state connectivity strength between seed-[EBA, FBA, LOC] and target-regions in the dorsal visual stream (in black) or in the ventral visual stream (in
white). Left hemispheric EBA and LOC present stronger connectivity with the dorsal
than the ventral stream. The opposite is true for FBA. This interaction did not reach
significance in the right hemisphere. This inter-hemispheric difference resulted in a
significant three-way interaction of hemisphere, seed-region, and target-region. Error
bars indicate standard error of the mean.

Seed-region classification
Next, complementary to the analyses of connectivity strength, we aimed to classify
whole-brain connectivity patterns of the seed-regions [EBA, FBA, and LOC] as either
‘dorsal’ or ‘ventral’. We based the classification on the resemblance of the seeds’ wholebrain connectivity patterns to those of 16 ROIs in the ipsilateral dorsal and ventral streams
(Figure 2.1, bottom panels). In the left hemisphere, there was a significant difference
in classification outcomes for the three seed-regions (χ2(2, N=31)=27.26, p<.001 (nonparametric Friedman test); Figure 2.7). On a scale from 1 [dorsal] to -1 [ventral], there
was a trend that EBA was classified ‘dorsal’ (average±SD: +.29±0.97; classified dorsal in
20 out of 31 subjects, exact binomial p=.075), whereas FBA was predominantly classified
‘ventral’ (-.87±0.50; 29/31 ventral, p<.001), and LOC’s classification was mixed (-.03±1.02;
16/31 ventral, p>.10). Further post-hoc tests confirmed that EBA scored significantly
more ‘dorsal’ than FBA (χ2(1, N=31)=18.0, p<.001), as did LOC (χ2(1, N=31)=13.0, p<.001).
There was no difference in classification outcome between EBA and LOC after correcting
for multiple comparisons (χ2(1, N=31)=3.57, p=.18; all Bonferroni corrected).
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Figure 2.7. Classification result of seed-regions EBA, LOC and FBA classified as either
dorsal or ventral based on whole brain connectivity patterns of each 8 predefined ROIs
(see Figure 2.1) for left and right hemisphere. Left EBA is most likely to be classified as
dorsal stream region, while right EBA is ambiguous. FBA is consistently, for both the
left and right hemispheres, classified as ventral stream, while this only held true for
LOC in the right hemisphere. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean

Classification outcomes for the right hemisphere differed from the left hemisphere, as
shown in a significant 3-way interaction additionally considering the factor hemisphere
[hemisphere x seed-region x target-region] (F(2,60)=3.93, p=.025). However, also for
the right hemisphere, there was a significant, albeit weaker, difference in classification
outcomes for the three seed-regions (χ2(2, N=31)=10.78, p=.005; Figure 2.6). In this
hemisphere classification of EBA differed from classification of FBA (χ2(1, N=31)=8.07,
p=.014). There was a trend that EBA differed from LOC (χ2(1, N=31)=5.33, p=.063), but
classification of LOC did not differ from classification of FBA (χ2(1, N=31)=1.00, p>.10;
all Bonferroni corrected). EBA was not consistently classified as either ventral or dorsal
(-.03±1.02; 16/31 ventral, p>.10), while a ventral classification was robustly assigned to
both LOC (-.55±0.85; 24/31, p=.002) and FBA (-.74±0.68; 27/31, p<.001).
Regarding hemispheric differences, left EBA was more likely to be classified as dorsal
than right EBA (χ2(1, N=31)=5.00, p=.025), as was the case for left and right LOC
(χ2(1, N=31)=6.40, p=.011), but not left and right FBA (χ2(1, N=31)=0.67, p>.10).
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This suggests that the whole-brain connectivity pattern of left EBA is similar to a dorsal
stream area connectivity pattern, whereas the connectivity pattern of right EBA does not
clearly follow that of a particular stream. Left and right FBA have connectivity patterns
similar to those of ventral stream regions. Right LOC has, like FBA, a ventral connectivity
pattern, while left LOC, like right EBA, is ambiguous.

Probabilistic tractography of diffusion-weighted MRI
Lastly, we aimed to complement and confirm the resting-state fMRI approach using
probabilistic tractography of diffusion-weighted MRI. Diffusion tractography showed that
all three seed-regions had more projections to ventral than dorsal regions in absolute
terms. This is expected given their spatial proximity to the the ventral target. However,
it also revealed that the relative distribution of ventral and dorsal projections differed
per region: EBA was characterized by strong dorsal projections and FBA by strong ventral
projections, with an intermediate pattern for LOC (Figure 2.8). Specifically, we found
a significant interaction of seed- by target-region in log transformed tract probability
(F(2,62)=41.07, p<.001). This index did not differ between hemispheres, as indicated by
the absence of a 3-way interaction between seed-region, target-region, and hemisphere
(F(2,62)=0.51, p=.61). Post-hoc tests revealed that EBA’s probability of connecting with
the parietal lobe was stronger than FBA’s and LOC’s (left: t(31)=2.73, p<.031; t(31)=4.39,
p<.001; right: t(31)=4.95, p<.001; t(31)=6.43, p<.001), with no significant difference
between LOC and FBA (left: t(31)=1.57, p>.10; right: t(31)=2.38, p=.07; all Bonferronicorrected). Inversely, FBA had a stronger probability to connect with inferior temporal
lobe than EBA and LOC (left: t(31)=3.92, p=.001; t(31)=4.30, p<.001; right: t(31)=2.60,
p=.043; t(31)=7.08, p<.001), with no significant difference between LOC and EBA for the
left hemisphere (t(31)=0.95, p>.10), but with stronger probability for EBA in the right
hemisphere (t(31)=3.44, p=.005; all Bonferroni corrected). Although FBA is closer in
distance to inferior temporal cortex than EBA and LOC, these effects cannot simply be
explained by a bias of distance: all seed-regions are similarly distant from parietal cortex
and EBA and LOC are equidistant from inferior temporal, yet a striking difference in
connectivity probability was observed. The probabilistic tractography analysis confirms
the rs-fMRI finding, indicating that EBA is remarkably strongly connected with the dorsal
stream. However, while EBA’s functional connectivity strength and profile likeliness to
the dorsal stream differed between the left and right homologues, this lateralisation was
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not found in the proxy of structural connectivity.
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Figure 2.8. Connectivity strength of EBA, FBA, and LOC with ventral and dorsal regions
indexed using probabilistic tractography of diffusion-weighted MRI. All three seed-regions show more projections to ventral than dorsal regions, but the relative distribution differed: EBA is characterized by relatively stronger dorsal projections and FBA by
relatively stronger ventral projections. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean.

Discussion
This study tests whether the EBA has stronger connectivity with the dorsal visuomotor
stream than two nearby perceptual areas in the occipito-temporal cortex, LOC and FBA.
There are two main findings. First, EBA is more strongly coupled to parietal regions than
FBA and LOC, both functionally and structurally. Second, the functional connectivity
of left and right EBA differs. Left EBA has a functional connectivity pattern closely
resembling that of representative areas in the dorsal visuomotor stream. In contrast, the
connectivity pattern of right EBA was intermediate between that of representative dorsal
and ventral stream areas. These observations clarify the ongoing debate on EBA function
(Downing and Peelen 2011, 2015), providing anatomical evidence for the notion that the
(left) EBA is closely engaged with parietal cortex. EBA’s connectivity profile supports the
suggestion that its contributions to goal-oriented behaviour are different from those of
other portions of the ventral visual stream (Kühn et al. 2011; van Nuenen et al. 2012;
Zimmermann et al. 2012, 2016).
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Dorsal stream affinity of the extrastriate body area
The dw-MRI tractography index of structural connectivity reflected the proximity and
connectivity of all investigated occipito-temporal regions to the ventral stream. In
addition, it revealed that EBA’s affinity with the dorsal stream is markedly stronger
than that of LOC and FBA (Figure 2.8). This effect was present for both the left and right
hemispheric homologues. The resting-state functional coupling of EBA also revealed a
greater affinity, both in strength and profile, with the dorsal stream than with the ventral
stream (Figure 2.6). At a whole-brain level, EBA has strong functional connections with
early occipital regions. In addition, EBA is functionally coupled with the superior parietal
lobe, the parietal operculum and the postcentral gyrus (Figure 2.3). These parietal
regions are involved in somatosensory processing (Dijkerman and de Haan 2007), in
the integration of somatosensory and visual information during reaching/grasping
movements (Fogassi and Luppino 2005), and in the estimation of future body states
during action execution (Wolpert et al. 1998). Those parietal regions could provide
EBA with access to somatosensory representations of one’s own current body posture.
This functional connectivity profile fits with the observation that EBA is sensitive to
discrepancies between one’s own current body posture and predicted body postures
(Arzy et al. 2006; Zimmermann et al. 2012, 2013; Limanowski et al. 2014; Limanowski
and Blankenburg 2016). It remains unclear whether the whole EBA or only a portion has
access to both visual and somatosensory information, similar to how the lateral occipital
complex contains a sub-section sensitive to both visual and tactile object information
(Amedi et al. 2001). Future investigations could test whether EBA could be further
subdivided in modality-related integrative units, as other parts of the lateral occipitotemporal cortex (see for example Bracci et al. 2012).
The exceptionally strong connectivity of EBA with postcentral, opercular, and dorsomedial
portions of the parietal cortex does not fit with a purely visuo-perceptual role for this
area. Access to somatosensory information would be irrelevant for an EBA devoted to
identify visually presented body stimuli, or to process the perceptual consequences
of executed motor acts (Downing et al. 2001; Downing and Peelen 2011). In contrast,
knowing the current postural configuration of one’s own body is crucial for an EBA
involved in motor control (van Nuenen et al. 2012; Zimmermann et al. 2012, 2016).
EBA’s access to both visual and haptic information (Kitada et al. 2009, 2014) supports
the notion that this region biases the sensorimotor transformations implemented in
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the parieto-frontal circuits with a postural goal-state derived from learned knowledge
(Verhagen et al. 2012).

Hemispheric specialisation in EBA’s functional, but not structural,
connectivity profile
The second main finding of this study concerns inter-hemispheric differences in the
functional connectivity profile of EBA. Left EBA showed a substantial preference, in
strength and pattern, for dorsal over ventral stream areas. Right EBA showed a more
balanced affinity across dorsal and ventral stream areas (Figures 2.5-2.7). The stronger
dorsal stream affinity of left EBA fits with the observation that EBA’s involvement in
motor control has predominantly been demonstrated for the left hemisphere (Arzy et
al. 2006; Zimmermann et al. 2012; Limanowski et al. 2014). Conversely, perceptual tasks
have consistently shown stronger activation in the right EBA (Downing et al. 2001; Peelen
and Downing 2005). These hemispheric differences are markedly weaker or absent in
left-handed participants, and they have been interpreted as a collateral consequence
of left-hemisphere dominance for language (Willems et al. 2009). The current results
suggest an alternative interpretation, closely linked to EBA’s role in action planning and
execution. Namely, the stronger dorsal-stream connectivity of left EBA could be part
of a general left-hemispheric bias for action planning and execution observed in righthanded individuals (Schluter et al. 1998; de Lange et al. 2005).
It could be argued that the inter-hemispheric asymmetry in EBA’s functional connectivity
is invalidated by the lack of differences in dw-MRI tractography. In fact, dw-MRI is restricted
to identification of continuous fibre systems, whereas rs-fMRI can identify connections
passing across several systems (Honey et al. 2009). Accordingly, the difference in interhemispheric asymmetry between functional and structural connectivity could point
to hemispheric differences in the intrinsic connectivity profile of higher-order regions
within the dorsal and ventral visual streams. Stronger within-stream connectivity in one
hemisphere but not the other, for instance between Brodmann area 2 and the parietal
operculum, or between the fusiform gyrus and anterior inferior temporal cortex, would
influence rs-fMRI and dw-MRI connectivity differently.
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Fusiform body area
FBA, which is consistently co-activated with EBA (Peelen and Downing 2005; Weiner and
Grill-Spector 2010), shows weaker connectivity than EBA with (superior) parietal regions.
This could suggest that FBA plays primarily a perceptual role, namely the role originally
proposed for EBA (Downing et al. 2001). Alternatively, the FBA connectivity isolated
in this study raises the possibility that this region is also involved in providing desired
goal-states to action plans, although through a different circuit than EBA. Namely, FBA
connectivity with areas 45, 46, and IFS could mediate perceptual influences on motor
planning through prefrontal cortex, such as the selection of action targets and objects
according to abstract goals (Milner and Goodale 2008). These ventral visual stream
influences on action selection would become relevant only during late planning stages
of actions (Milner and Goodale 2008), in contrast to the direct and early influences on
motor behaviour exerted by EBA (Zimmermann et al. 2016).

Middle temporal area MT
The cortical extent of EBA overlaps substantially with motion area MT, especially with
the region of MT+ that is sensitive to biological motion (Peelen et al. 2006; Downing et
al. 2007). It is yet not clear whether this region’s sensitivity to static bodies and moving
dots, two very different stimuli, is driven by the same or different neuronal populations.
Regardless, the current study was not focused on MT but rather designed to test a
long-standing assumption concerning EBA specifically: that EBA is a canonical categoryspecific perceptual area with connections appropriately biased towards the ventral
visual stream. Our findings invalidate this assumption. However, in the light of MT’s
known connectional profile, this is perhaps not very surprising. Area MT is commonly
classified as a dorsal stream region, serving as a gateway for motion information to guide
actions. This classification is primarily based on evidence from macaque tracer studies
(Maunsell and van Essen 1983; Ungerleider and Desimone 1986). While macaque MT is
positioned on the cortex relatively superiorly, close to (other) dorsal stream areas in the
parietal lobe, human MT and EBA invade the temporal lobe in spatial proximity to ventral
stream areas (Van Essen et al. 2001; Orban et al. 2004). MT and EBA share more than
just their topological positioning within primate cortex. Not only do the connections
of both regions reveal a strong affinity with the dorsal stream, they are both localized
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using purely perceptual tasks, instead of motoric tasks as commonly employed for dorsal
stream localizers. Perhaps recent advances in our understanding of EBA functioning
could be translated to further our understanding of MT. Does MT’s connectional profile
and involvement in action guidance show a similar hemispheric specialization as EBA?
Can MT shape action planning by anticipating future states, serving as a prior at the
initialization of a motor plan? MT’s activity is strongly shaped by top-down influences, as
for example biological motion processing, but can it also drive bottom-up influences on
biological motion generation, similar to EBA?

Interpretational issues
Resting state connectivity and diffusion MRI do not provide information about the
directionality of connections. The suggestion that brain regions in the occipito-temporal
cortex project onto the motor system implies a directed information flow from occipitotemporal to dorsal stream regions. Similarly, accounts that emphasize how motor
information is used to predict sensory consequences of actions would require the same
connections, in the opposite direction. Findings from a recent transcranial magnetic
stimulation study, on the same participants, complement the current observations with
causal information about the direction and the temporal relevance of these connections,
showing that EBA influences action planning well before IPS (Zimmermann et al. 2016).
Resting state connectivity is an indirect measure of anatomy that cannot distinguish
between direct and indirect connections (Honey et al. 2009; Passingham 2013). For
instance, correlation of BOLD responses between two regions can be caused by a
third region that projects to both, in absence of a direct connection between the two
BOLD-correlated regions. Nonetheless, this approach has proven to be very sensitive
to differences in correlation patterns between regions, also in the occipito-temporal
cortex (Hutchison et al. 2014). Diffusion MRI tractography has different limitations,
for instance its results are strongly biased by the distance between seed- and targetregion. Moreover, diffusion tractography methods have trouble distinguishing between
crossing and curved fibres within a voxel, leading to a sub-optimal balance between
sensitivity and specificity (Thomas et al. 2014). Although diffusion tractography has been
repeatedly proven to closely match the golden-standard of tracing results (Croxson et
al. 2005; Dauguet et al. 2007; Jbabdi et al. 2013; Azadbakht et al. 2015), the goal of
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dw-MRI tractography in this study is dissimilar from that of tracing studies. We aim to
quantify the probability of regions being part of the same connectional system, and
markedly do not aim to qualify the presence of single-synapse connections between
these regions. Furthermore, the current analyses are designed to complement rs-fMRI
and dw-MRI strengths, while minimising their weaknesses. For instance, we have used
subject-specific localised seed-regions, and a-priori target-regions, to balance specificity
and sensitivity. Moreover, in line with most diffusion tractography studies, we do not
draw inferences on absolute connectivity probabilities, but compare relative values
across regions with similar distances.

2

Conclusions
Here we provide anatomical evidence that the extrastriate body area has strong
interactions with parietal cortex allowing it to exchange information with dorsal stream
areas. In fact, left EBA exhibited a clear affinity for dorsal over ventral stream regions,
as evidenced by profiling its functional connectivity strength and pattern. Intriguingly,
this dorsal bias was less pronounced for right EBA. Diffusion tractography confirmed
the relative dorsal affinity of EBA, yet it did not reveal hemispheric specialisation in
structural connectivity. Contrasting with EBA, the fusiform body area could be robustly
classified as a ventral region based on its connectivity profile. It is characterised by strong
connections to higher perceptual areas in the inferior temporal cortex and a lack of marked
connections to posterior parietal and postcentral regions involved in motor control. The
lateral occipital complex revealed an intermediate pattern with nearly equal affinity for
ventral and dorsal visual streams, suggesting it might not only serve as a gateway for
ventral, but also for dorsal stream processing. In summary, these observations resonate
recent proposals that EBA is not only involved in body perception (Downing et al. 2001;
Downing and Peelen 2011), but also contributes to action planning by anticipating body
states (Zimmermann et al. 2012, 2016), with potentially a hemispheric specialisation for
these complementary functional roles.
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Supplementary material
Table S1a-l. List of regions covered by clusters of comparisons between seed-regions,
limited to one local maximum per region. Only significant clusters are considered
(p(FWE)<.05, based on voxel-wise, uncorrected threshold of p<.001 (as Figure 2.4).
Labelling is done according to the anatomy toolbox (Eickhoff et al. 2005).
(a) [LH] EBA > FBA
Region
L Middle Occipital Gyrus
R Middle Temporal Gyrus
L Cuneus
R Cuneus
L Superior Occipital Gyrus
R Superior Occipital Gyrus
R Middle Occipital Gyrus
L Calcarine Gyrus
L Superior Temporal Gyrus
L Heschls Gyrus
R Insula Lobe
L Rolandic Operculum
R Superior Temporal Gyrus
R Heschls Gyrus
R Lingual Gyrus
L Lingual Gyrus
R Superior Parietal Lobule
R Rolandic Operculum
L Postcentral Gyrus
L Superior Parietal Lobule
R Inferior Occipital Gyrus
R Fusiform Gyrus
R Postcentral Gyrus
R Precentral Gyrus
L Precentral Gyrus
L Insula Lobe
R SupraMarginal Gyrus
L Precuneus
R Precuneus
L Paracentral Lobule
L Posterior-Medial Frontal
L Middle Temporal Gyrus
R Superior Frontal Gyrus
L ACC
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X

Y

Z

T-value

-44
50
-4
6
-18
24
30
-14
-42
-36
42
-46
66
42
12
-22
26
56
-26
-32
44
28
56
54
-36
-36
48
-4
14
-12
-8
-68
28
-2

-78
-74
-86
-84
-88
-86
-88
-68
-32
-24
-8
-6
-38
-26
-68
-58
-48
-4
-44
-44
-66
-74
-6
-14
-28
6
-32
-48
-60
-32
-10
-12
-12
36

10
10
26
26
30
32
22
10
14
12
12
6
16
14
0
-2
58
10
56
58
-14
-14
36
42
58
4
24
62
60
70
70
0
64
16

11.73
10.37
10.05
9.22
8.95
8.46
8.29
7.88
7.36
7.12
6.45
6.42
6.21
6.20
6.13
6.07
5.58
5.50
5.31
5.13
5.08
4.83
4.81
4.75
4.66
4.38
4.19
3.80
3.79
3.77
3.69
3.62
3.28
4.3
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(b) [LH] EBA > LOC
Region
L Superior Temporal Gyrus
L Calcarine Gyrus
L Rolandic Operculum
L Middle Occipital Gyrus
L Heschls Gyrus
R Calcarine Gyrus
L Insula Lobe
L Angular Gyrus
L Postcentral Gyrus
R Precuneus
R Rolandic Operculum
R Middle Temporal Gyrus
R Superior Temporal Gyrus
R SupraMarginal Gyrus
R Postcentral Gyrus
R Middle Occipital Gyrus
R Precentral Gyrus
R Angular Gyrus
L Superior Medial Gyrus
L Superior Frontal Gyrus
L Middle Frontal Gyrus
R Superior Medial Gyrus
L Precentral Gyrus
L SupraMarginal Gyrus
L Inferior Parietal Lobule
R MCC
R ACC

X

Y

Z

T-value

-52
-22
-48
-44
-34
8
-34
-54
-52
14
52
48
68
46
64
44
62
48
0
-18
-20
6
-62
-62
-54
2
4

-32
-56
-10
-82
-24
-62
-20
-66
-14
-52
-12
-66
-40
-32
-8
-80
4
-76
48
44
48
64
6
-20
-22
8
16

16
8
12
26
14
18
12
36
24
18
14
12
16
24
36
32
32
34
38
40
30
26
24
42
44
32
26

7.44
6.46
6.39
5.26
5.16
5.09
5.05
4.73
3.97
3.27
6.33
6.31
6.14
5.75
4.86
4.14
4.07
4.05
5.24
3.69
3.43
3.39
5.45
4.18
3.63
3.94
3.79
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(c) [LH] FBA > EBA
Region
L Inferior Temporal Gyrus
R ParaHippocampal Gyrus
L Fusiform Gyrus
L ParaHippocampal Gyrus
R Superior Temporal Gyrus
L Middle Temporal Gyrus
L Superior Temporal Gyrus
L Olfactory cortex
R Middle Orbital Gyrus
R Amygdala
L Temporal Pole
L Cerebellum (III)
R Rectal Gyrus
R IFG (p. Orbitalis)
L IFG (p. Triangularis)
R Mid Orbital Gyrus
L Cerebellum (Crus 1)
L IFG (p. Orbitalis)
L Cerebellum (Crus 2)
L Mid Orbital Gyrus
L Middle Orbital Gyrus
L Superior Orbital Gyrus
L Thalamus
L Rectal Gyrus
L Cerebellum (VII)
L Hippocampus
L Cerebellum (VIII)
L Posterior-Medial Frontal
R Posterior-Medial Frontal
L Superior Frontal Gyrus
L Middle Frontal Gyrus
L Superior Medial Gyrus
R Superior Medial Gyrus
R Cerebellum (Crus 1)
R Cerebellum (VI)
R Cerebellum (Crus 2)
R Cerebellum (VII)
R Inferior Temporal Gyrus
R Middle Temporal Gyrus
L Inferior Parietal Lobule
R Angular Gyrus
R Inferior Parietal Lobule
R Superior Orbital Gyrus
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X

Y

Z

T-value

-44
18
-34
-16
44
-46
-44
-22
24
18
-48
-10
10
50
-48
4
-32
-40
-46
-2
-20
-14
-4
-10
-38
-30
-38
-6
2
-14
-28
-4
6
32
24
30
26
54
58
-52
48
50
18

-46
-26
-38
-22
-2
0
-2
4
32
0
20
-38
22
48
42
22
-62
28
-76
28
62
56
-10
34
-62
-14
-58
20
14
16
14
30
36
-66
-66
-84
-78
-38
-20
-54
-60
-52
56

-18
-14
-18
-18
-14
-16
-14
-18
-22
-16
-14
-22
-16
-12
0
-10
-38
-16
-40
-12
-12
-10
4
-22
-52
-12
-56
52
58
48
44
46
42
-32
-32
-46
-50
-18
-16
50
54
56
-10

12.12
8.87
8.62
8.30
6.52
6.36
6.32
6.28
5.79
5.54
5.53
5.49
5.28
5.24
5.12
5.01
4.82
4.71
4.37
4.37
4.20
4.18
4.12
4.05
4.05
3.92
3.56
7.13
5.73
4.93
4.71
4.69
3.41
5.79
5.58
4.72
4.41
6.70
4.39
5.00
5.36
4.72
4.38
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(d) [LH] FBA > LOC
Region
L Inferior Temporal Gyrus
L Fusiform Gyrus
L Hippocampus
L Amygdala
L Pallidum
L Cerebellum (III)
L Posterior-Medial Frontal
L Middle Frontal Gyrus
L Superior Medial Gyrus
L Precentral Gyrus
L IFG (p. Triangularis)
L Superior Frontal Gyrus
R Superior Medial Gyrus
L Inferior Parietal Lobule
L Angular Gyrus
L Middle Occipital Gyrus
R Hippocampus
R ParaHippocampal Gyrus
R Olfactory cortex
R Cerebellum (VII)
R Cerebellum (Crus 2)
R Cerebellum (VI)
R Cerebellum (Crus 1)
R Caudate Nucleus
L Superior Temporal Gyrus
L IFG (p. Orbitalis)
R Rectal Gyrus
R Mid Orbital Gyrus
L Rectal Gyrus
R Inferior Temporal Gyrus
R Middle Temporal Gyrus
L Middle Orbital Gyrus

X

Y

Z

T-value

-44
-34
-16
-20
-12
-10
-6
-24
0
-44
-54
-18
2
-54
-42
-38
14
38
22
32
36
26
18
18
-44
-34
6
8
0
52
60
-48

-46
-38
-20
0
4
-38
20
14
44
10
18
14
30
-56
-74
-82
-4
-32
10
-74
-86
-66
-76
-12
-2
38
32
24
36
-40
-36
48

-18
-18
-18
-14
-6
-22
50
54
36
34
22
46
46
48
42
38
-16
-14
-18
-54
-38
-30
-30
22
-14
-12
-18
-14
-18
-18
-14
-4

13.00
8.59
7.18
5.44
4.04
3.70
5.44
5.28
4.87
4.78
4.74
3.77
3.70
5.58
4.51
4.46
4.61
3.72
3.65
4.45
3.90
5.01
4.82
3.45
4.40
4.57
4.33
3.78
3.65
4.26
4.20
3.65
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(e) [LH] LOC > EBA
Region
L Inferior Occipital Gyrus
L Fusiform Gyrus
L Calcarine Gyrus
R Inferior Occipital Gyrus
R Middle Occipital Gyrus
Cerebellar Vermis (6)
L Cerebellum (Crus 2)
R Posterior-Medial Frontal
L Posterior-Medial Frontal
L Cerebellum (IV-V)
Cerebellar Vermis (4/5)
R IFG (p. Orbitalis)
R Middle Orbital Gyrus
R Superior Orbital Gyrus
R Rectal Gyrus
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X

Y

Z

T-value

-42 -78
-38 -80
-4 -100
40 -86
34 -82
0 -72
-6 -90
4 16
-6 10
-6 -44
0 -48
38 24
28 42
16 46
16 18

-8
-14
-6
-12
2
-6
-26
60
56
-10
-2
-12
-18
-20
-14

12.14
8.81
7.31
7.12
5.72
5.16
3.44
5.73
4.48
5.04
4.41
4.59
5.11
3.65
5.38
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(f) [LH] LOC > FBA
Region
L Inferior Occipital Gyrus
R Middle Occipital Gyrus
L Middle Occipital Gyrus
R Inferior Occipital Gyrus
R Calcarine Gyrus
R Cuneus
L Cuneus
R Superior Occipital Gyrus
R Fusiform Gyrus
L Calcarine Gyrus
L Lingual Gyrus
R Lingual Gyrus
L Cerebellum (IV-V)
L Rolandic Operculum
L Heschls Gyrus
L Superior Temporal Gyrus
R Superior Parietal Lobule
R Inferior Parietal Lobule
R Insula Lobe
R Rolandic Operculum
R Superior Temporal Gyrus

X

Y

Z

T-value

-42
36
-30
40
10
10
-6
26
30
-4
-6
20
-8
-48
-38
-60
28
30
44
52
56

-78
-80
-98
-82
-86
-88
-86
-82
-76
-92
-74
-74
-40
-2
-22
-18
-56
-48
-8
-2
-2

-6
0
-2
-6
12
16
26
30
-14
6
0
-10
-8
2
6
2
58
54
4
4
4

14.54
10.91
10.34
10.13
9.03
9.00
8.83
8.06
7.74
7.67
7.02
7.00
4.60
5.12
4.03
3.75
4.67
4.17
4.28
3.86
3.86
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(g) [RH] EBA > FBA
Region
R Middle Temporal Gyrus
R Middle Occipital Gyrus
R Calcarine Gyrus
L Superior Occipital Gyrus
R Cuneus
L Calcarine Gyrus
L Cuneus
L Middle Occipital Gyrus
L Lingual Gyrus
R Superior Parietal Lobule
R Lingual Gyrus
R Precuneus
R Postcentral Gyrus
R Inferior Occipital Gyrus
L Fusiform Gyrus
L Superior Parietal Lobule
L Insula Lobe
L Heschls Gyrus
L Superior Temporal Gyrus
L IFG (p. Opercularis)
L Postcentral Gyrus
L Inferior Parietal Lobule
L Precuneus
R Heschls Gyrus
L ACC
R Superior Temporal Gyrus
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X

Y

Z

T-value

48
46
8
-22
6
2
0
-40
-14
20
26
10
18
36
-24
-18
-38
-40
-50
-46
-66
-24
-6
46
2
70

-72
-78
-66
-86
-78
-86
-86
-84
-78
-60
-60
-50
-44
-96
-76
-70
-14
-26
-36
8
-20
-54
-50
-22
22
-40

10
10
8
24
32
10
16
10
2
62
2
62
70
-4
-16
46
10
12
16
8
18
52
62
10
24
12

15.32
13.58
8.54
8.37
7.92
7.89
7.81
7.75
6.56
5.95
5.91
4.43
4.12
4.05
4.04
3.28
6.34
5.68
4.81
3.36
3.33
5.04
3.84
7.15
6.07
4.44
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(h) [RH] EBA > LOC
Region
R Middle Temporal Gyrus
R Middle Occipital Gyrus
L Middle Occipital Gyrus
L Calcarine Gyrus
R Calcarine Gyrus
R Superior Temporal Gyrus
R Cuneus
R Heschls Gyrus
L Superior Parietal Lobule
L Middle Temporal Gyrus
R Rolandic Operculum
R SupraMarginal Gyrus
R Superior Occipital Gyrus
R Insula Lobe
L Cuneus
L Superior Occipital Gyrus
L Precuneus
R Postcentral Gyrus
L Superior Temporal Gyrus
L Precentral Gyrus
L Insula Lobe
L SupraMarginal Gyrus
R Precuneus
R Superior Parietal Lobule
L ACC

X

Y

Z

T-value

52
46
-42
-16
18
42
8
40
-18
-52
56
50
24
42
-8
-26
-12
66
-48
-54
-36
-64
12
14
0

-74
-78
-80
-66
-62
-32
-74
-28
-58
-64
-18
-34
-90
-8
-74
-90
-72
-14
-36
4
-12
-32
-48
-56
18

10
10
20
12
12
14
32
14
60
2
16
28
32
14
30
34
34
30
22
20
12
24
46
62
26

14.43
11.53
7.52
6.41
5.85
5.74
5.63
5.61
5.26
5.02
4.74
4.58
4.28
3.83
3.80
3.60
3.57
3.24
6.16
5.33
5.11
4.16
4.85
4.83
4.17
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(i) [RH] FBA > EBA
Region
R Fusiform Gyrus
R Hippocampus
R ParaHippocampal Gyrus
L Amygdala
L Hippocampus
R Amygdala
L Rectal Gyrus
R Rectal Gyrus
L Mid Orbital Gyrus
L Olfactory cortex
L Inferior Temporal Gyrus
L ParaHippocampal Gyrus
R Caudate Nucleus
L Superior Orbital Gyrus
L Middle Temporal Gyrus
L Fusiform Gyrus
R Insula Lobe
R Olfactory cortex
L Temporal Pole
R Superior Orbital Gyrus
R Temporal Pole
R Middle Temporal Gyrus
R IFG (p. Orbitalis)
R Superior Temporal Gyrus
R Inferior Temporal Gyrus
R Medial Temporal Pole
R Superior Medial Gyrus
L Posterior-Medial Frontal
L Superior Medial Gyrus
L Superior Frontal Gyrus
L IFG (p. Orbitalis)
R Cerebellum (VII)
R Cerebellum (Crus 2)
R Cerebellum (Crus 1)
R Cerebellum (VIII)
L Superior Temporal Gyrus
L Middle Frontal Gyrus
L Precentral Gyrus
L Angular Gyrus
R Angular Gyrus

60

X

Y

Z

T-value

40
24
38
-24
-16
28
0
2
0
-4
-48
-12
12
-16
-58
-32
30
4
-22
8
52
62
42
44
44
50
4
-4
-4
-12
-40
36
24
24
22
-48
-34
-46
-40
40

-46
-16
-32
-4
-6
2
48
50
46
14
-44
2
8
26
-40
-8
14
20
6
52
12
-8
32
-6
-10
8
28
20
34
26
42
-66
-76
-68
-74
-6
10
10
-72
-70

-20
-14
-14
-12
-16
-24
-16
-18
-12
-12
-14
-22
-12
-14
-14
-30
-16
-10
-22
-24
-18
-14
-12
-14
-28
-30
52
54
60
54
-12
-48
-42
-38
-50
-12
54
48
48
50

10.12
6.64
5.98
5.56
4.92
4.83
4.61
4.58
4.42
4.26
4.22
4.11
4.09
4.06
4.05
3.82
3.79
3.75
3.58
3.36
5.88
4.90
4.15
4.08
3.74
3.48
4.40
4.32
4.28
3.28
4.56
4.32
4.25
3.96
3.86
4.58
4.27
3.78
4.53
4.60

Is EBA part of the dorsal visuomotor stream?
(j) [RH] FBA > LOC
Region
R Fusiform Gyrus
R ParaHippocampal Gyrus
L Amygdala
L Hippocampus
L Inferior Temporal Gyrus
L Fusiform Gyrus
R Hippocampus
L Medial Temporal Pole
L Caudate Nucleus
R Amygdala
L ParaHippocampal Gyrus
L Temporal Pole
R Temporal Pole
R Olfactory cortex
L Angular Gyrus
L Middle Occipital Gyrus
R Angular Gyrus
R Middle Occipital Gyrus
R IFG (p. Triangularis)
R IFG (p. Orbitalis)
R IFG (p. Opercularis)
L Rectal Gyrus
R Mid Orbital Gyrus
L Mid Orbital Gyrus
L Superior Medial Gyrus
R Rectal Gyrus
L Superior Orbital Gyrus
R Cerebellum (VIII)
R Cerebellum (VII)
R Cerebellum (Crus 2)
L Superior Temporal Gyrus
L Middle Temporal Gyrus
L Cerebellum (Crus 2)
L SupraMarginal Gyrus
R Superior Temporal Gyrus

X

Y

Z

T-value

44
34
-26
-18
-38
-22
26
-28
-6
32
-16
-50
50
28
-42
-36
46
42
54
52
58
-10
4
-2
-4
4
-18
20
34
24
-50
-64
-18
-46
56

-46
-32
-4
-20
6
-44
-18
14
8
4
2
16
12
12
-76
-84
-76
-84
32
40
20
30
42
50
60
46
30
-70
-72
-78
-6
-6
-80
-36
-4

-18
-16
-16
-16
-36
-18
-14
-36
-10
-26
-18
-14
-20
-14
40
38
38
30
22
-4
36
-14
-14
-10
0
-18
-14
-54
-52
-46
-12
-14
-46
28
-14

10.96
7.84
6.15
5.82
5.42
5.15
5.08
4.50
4.41
4.24
4.22
4.19
4.14
3.62
5.35
4.99
5.76
3.90
4.82
3.72
3.35
3.99
3.91
3.81
3.63
3.57
3.28
4.16
3.80
3.68
5.39
3.55
3.98
4.45
4.55
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(k) [RH] LOC > EBA
Region
R Inferior Occipital Gyrus
R Lingual Gyrus
L Fusiform Gyrus
L Calcarine Gyrus
L Inferior Occipital Gyrus
L Lingual Gyrus
L Posterior-Medial Frontal
R Posterior-Medial Frontal
L Superior Medial Gyrus
L Inferior Temporal Gyrus
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X

Y

Z

T-value

42
24
-38
-2
-28
-22
-2
6
-2
-60

-78
-94
-84
-98
-94
-90
18
8
30
-44

-8
-10
-14
-10
-8
-18
62
70
62
-16

10.02
5.49
5.11
4.49
4.40
4.02
5.05
4.41
3.66
4.27

Is EBA part of the dorsal visuomotor stream?
(l) [RH] LOC > FBA
Region
R Inferior Occipital Gyrus
L Middle Occipital Gyrus
L Inferior Occipital Gyrus
L Fusiform Gyrus
R Calcarine Gyrus
R Lingual Gyrus
R Cuneus
L Calcarine Gyrus
R Superior Occipital Gyrus
R Middle Occipital Gyrus
L Lingual Gyrus
L Cuneus
R Postcentral Gyrus
R Precuneus
R Precentral Gyrus
R Paracentral Lobule
L Posterior-Medial Frontal
L Paracentral Lobule
L Heschls Gyrus
L Insula Lobe
L Rolandic Operculum
R Superior Temporal Gyrus
R Insula Lobe
R Heschls Gyrus

X

Y

Z

T-value

46
-32
-44
-32
8
10
18
-8
24
28
-20
-8
24
10
16
6
-6
-6
-42
-44
-44
54
44
46

-76
-92
-80
-82
-86
-88
-96
-92
-82
-86
-94
-90
-32
-50
-24
-24
-12
-18
-16
-10
-6
-4
-8
-20

-8
-4
-4
-14
-2
-4
12
-8
18
20
-14
26
72
74
74
76
76
76
6
2
2
2
4
6

12.50
9.08
8.60
8.12
7.75
7.69
7.59
7.58
7.09
7.02
6.44
5.47
3.98
3.96
3.92
3.68
3.66
3.62
4.47
4.25
4.20
4.10
4.05
3.57

2
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Motor planning is facilitated by
adopting an action’s goal posture

Chapter 3
Abstract
Motor planning is a hierarchical process that is typically organized around an action’s
goal (e.g., drinking from a cup). However, the motor plan depends not only on the
goal but also on the current body state. Here, we investigated how one’s own body
posture interacts with planning of goal-directed actions. Participants engaged in a grasp
selection (GS) task while we manipulated their arm posture. They had to indicate how
they would grasp a bar when transporting it from a start to goal position and orientation.
We compared situations in which one’s body posture was in-congruent with the start
posture and/or goal posture of the planned movement. Behavioral results show that GS
took longer when one’s own body state was incongruent with the goal posture of the
planned movement. Correspondingly, neural activity in the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and
extrastriate body area (EBA) was modulated by congruency between the body state and
the action plan. IPS was sensitive to overall congruency between body posture and action
plan, while the EBA was sensitive specifically to goal posture congruency. Together, our
results suggest that IPS maintains an internal state of one’s own body posture, while EBA
contains a representation of the goal posture of the action plan.

Based on Zimmermann M, Meulenbroek RGJ, de Lange FP. 2012. Motor planning is
facilitated by adopting an action’s goal posture: an fMRI study. Cereb Cortex. 22:122–
131
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Introduction
Action plans are typically specified at a high symbolic level, such as taking a sip from a
cup of tea (Wolpert and Ghahramani 2000). Yet, there are almost an infinite amount
of solutions by which this action plan could be achieved. Finding a good solution is a
fundamental decision process that depends on both the current state of our body and
the context at hand (Körding and Wolpert 2006).
One fundamental organizational principle that has emerged is that action plans
are organized in a hierarchical fashion around temporally distal outcomes or goals
(Rosenbaum et al. 2001; Grafton and Hamilton 2007; Kilner et al. 2007). Behavioral studies
have shown that motor properties (such as grip force and size, and movement speed)
are adjusted on the basis of the final action goal (Gentilucci et al. 1997; Rosenbaum et al.
2001). As an everyday example, picking up a glass with the goal to drink from the glass
results in a different grasp pattern (thumb pointing up) than picking up the glass with
the goal to put it upside down (thumb pointing down). Also, neurophysiological studies
suggest that the parietal and precentral cortex may be organized in terms of action goals
and spatial locations to which the hand is directed (Graziano et al. 2002; Cooke et al.
2003; Stepniewska et al. 2005), rather than simply representing movements or muscles.
Motor cognition can be facilitated or impaired by changing one’s own physical body
posture. For example, judging the plausibility of a particular action is more difficult
when one’s own body posture is incongruent with the action (Sirigu and Duhamel 2001).
Also, reaction times (Parsons et al. 1995; Shenton et al. 2004) and neural activity in
the posterior parietal cortex (de Lange et al. 2006; Pellijeff et al. 2006; Parkinson et al.
2010) are larger when participants (implicitly) have to plan actions that are incongruent
with their current physical body posture. In this study, we make use of this postural
congruency effect to examine whether action plans are elaborated around goal
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postures. We established a new task that allows us, in contrast to previous experiments,
to distinguish between effects caused by congruency between body posture and a
movement’s start posture, and those caused by congruency between body posture
and a movement’s goal posture. If action plans are organized around goal postures, we
expect that action planning is facilitated when a participant’s physical body posture is
congruent specifically with its goal posture. Alternatively, action planning could also be
facilitated when subjects adopt the start posture of the to-be-planned movement. We
tackled this question by presenting participants with a cylindrical bar (see Figure 3.1),
which had to be grasped and transported from its centre cradle to either the left or
right cradle (Rosenbaum et al. 1990). We asked subjects how they would grasp the bar,
if they would carry out the instructed movement. We manipulated the physical posture
of participants’ body, in order to probe whether action planning facilitation occurs as
a function of participants’ physical posture. Furthermore, we measured neural activity
using fMRI to probe the neural mechanisms of this facilitation process as a function of
congruency between physical body posture and goal posture of the action plan. Previous
studies have identified two brain regions that potentially contain body representations
for use in motor control: the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) located within the posterior parietal
cortex, and the extrastriate body area (EBA). Neuroimaging (Johnson et al. 2002; de
Lange et al. 2006; Pellijeff et al. 2006; Parkinson et al. 2010) and neuropsychological
(Wolpert et al. 1998; Jackson et al. 2005) studies suggest a role for the IPS in maintaining
an internal representation of one’s physical body state. This body state is thought to be
estimated based on both incoming sensory information and efference copies of motor
commands (Wolpert and Ghahramani 2000). Similarly, the EBA is thought to contain a
visual representation of the body (Downing et al. 2001), which, importantly, is also called
upon during action planning and execution (Astafiev et al. 2004; Helmich et al. 2007;
Kühn et al. 2011). Therefore, we expect neural activity in these areas to be modulated
by the mismatch between one’s own physical body state and the body states during the
elaboration of the motor plan.
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Methods
Participants
Twenty participants (13 female) with an average age of 23±2 (mean±SD) years participated
after giving informed consent according to institutional guidelines (CMO region ArnhemNijmegen, The Netherlands) for payment of 10 euros/hour or course credit. All subjects
were consistent right-handers and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Due to
technical issues, we did not collect behavioral data from two participants during the
motor execution (ME) task and from one participant during the grasp selection (GS) task.
Two participants were excluded from the analysis because of idiosyncratic performance
on both motor execution and grasp selection tasks (defined by >2.5 SD deviation from
mean).

3

Experimental paradigm
Participants first engaged in a motor execution (ME) task, during which we recorded
movement profiles. Subsequently, participants engaged in a grasp selection (GS) task,
during which we acquired behavioral data and functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) data.

Motor execution (ME) task
Three cradles were positioned on a table next to each other at 5 cm distance between
adjacent cradles (Figure 3.1). We instructed participants to grasp a bar (length: 25 cm,
diameter: 2.5 cm) that was positioned on the middle cradle using a power grip and
place it according to instructions presented on a screen. One half of the bar was black,
whereas the other half was white. The instruction involved both a direction (i.e.,
whether to place the bar on the left or right cradle), and a goal orientation of the bar
(i.e., where the white and black end of the bar are pointing).
Some actions required a simple translation of the bar from the middle cradle to the
left or right cradle, whereas other actions required a 180° rotation. We also included
trials in which the bar had to be placed vertically (requiring a 90° rotation), allowing for
comparison with earlier studies (Rosenbaum et al. 1992). We instructed participants to
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position their own hand on the table prior to every trial with the palm facing either up
or down. We changed body posture prior to each block of eight trials. During the ME
task, we tracked participants’ hand position using a three-dimensional motion tracking
device (Polhemus Liberty, Colchester, USA) using two sensors at the left and right edge
of the wrist of the right arm, and a sampling frequency of 240 Hz. Movement times and
grip choice were calculated from these recordings. Subjects engaged in 5 training trials,
and 96 ME trials (32 trials involving translation, 32 trials involving rotation, and 32 trials
involving vertical placement), lasting ~20 minutes.

Figure 3.1. ME task. A cylindrical bar is placed on the center cradle. Trial instructions
are provided on the screen. In the example, the instructions require the subject to
place the bar on the right cradle (R), as indicated by the direction cue and with the
black end to the left, as indicated by the goal-orientation cue. In this example, a rotation of the bar is required.

Grasp selection (GS) task
Immediately after the ME task, participants engaged in a GS task, while whole-brain
activity was measured using fMRI. During the GS task, participants were presented with
a drawing of a bar on the centre cradle, representing the start configuration. We used
the same instructions to signal the desired goal direction (left or right) and orientation
(where the white and black end of the bar were pointing), as illustrated in Figure 3.2.
The crucial difference between tasks was that in the GS task we asked our participants
to report “where they would place their thumb on the bar” in order to move the bar
from starting to goal position. They indicated whether they would place their thumb
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on the black or white end of the bar, using one of two buttons with their index and
middle finger of their left hand. We established reaction times and grip choice from
these button box responses.
Prior to each block of eight trials, we manipulated participants’ right arm posture,
by instructing participants to position their right hand in a palm up or palm down
orientation. Note that no overt movements had to be performed during the GS task,
and hand posture therefore did not change during a trial. The posture manipulation
resulted in different patterns of congruency between subject’s own hand posture and
the hand posture(s) during the planning task. During trials requiring no bar rotation but
only bar translation (translation trials), participants’ posture could either be ‘overall
congruent’ or ‘overall incongruent’ with the planned action (because the start- and
goal-posture are the same for these actions, see Figure 3.2A). During trials requiring
a bar rotation (rotation trials), participants’ posture could either be in a ‘start-posture
congruent/goal-posture incongruent’ posture or ‘goal-posture congruent’ posture with
the planned action. Note that in rotation trials, a ‘start-posture congruent’ posture is
automatically ‘goal-posture incongruent’ (because the action involves a rotation, startand goal-posture are necessarily opposite, see Figure 3.2B). During trials requiring 90°
bar rotation (vertical ending trials), participants’ posture could either be ‘start-posture
congruent’ or ‘start-posture incongruent’, while always being incongruent with the
goal-posture (because we never asked participants to keep their hand in a thumb-up
or –down orientation, see Figure 3.2C).

Participants engaged in 15 practice trials outside the scanner, and 40 practice trials inside
the fMRI environment. Then, participants engaged in 320 trials (120 trials involving
translation, 120 trials involving rotation, and 80 trials involving vertical placement).
Trials were divided in five blocks of each 64 trials, with rest breaks in between blocks.
Trials were presented in pseudorandom order such that each block contained the same
number of trials of each condition, and the same instruction cue wasn’t presented twice
in a row.
Each trial began with a picture showing only the bar resting on the central cradle,
representing the start configuration of the ME task. After a 1-second delay the instruction
cue appeared and was shown, together with the picture of the bar, for three seconds.
Appearance of the instruction cue was taken as trial onset for further analysis of
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behavioral and neuroimaging data. Following this there was a jittered inter-trial interval
of 2.5 to 4.5 seconds.
Scanning was split in two sessions, each of which lasted ~25 minutes. There was a short
break (<2 minutes) between the sessions. Participants remained inside the scanner
during the break.
TASK / INSTRUCTION

PREFERRED MOVEMENT

TRANSLATION

A

ARM-POSTURE CONGRUENCY

OVERALL
CONGRUENT
start posture

goal posture

OVERALL
INCONGRUENT

ROTATION

B
GOAL-POSTURE
INCONGRUENT

start posture

goal posture

VERTICAL

C

GOAL-POSTURE
CONGRUENT

START-POSTURE
INCONGRUENT
start posture

START-POSTURE
CONGRUENT
goal posture

Figure 3.2. GS task. Stimuli and conditions of GS task with translation (A), rotation (B),
and vertical (C) trials. Left column shows example stimuli (compare Figure 3.1). Middle
column shows preferred start posture and goal posture during the movement. Right
column shows the participant’s possible arm postures, as well as how these result in
(in)congruency between body posture and posture(s) of the planned movement.
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Analysis of kinematic and behavioral data
During the ME task we used a minimum-speed approach to obtain initiation, grasp and
movement times. Initiation time (IT) was defined as the time when participants started
to move. Grasp time (GT) was defined as the time when participants lifted the bar from
the middle cradle. Movement time (MT) was defined as the time between the first
movement of the hand and the time when hand velocity was lowest within a 10x5x5
(width, depth, height) cm range of the target cradle (i.e. when the goal was achieved).
Hand orientation at the moment of grasping and placing was obtained from the relative
position of the motion sensors. On the basis of this, trials in which subjects did not follow
the instructions were removed (on average, 4.2% of the trials were removed by this
procedure). The bar could be grasped using either an overhand (prone) or an underhand
(supine) grip. We defined grip preference as the ratio of underhand grips used for a
particular trial type. In order to probe the effect of action complexity on performance, we
analyzed IT, GT, MT and grip preference as a function of trial type (rotation, translation,
vertical) using a one-way ANOVA.
Reaction times (RT) and grip preference during the GS task were obtained using the
button box responses. Trials with reaction times exceeding two standard deviations
above a participant’s condition mean were removed from analysis. On average, 8.4% of
the trials were removed by this procedure (the majority of removed trials were from the
early phase of the experiment, suggesting that some participants had not yet fully learnt
the trial contingencies at the start of the experiment).
To compare performance between ME and GS, we compared movement and reaction
times and grip preferences between ME and GS for all possible movements [3 movement
types (rotation, translation, vertical) X 2 positions (left, right) X 2 body postures (palm
up, palm down)], using Spearman correlations.
In order to probe the effect of action complexity on performance, we analyzed RTs and
grip preference as a function of trial type (rotation, translation, vertical) using a oneway ANOVA. We assessed postural congruency effects separately for each trial type.
For translation trials, we compared RTs for trials with overall congruent and trials
with overall incongruent body posture. For rotation trials, we compared RTs for trials
where participants own posture was incongruent with the goal posture and trials where
the own posture was congruent with the goal posture of the action plan. For vertical
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trials, we compared trials where participants own posture was congruent with the start
posture and trials where it was incongruent with the start posture. We used one-tailed
paired-sampled T tests for these comparisons.

Image data acquisition
We used a 1.5 T Avanto MR-scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany), using a 32-channel
head coil for signal reception to acquire whole-brain T2*-weighted gradient-echo echoplanar images (TR/TE = 2140/40 ms, voxel size 3.5x3.5x3.5 mm). For each participant, we
collected a total of ~1400 volumes in 2 sessions. The first 5 volumes of each session were
discarded to allow for T1 equilibration effects. Anatomical images were acquired with a
T1-weighted MP-RAGE sequence (TR/TE = 2250/2.95 ms, voxel size 1×1×1 mm). The head
of each participant was carefully constrained using cushions on both sides of the head
and participants were instructed to remain as still as possible during the experiment.
Inspection of the data showed that there were no excessive head movements in any of
the participants.

Imaging data analysis
Imaging data were analyzed using SPM5 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology,
London, UK). First, functional images were spatially realigned using a sinc interpolation
algorithm that estimates rigid body transformations (translations, rotations) by
minimizing head-movements between each image and the reference image (Friston,
Ashburner, et al. 1995). Subsequently, the time-series for each voxel was realigned
temporally to acquisition of the first slice. Images were normalized to a standard EPI
template centered in Talairach space (Ashburner and Friston 1999) by using linear and
non-linear parameters and resampled at an isotropic voxel size of 2 mm. The normalized
images were smoothed with an isotropic 8 mm full-width-at-half-maximum Gaussian
kernel. Anatomical images were spatially coregistered to the mean of the functional
images and spatially normalized by using the same transformation matrix applied to
the functional images. The ensuing pre-processed fMRI time series were analyzed on a
subject-by-subject basis using an event-related approach in the context of the General
Linear Model. For each trial type, square-wave functions were constructed with a
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duration corresponding to the mean reaction time of the subject and convolved with
a canonical haemodynamic response function and its temporal derivative (Friston,
Holmes, et al. 1995). Finally, the statistical model included separate regressors of no
interest, modeling the period in which the subject changed posture, incorrect and
missed responses, residual head movement-related effects, and low-frequency signal
drifts over time. Parameter estimates for all regressors were obtained by maximumlikelihood estimation, using a temporal high-pass filter (cut-off 128 s), and modeling
temporal autocorrelation as an AR(1) process. Linear contrasts pertaining to the main
effects of the factorial design were calculated.
We specifically compared translation trials, in which body posture could by overall
congruent or overall incongruent, rotation trials, in which body posture could be
congruent or incongruent to the action’s goal-posture, and vertical trials, in which body
posture could be start-posture congruent or start-posture incongruent. Contrasts of the
parameter estimates for these comparisons constituted the data for the second-stage
analyses, which treated participants as a random effect (Friston et al. 1999). Additionally,
we included the behavioral effect size of each contrast for each participant as a covariate
in the analysis.

Statistical inference
We isolated regions that were sensitive to complexity of the action plan by looking for
regions that exhibited differential activity between rotation and translation trials.
Furthermore, we investigated how postural congruency affected neural activity by
comparing: 1) trials with overall congruent and overall incongruent body posture for
translation trials [contrast: overall incongruent body posture – overall congruent body
posture]; 2) trials with goal-congruent and goal-incongruent body posture for rotation
trials [contrast: goal-posture incongruent body posture – goal-posture congruent
body posture]; and 3) trials with start-congruent and start-incongruent body posture
for vertical trials [contrast: start-posture incongruent body posture – start-posture
congruent body posture]. We used paired-samples T tests for these comparisons.
Statistical inference was performed using a cluster-level statistical test to assess clusters
of significant activation (Friston et al. 1996). We used a corrected cluster threshold of
p<.05, on the basis of a threshold of p<.001 at the voxel level at the whole-brain level.
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Additionally, we used a priori anatomical information from previous studies to constrain
our search space (Friston et al. 2006) to two regions that have been consistently involved
in arm and body representation during action planning: the intraparietal sulcus (IPS)
and the extrastriate body area (EBA). We defined search volumes comprising spheres of
10 mm around these regions (IPS: [-25, -56, 56], de Lange et al. (2006); EBA: [-51, -72, 8],
Downing et al. (2001)) and corrected our results for multiple comparisons using a familywise error rate (FWE) threshold of p<.05 within this search volume (Worsley et al. 1996).
Anatomical details of significant signal changes were obtained by superimposing the
SPMs on the structural images of the subjects. The atlas of Duvernoy et al. (1999) was
used to identify relevant anatomical landmarks.

Results
Behavioral results – motor execution (ME) task
We obtained initiation (IT), grasp (GT) and movement time (MT), as well as grip
preference measures during the ME task. ITs were longer for trials that required a 180°
rotation of the bar (rotation trials, 1012 ms) than for trials that required a 90° rotation
(vertical trials, 909 ms) and trials that did not require any rotation (translation trials,
950 ms; see Fig 3.2 for examples) (F(2,30)=6.36, p=.005). Post-hoc analyses (paired
samples t-tests) revealed that ITs were significantly larger for rotation than vertical
(t(15)=2.57, p=.011) and translation trials (t(15)=2.73, p=.008). Grasp times behaved
similar as initiation times, while movement times differed in the sense that participants
had longer MTs for vertical compared to translation trials.
Based on previously established comfort ratings for different postures (Rosenbaum et al.
1992) we assessed whether predicted grip preference for a particular action sequence
corresponded with the actual grip preference of participants in the ME task. Indeed,
grip preferences during ME strongly correlated with expected grip preferences (r=0.94,
p<.001), in line with models of end-state comfort (Rosenbaum et al. 2001).
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Behavioral results – grasp selection (GS) task
We collected reaction time (RT) and grip preference measures during the GS task.
Reaction times differed between the three movement types (F(2,32)=15.28, p<.001),
specifically, RTs for rotation trials (2198 ms) were longer than for vertical trials
(1984 ms; t(16)=2.27, p=.19) and translation trials (1792 ms; t(16)=6.76, p<.001).
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Figure 3.3. Comparison of behavioral performance during ME and GS task. Average
ITs, GTs, and MTs (A, in seconds) and grip preference (B, proportion underhand grips)
during ME for all possible movements are highly similar to average RTs and grip preference during GS for corresponding movement types.
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When directly comparing RTs during the GS task with planning and execution times
(i.e. IT, GT and MT) of executed movements for corresponding action plans, there were
strong correlations between RT and each of these parameters (r(RT,IT)=0.55, p=.015;
r(RT,GT)=0.53, p=.019; r(RT,MT)=0.70, p=.002; Figure 3.3a). Moreover, indicated grip
preference during the GS task correlated strongly with the observed grip preference
during the ME task (r=0.97, p<.001, Figure 3.3b). They also correlated strongly with
predicted grip preferences (r=0.857, p<.001), based on previously described comfort
ratings (Rosenbaum et al. 1992). Together, these data indicate that the duration and
outcome of cognitive processes during the grasp selection task are highly similar to
those observed during actual motor preparation and execution.
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Figure 3.4. Behavioral performance during GS task. Plotted are averages of planning
times for different movement types (translation [left], rotation [middle], vertical
[right]) as well as effects of posture congruency on each movement type. For detailed
description and color coding of conditions, see Figure 3.2.
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Behavioral results – effect of hand posture
We next assessed the effect of hand posture on RT during the grasp selection task.
During translation trials, participants’ posture could either be ‘overall congruent’ or
‘overall incongruent’ with the planned action (because the start- and goal-posture are
the same for these actions, see Figure 3.2). Participants were faster with their hand in an
‘overall congruent’ posture than in an ‘overall incongruent’ posture (difference=93 ms:
t(16)=3.15, p=.003, Figure 3.4 left). During rotation trials, participants’ posture could
either be congruent or incongruent with the goal-posture of the planned action (because
the action involves a rotation, start- and goal-posture are necessarily opposite). Here,
participants were faster when their hand was in an ‘goal-posture congruent’ compared
to a ‘goal-posture incongruent’ posture (difference=54 ms: t(16)=2.17, p=.023, Figure
3.4 middle). During vertical ending trials the posture manipulation had no effect on RTs
(t(16)=0.05, p>.10, Figure 3.4 right), that is, they were equally fast no matter whether
their own posture was congruent or incongruent to the start-posture of the planned
movement.

Neural activity – movement complexity
When comparing trials of different movement complexity (rotation > translation)
during GS, we observed increased activity in parietal and premotor cortex (Fig 3.5A-B).
In the premotor cortex, we observed a dorsal and ventral cluster of activation. The dorsal
premotor cluster (PMd) falls within the probability range (50%) of Brodmann Area (BA) 6
(Eickhoff et al. 2005). The ventral premotor cluster (PMv) overlaps with both BA 6 (3070%), and BA 44 (30-60%). The intraparietal activation cluster falls within the probability
range (40-90%) of BA7a. A correlation analysis showed that there was a tight link
between inter-subject variability in RT difference between rotation and translation
trials on the one hand and neural activity difference between these conditions in this
network on the other hand. This is illustrated for the left IPS in Figure 3.5C. A complete
list of activated brain regions, including the correlation with inter-subject RT differences,
can be found in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1. Summary of brain regions more strongly activated during (complex) rotation
trials compared with (simple) translation trials.
Anatomical region

Local maxima

t-Value

Cluster
size
4615

<.001

0.60 (.013)

6358

<.001

0.68 (.003)

L precentral gyrus

−28

−2

62

13.15

L middle frontal gyrus

−28

0

50

11.74

L superior medial gyrus

−18

0

64

11.29

L superior parietal lobe

−24

−60

54

9.37

R superior parietal lobe

24

−60

58

10.12

L precuneus

−10

−68

54

10.63

L middle occipital gyrus

−24

−62

32

9.57

L inferior parietal lobe

−42

−44

55

9.36

L middle frontal gyrus

−42

28

32

7.60

L middle frontal gyrus

−40

38

30

5.62

L middle frontal gyrus

−38

52

16

5.43

L insula

−28

24

2

34

24

10

R inferior frontal gyrus
R insula

P cluster r (ΔBOLD, ΔRT) (P)

0.70 (.002)

410

<.001

0.65 (.004)

6.31

281

<.001

n.s.

6.10

374

<.001

n.s.

180

<.001

0.60 (.011)

36

22

0

5.82

L inferior temporal lobe

−46

−64

−6

6.02

L middle temporal lobe

−44

−58

4

5.07

56

10

30

5.62

85

.026

n.s.

L thalamus

−8

−12

8

5.18

80

.034

0.47 (.058)

R middle frontal gyrus

36

28

32

4.91

98

.013

n.s.

R inferior frontal gyrus

38

30

28

4.29

R precentral gyrus

Note: For clusters that span several anatomical regions, more than one local maximum is
given. Cluster size is given in number of voxels. All clusters are significant when correcting for
multiple comparisons across the whole brain. For each cluster, the correlation coefficient
(and corresponding P value) of the intersubject BOLD and RT differences is given. Correlation
coefficients are printed in bold letters for significant correlations, and in italic letters for trends.
n.s., not significant; L, left; R, right.
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Figure 3.5. Neural activity modulated by complexity of movement plan. (A) Brain rendering showing areas that were significantly more activated as a function of movement
complexity during the GS task (rotation > translation, thresholded at T > 4 for display
purposes). (B) Event-related response of left IPS (box), plotted for different levels of
complexity of the movement plan. (C) Correlation between BOLD and RT differences
of each subject between rotation and translation trials. For details on conditions and
color coding, see Figure 3.2.

Neural activity – effect of hand posture
During translation trials, we observed increased neural activity in the left IPS ([-22, 60,
58]; T=4.39, pFWE=.019) and right IPS ([20, -68, 58]; T=4.35, pFWE=.018) when subject’s
hand posture was overall incongruent with the planned action (Figure 3.6A-B). Moreover,
inter-individual differences in BOLD activity between congruent and incongruent posture
conditions correlated with differences in reaction times between postures in the left IPS
(r=0.531, p=.028; see Figure 3.6C) and right IPS (r=0.539, p=.026). An exploratory wholebrain search for significant differences yielded no other significant activation differences.
During rotation trials, we observed increased neural activity in the EBA ([-42, -72,
10]; T=5.48, pFWE=.001) when participants adopted a goal-incongruent hand posture
compared to goal-congruent hand posture (Figure 3.7A-B). This increased neural activity
was not significantly related to inter-individual differences in reaction times between
postures (r=-0.149, p>.10). There were no significant activation differences on the
whole-brain analysis.
Manipulation of hand posture did not result in larger neural activity during vertical
trials. For a summary of all activity differences related to posture, see Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.6. Neural activity modulated by overall body posture congruency. (A) Anatomical localization of areas that were more active when body posture was overall
incongruent with the movement plan during the GS task (thresholded at T > 2 for
display purposes). (B) Event-related response of left IPS, plotted for different levels of
body posture congruency. (C) Correlation between BOLD and RT differences of each
subject between congruent and incongruent posture. For details on conditions and
color coding, see Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.7. Neural activity modulated by goal-posture congruency. (A) Anatomical localization of areas that were more active when body posture was incongruent with the
goal posture of the movement plan during the GS task (thresholded at T > 2 for display
purposes). (B) Event-related response of left EBA, plotted for different levels of body
posture congruency. For details on conditions and color coding, see Figure 3.2.
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Table 3.2. Posture congruency effects during the motor planning task
Contrast

Anatomical region
IPS

Incongruent > congruent
overall posture
(translation trials)

Cluster
size

T-value

−20

−60

58

14

4.39

20

−68

58

20

4.35

Precentral gyrus

−10

−24

56

14

4.51

Inferior frontal gyrus

−38

24

22

13

4.49

22

26

6

11

5.43

−42

−72

2

54

5.48

30

−64

10

17

4.76

2

46

46

34

5.99

Postcentral gyrus

−48

−30

61

13

4.61

Postcentral gyrus

−62

−12

20

27

4.23

Postcentral gyrus

66

−22

20

12

3.91

Caudate nucleus
Middle occipital gyrus (EBA)
Fusiform gyrus
Incongruent > congruent
goal posture
(rotation trials)

MNI coordinates

Superior medial gyrus

Note: Activity differences in the areas in bold font are based on an analysis within an a priori
search space and survived multiple comparisons correction. Activity differences in the other
listed areas were significant at a lenient threshold of P < .001 uncorrected but did not survive
correction for multiple comparisons. Therefore, these areas are solely listed for reference. Cluster size is given in number of voxels. MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute.

Discussion
In this study we investigated how one’s own body posture interacts with planning of
goal-directed actions. Behavioral results indicate that motor planning is facilitated when
one’s own body state is congruent with the goal posture of the planned movement.
fMRI results show that two regions, the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and extrastriate body
area (EBA), showed an interaction between body posture and action planning. There
was more activity in IPS when the body posture was overall different from those that
were calculated for the action plan. EBA was more active when the body posture was
incongruent with the goal-state of the planned action than when they were congruent.
Together, our results indicate that movement planning is facilitated (in terms of
behavioral performance and neural computation) by adopting the goal posture of the
movement, in line with models that hypothesize that movement planning is organized
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around the specification of goal postures (Rosenbaum et al. 2001; Graziano et al. 2002).

Importance of goal posture in movement planning
When participants decided how to grasp the bar, they predominantly selected the option
that resulted in a comfortable goal posture. This finding replicates earlier work using
a similar experimental setup (Rosenbaum et al. 1990, 1992), and suggests that during
motor planning the solution to the selection problem is determined on the basis of the
goal-state of an action. We extended these observations by showing that planning of
movements is facilitated when proprioceptive information about one’s own body state
is congruent with the movement’s goal-state. Thereby, our behavioral results are in
good accord with theories that posit that movement planning is organized around goal
postures (Rosenbaum et al. 1995, 2001; Weiss et al. 2007).

Parietal and premotor cortex are modulated by movement complexity
The grasp selection task activated a parietal-premotor network comprising the
superior parietal, as well as dorsal and ventral premotor cortex. The involvement of
superior parietal and dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) during the elaboration of motor
plans is in line with previous studies of movement planning in monkeys (Kalaska et al.
1997; Scott et al. 1997) and humans (Beurze et al. 2007). The involvement of ventral
premotor cortex (PMv) also fits well with earlier findings on “canonical neurons” in both
monkeys (Murata et al. 1997; Joly et al. 2009) and humans (Grèzes et al. 2003). These
neurons are selectively activated both by the presentation of specific objects and their
corresponding motor program (Rizzolatti and Luppino 2001). We showed that activity
within this network increased with increasing complexity of the movement plan, from
a simple translation to combined translation and rotation movements. A highly similar
linear relationship between movement complexity and neural activity in this network
has been previously observed during mental rotation of body parts (Parsons et al. 1995;
Richter et al. 2000; de Lange et al. 2005, 2006), suggesting that the underlying neuronal
computations may be similar. In particular, both motor planning and mental rotation of
body parts may involve a process of alignment of the actual and desired hand postures.
Individual differences in motor planning demands (as indexed by RTs) correlated with
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neural activity differences within this network. The strong link between behavioral
and neural data suggests that the larger neural computations in this parietal-premotor
network are a direct neural corollary of the longer planning times as movement
complexity increases. Therefore, the activation differences are related to differences in
the strength of the haemodynamic response (rather than its presence or absence). This
is supported by the hemodynamic response plots in Figures 3.5-3.7, which show BOLD
responses for all conditions in the brain areas of interest. Along this line, we interpret
stronger activation in one condition compared to another as reflecting more intense/
prolonged processing within that brain area, whereas reduced activity indexes a relative
facilitation of neural computation in the brain area.

Incongruence between body posture and action plan leads to larger
activity in intraparietal sulcus and extrastriate body area
There were two regions whose activity was modulated by participant’s body posture
during the movement planning task: IPS and EBA. Interestingly, both IPS (Wolpert et al.
1998; Jackson et al. 2005; Pellijeff et al. 2006; Parkinson et al. 2010) and EBA (Downing
et al. 2001; Astafiev et al. 2004; Saxe et al. 2006; Kühn et al. 2011) appear to contain a
representation of the body. In our study, IPS showed increased activity when one’s arm
posture was overall different from the posture used in the motor plan (i.e., with both
the start and goal posture of the movement). EBA, on the other hand, showed increased
activity specifically when one’s arm was different from the goal posture of the planned
action. In the following sections, we will discuss potential functions of both areas during
the generation of a motor plan.

Estimation of body state in posterior parietal cortex
We observed increased activity in the posterior parietal cortex when there was an
incongruence between one’s arm posture and the arm posture of the action plan. The
posterior parietal cortex integrates sensory information from multiple modalities with
information pertaining to the motor plan from efference copies (Andersen and Cui 2009).
These sources of information are used to generate an estimate of a body state, in order to
achieve an accurate representation of the current body state (Wolpert and Ghahramani
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2000; Grush 2004; Pellijeff et al. 2006; Parkinson et al. 2010). Therefore, the increased
activation in the posterior parietal cortex for incongruent postures suggests that this
region may in fact be engaged with two (closely related) processes: maintaining an
internal representation of one’s physical body, and calculating the (simulated) body state
during the planned action. This is compatible with earlier studies on mental simulation
of reaching (de Lange et al. 2006) and grasping movements (Grèzes et al. 2003; Vargas
et al. 2004), which observed larger activity in posterior parietal and premotor cortices
when a simulated body state doesn’t match one’s current body state. Perhaps somewhat
surprisingly, IPS was not differentially modulated by body posture during rotation
movements, in which participants adopted either a start-congruent or goal-congruent
posture. We speculate that the absence of activation differences may be related to the
fact that congruent and incongruent phases cancel out each other in these action plans.
That is, a start-congruent posture is initially congruent but later incongruent with one’s
body posture, and vice versa when body posture is congruent with the goal posture.
While this could induce a temporal difference in IPS activity between these conditions,
this may be too small to be detected using the sluggish haemodynamic response.
The posterior parietal cortex receives information from various parts of the cortex,
including motor and premotor areas on the one hand, and vestibular cortex and areas
involved in visual processing on the other hand (Bakola et al. 2010). Based on this
connection pattern, Bakola et al. suggested that the superior parietal lobe processes
information about limb postures, and may play a role in coordinated limb movements in
the environment. This information is necessary to enable the comparison of perceived
and estimated limb positions in the posterior parietal cortex. One possible mechanism
to incorporate contextual information in motor plans has been proposed by Gail et al.
(Gail et al. 2009). They observed gain modulation by behavioral context in the parietal
reach region (PRR), located on the medial bank of IPS, in an anti-reach task, and suggest
that gain field modulations enable flexible goal-directed behavior. In line with this, gain
field modulations by the current body posture (i.e. its state estimate) may underlie the
increased activation in IPS observed in the current study.
The posterior parietal cortex has not only been associated with movement planning prior
to execution, but also with fast online corrections of ongoing movements. Desmurget
et al. (1999) showed that disruption of neural processing in PPC by TMS impairs the
ability of healthy subjects to update and correct ongoing movements to visual targets.
This disruption, in our view, may have corrupted the body state estimate in the PPC,
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with the result that the body posture is unknown to the system, and movements cannot
be corrected based on this estimated body posture. Similar mechanisms may underlie
the motor planning deficits that are apparent in some forms of apraxia . Interestingly,
apraxic patients also have difficulty in comparing visual and proprioceptive information
during the generation of movement (Sirigu et al. 1999).

Estimation of goal-state in EBA
Activity in the EBA was specifically increased when subject’s body posture was
incongruent with the goal posture of the planned action. Although EBA was initially
coined as a purely “visual” area that is involved in the perception of body parts (Downing
et al. 2001; Urgesi et al. 2004), later studies suggest that EBA also has a role during
planning of voluntary manual actions (Astafiev et al. 2004; Kühn et al. 2011). According
to the ideomotor theory, actions are accessed via representations of the sensory effects
they evoke (Hommel et al. 2001). In this framework, the role of the EBA may to provide
a predicted goal-state of one’s hand, on the basis of which the action plan is elaborated
(Kühn et al. 2011). The activity increase in EBA was not correlated with reaction time
increases when subject’s body posture was incongruent with the action’s goal posture.
While the interpretation of null findings is generally difficult, one possibility is that this
stems from the fact that the EBA is only providing an initial estimate of the goal-state,
which constitutes the input to a motor simulation carried out in the IPS. The delay in
onset of this motor simulation may be what underlies the reaction time increase. Indeed,
there were consistent correlations between motor planning time and neural activity in
the latter area (Figure 3.5C, 3.6C).
The notion that EBA provides a visual estimate of the hand’s goal-state for action
planning is also supported by neuropsychological studies that observed impairments in
the elaboration of action plans in visual agnosia patients with lesions in lateral occipital
areas and occipito-parietal and –temporal regions (Dijkerman et al. 2009). Despite
being able to grasp and move objects according to instructions, these patients showed
abnormal grip behavior in trials where start and goal postures differed, and an action
plan had to be elaborated that required computing a goal posture. We suggest that
EBA may therefore, in the context of action planning, represent the goal posture of a
planned action. Such a sensory representation of the desired goal-state will need to be
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held online for longer when the planning process is slowed down by the incongruence
of one’s own posture with the goal posture (as is evident from the behavioral results).
Importantly, the goal representation in EBA is visual in nature, and is not dynamically
updated during the movement (unlike the body posture representation in IPS).

Conclusion
We have shown a facilitation of action planning when one’s physical body posture is
congruent with an action’s goal posture. This facilitation is visible in behavior and in
neural structures that contain body representations: the IPS and EBA. Specifically, our
neuroimaging data suggests that IPS maintains an internal state of one’s own body
posture during the planned action, while EBA contains a representation of the action
goal posture. Together, this study elucidates how action plans are elaborated in terms of
their distal goals and how planning of actions interacts with one’s own body, emphasizing
the embodied nature of motor planning.
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Info box 2

Using TMS to test causality: site and time
Using functional MRI we can obtain a precise estimate of the location of brain
activations during a task. There are however two problems: (1) we have virtually no information about the timing of activation, and (2) the problem of
epiphenomenal activations – we cannot be sure that the observed activation is
meaningful, or causally involved, in a given task.
Information about the timing of brain activation is vague due to the sluggishness of the BOLD response underlying fMRI. The BOLD response peaks about
six seconds after activation of a brain region, and it takes about twenty seconds to return to baseline. The question whether a brain regions involvement
is critical for a task cannot be answered with fMRI either: brain regions can be
activated by a task without contributing to the solution of the task, so called
epiphenomenal activations.
Therefore, in order to find out whether and when activation of a brain area is
critical for a task, a different method is required. The invention of TMS enabled
cognitive psychologists and neuroscientist to create ‘temporary lesions’ in the
brains of participants in experiments. Depending on the way the brain region is
stimulated it might be ‘confused’ for a short time (single pulse TMS, Pascual-Leone et al. 1999) by introducing noise and overwriting the represented information, or its excitability – the ease with which a brain region can be activated
by input – can be increased or decreased for a prolonged period. Here we use
single pulse TMS to interfere with ongoing processes during task execution in
EBA and along the intraparietal sulcus (IPS).
Besides interfering with ongoing brain processes at a given location, TMS can
be used to make inferences about the timing of critical contributions, given that
a single TMS pulse has an immediate effect that only lasts up to around 100 ms
(Pascual-Leone et al. 2000; Thut et al. 2003). If we know, for example, that area
X is involved in task Y, and solving task Y takes about 500 ms, we can use TMS to
find out when area X is important for task Y by applying TMS at various latencies
and measure the effects on task performance (Pascual-Leone et al. 2000).
When using TMS, many aspects can influence the strength of the stimulation,
especially when measured at the target site of stimulation. Often TMS
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experimenters establish a ‘motor threshold intensity’ – the intensity required
to evoke a muscle twitch when stimulating the motor cortex of a participant
– on which they base stimulation intensity for other regions, but there are
doubts whether excitability is stable over different brain regions. Stokes et al.
(2005) suggested that something else might underlie differences in levels of
motor threshold intensity: coil-target distance. Given that stimulation strength
decreases over distance (common feature of magnetic fields), stimulation
intensity should be based on the distance between the TMS coil outside the
skull and the targeted brain region. Here we use this approach to correct for
intra-subject differences in the coil-target distance between different brain
regions, and at the same time, to correct for inter-individual differences in coiltarget distance between different participants.

req. extra intensity
[% stimulator output]

The amount of necessary correction (in terms of TMS stimulator output
intensity) can be established by repeatedly establishing the motor threshold in
the same participant with different coil-target-distances (realized by increasing
the coil-skull distance by adding spacers in between coil and skull) (Stokes et al.
2005). It turns out that, at least within a limited range, there is a fairly linear
relationship between coil-target-distance and motor threshold intensity (Figure
1). Knowledge about the slope of this relationship, which likely depends on
TMS equipment, can be used to adjust TMS intensity over individuals and/or
target sites to keep the realized intensity, i.e. the intensity at the target site, at
a constant level.
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Figure B2.1. Effect of
increased coil-scalp distance on motor threshold intensity. There is
(among a small range of
distances) a linear relationship between additional coil-target-distance
(x-axis) and increase in
motor threshold intensity
(y-axis), suggesting that

one can correct for differences in coil-target distance (between target sites and
participants) by adjusting stimulation intensity according to a simple formula:
Intensity [%MSO] = Intensity0+ 2.4%/mm * (Distance[coil-target]-Distance0)
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Abstract
How do object perception and action interact at a neural level? Here we test the hypothesis
that perceptual features, processed by the ventral visuoperceptual stream, are used as
priors by the dorsal visuomotor stream to specify goal-directed grasping actions. We
present three main findings, obtained by combining time-resolved transcranial magnetic
stimulation (TMS) and kinematic tracking of grasp-and-rotate object manipulations. First,
the extrastriate body area (EBA), in the ventral stream, provides an initial structure to
motor plans, based on current and desired states of a grasped object and of the grasping
hand. Second, EBA’s contributions are earlier in time than those of a caudal intraparietal
region known to specify the action plan. Third, EBA’s contributions are particularly
important when desired and current object configurations differ, and multiple courses of
actions are possible. These findings specify the temporal and functional characteristics
for a mechanism that integrates perceptual processing with motor planning.

Significance statement
It has long been recognized that there must be interactions between the dorsal and
ventral cortical streams of visual information processing, but it remains unclear how
and when these interactions occur. By studying goal-oriented movements involving the
manipulation of an object, we show that the extrastriate body area (EBA), a region in
the ventral visuo-perceptual stream, provides the dorsal visuo-motor stream with a
representation of a desired goal-state, before the dorsal visuo-motor stream specifies
the motor plan. These findings suggest that perceptual processing, as implemented in
the EBA, has functional precedence over visuo-motor processing during the selection of
goal-oriented movements.

Based on Zimmermann M, Verhagen L, de Lange FP, Toni I. 2016. The extrastriate
body area computes desired goal states during action planning. eNeuro.
ENEURO.0020–16.2016.
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Introduction
Goal-directed actions are programmed by a dorsal occipito-parietal stream based on
visuo-spatial information. However, flexible manual behavior, especially interactions with
objects, often additionally relies on perceptual features. Those features are represented
in an anatomically separate occipito-temporal stream geared to process visual material
for identification and recognition (Kravitz et al. 2013). In this study we address a current
debate in the literature, namely how and when this perceptual information is used
during action planning (Gallivan and Culham 2015; Lingnau and Downing 2015). An
influential account emphasizes relative differences in processing speeds between dorsal
and ventral streams (Milner et al. 2003) and assumes the integration of executive and
perceptual processes is time-consuming. In this account the ventral stream could serve
as a post-hoc interpreter of actions, either perceived or planned (Downing and Peelen
2011; Lingnau and Downing 2015), or contribute to action planning, but only when
preparation is sufficiently delayed (Rossetti and Pisella 2002; Cohen et al. 2009). Here,
we consider an alternative mechanism, testing whether perceptual features are used as
priors by the dorsal visuomotor stream to specify a motor plan (Verhagen et al. 2012).
We test this hypothesis by considering an occipito-temporal region in the ventral visual
stream, the extrastriate body area (EBA; (Downing et al. 2001)). This region responds to
the perception of body parts, but it is also active during motor planning (Astafiev et al.
2004; Kühn et al. 2011), and it represents a desired postural configuration during actions
that require anticipation of future states (Zimmermann et al. 2012). These actionoriented anticipatory abilities are lost in patients with bilateral ventral stream lesions
(Dijkerman et al. 2009).
We address these hypotheses using time-resolved neural interference with transcranial
magnetic stimulation (TMS) in a rigorous four-level factorial design that controls for the
current and intended object state, for the number of possible courses of action, for the
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time of interference, and for the site of interference. We asked participants to grasp a
bar and rotate it to match a target orientation, exploiting the fact that when multiple
end-state postures are possible participants prioritize postural comfort in the final state
of the action. Using this motor control strategy involves selecting a comfortable body
posture compatible with an object’s final configuration, necessitating the anticipation
of that object-configuration (Rosenbaum et al. 2001, 2012). A neural implementation
of this anticipatory strategy requires sensorimotor transformations that integrate
predicted hand-object configurations with biomechanical constraints and the current
body posture. We hypothesized these transformations to be causally supported by
neural activity in either EBA or in the caudal section of the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), a
portion of the dorsal visuomotor stream involved in integrating current body posture
with motor plans (Wolpert and Ghahramani 2000; Zimmermann et al. 2012). To probe
the temporal and causal dependences of these ventral and dorsal stream areas, we used
single-pulse TMS to disturb processing in EBA and IPS at different time-points during
planning of actions with different demands on grip- and end-posture selection.
If EBA provides the dorsal visuomotor stream with a desired goal posture for actions
that involve object manipulations and require anticipation of future postural states
(van Nuenen et al. 2012; Zimmermann et al. 2012), then TMS to EBA should be
particularly disruptive during early stages of motor planning, before the involvement
of the dorsal visuomotor stream, especially when the action allows choices between
different possibilities. We contrast this hypothesis to other accounts predicting that EBA
computations are inconsequential for motor behavior (Downing and Peelen 2011), or
relevant only during late planning stages of actions (Milner and Goodale 2008).

Methods
Overview
The experiment consisted of four experimental sessions, i.e. one intake session and three
TMS sessions. During the intake session, participants practiced the experimental task,
underwent a short TMS session to determine their motor threshold, were familiarized
with stimulation of the EBA and IPS, and participated in a number of MR scans. The
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three TMS sessions followed the same procedure: after TMS stereotaxic registration
and coil placement, participants performed a motor task while being stimulated with
single-pulse TMS on a trial-by-trial basis delivered through one of three coils placed on
their head (Figure 4.1C). Measures of task performance collected on a trial-by-trial basis
(see “TMS procedures”) were used to assess the consequences of TMS on EBA and IPS.
The study was approved by the local ethical commission (CMO Arnhem-Nijmegen, The
Netherlands). For clarity, experimental factors are marked in small caps, and conditions
within experimental factors are marked in UPPER CASE.

Participants
Thirty-one healthy, right-handed participants gave written informed consent to
participate in the study and were financially compensated with 10 euro/hour. This study
is based on the twenty-four participants (24±3 years old, 13 male) that completed the
experiment. Seven participants did not complete the whole set of experimental sessions
for various reasons (one participant was unable to maintain his/her head in a sufficiently
stable position; two participants repeatedly missed their appointments, two participants
developed a mild headache, two participants felt otherwise uncomfortable). Two
subjects were excluded from the analyses due to responses systematically above the
reaction-time cutoff (see ”Motor task”). This study is based on the twenty-two remaining
participants (24±3 years old, 13 male).

Motor task
The participants followed a single set of instructions across two experimental factors with
two conditions each (action-type: HOLD, ROTATE; grip-options: SINGLE, MULTIPLE).
They were asked to grasp a bar (length: 30 cm; diameter: 2 cm; one end colored black,
other end white) using a power grip with their right hand, around the border between
the black and white portions of the bar, and to rotate it in order to align the white portion
of the bar with one of 256 light-emitting diodes (LEDs) distributed in a circle around a
low-friction turning platform supporting the bar (Figure 4.1B). Two metal rods of 10 cm
length connected the bar with the turning platform. The distance between the rods was
13 cm, allowing participants to grasp the bar in between the rods. On each trial, the bar
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could be grasped in two ways, i.e. with the thumb on the white or on the black end of the
bar. Grips with the thumb placed on the white end of the bar are arbitrarily labeled as
‘toward’ (i.e. with the thumb toward the target LED), and those with the thumb placed
on the black end as ‘away’ (i.e. with the thumb away from the target LED).
A

vision

closed

closed

closed

open

closed

action
TMS

time
Inter-trial interval
~4 s
B

planning
~0.6 s

grasp
~1 s

hold/rotate
~ 1-2 s

return

D

C
IPS
Sham
EBA

Figure 4.1. Experimental setup. (A-B) Participants grasped the bar around the border
between the black and white parts, and rotated it to align the white part with the red
LED. On each trial, subjects decided how to grasp the bar: their thumb could be on
the white or on the black end of the bar (toward and away grips). At trial onset, an
electronic shutter (panel B: in white, brown frame) allowed the participant to see the
bar and the target LED. A single TMS pulse was delivered either early (100-300 ms) or
late (300-500 ms) during the planning phase (panel A: grey blocks on time line). When
the participant moved his right hand from a home-key (panel B: in blue), the electronic
shutter became opaque, preventing vision of the hand, of the bar, and of the target
LED. The participant kept his chin against a chin-rest and his head position relative to
the TMS coils was continuously monitored with a video-based frameless stereotaxic
system (panel C). Panel D illustrates the brain location of the TMS targets (EBA, in blue;
IPS, in red) relative to the closest scalp location (in cyan and yellow, respectively). On
each trial, TMS was delivered only when the TMS coils were positioned within 5 mm
from the desired scalp locations.

Each participant executed a total of 1278 trials (426 trials per session), pseudo-randomly
intermixed across conditions. In each session, trials were performed in nine blocks
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of maximally 50 trials each. Within the factor action-type, there were ROTATE trials
(n=483, the bar was to be rotated by 180°) and HOLD trials (n=483, the bar was to
be held around its original orientation). There were also filler trials (the bar was to be
rotated by 90° clockwise (n=156) or 90° counterclockwise (n=156)), introduced to reduce
task predictability, but excluded from subsequent analyses. In order to further avoid
the development of stereotyped movement patterns and trigger a novel action plan
on each trial, the target displayed in each trial was extracted from one of four uniform
distributions of targets with average = 0°, ±90°, 180° and a range of ±7° for HOLD, filler,
and ROTATE trials, respectively. Put differently, the bar needed to be rotated in all
conditions, including the HOLD condition, and to different extents even within trials of
the same condition. Slow responses (reaction time longer than 1000 ms) and large errors
in bar placement (>36°) were marked as incorrect trials and excluded from the analyses.
The motor task included a second experimental factor, grip-options, with two conditions
(SINGLE, MULTIPLE). This factor accounts for the fact that in this task, given human
biomechanical constraints and end-state comfort effects (Rosenbaum et al. 2006),
some object orientations allow for both toward and away grips (MULTIPLE-option
trials), whereas other object orientations evoke a clear preference for a particular grip
(SINGLE-option trials; Figure 4.2C). The number of trials contributing to the single- and
multiple-option categories was matched between participants by considering 25% of the
trials multiple-option and classifying the remaining 75% as single-option. This ratio was
based on the observation that the switch range for grip selection (Figure 4.2B) equaled
approximately 25% of the full orientation range.
A trial timecourse (Figure 4.1A) was as follows: At trial onset, the opening of a liquid
crystal display (LCD) shutter screen allowed the participant to see the bar and a target
LED. As soon as the participant moved his right hand from a touch sensor positioned
along his midsagittal plane (Figure 4.1B), the screen turned opaque again, preventing
vision of the hand, of the bar, and of the target. At the end of each trial, when the
participant positioned his right hand again on the touch sensor, the shutter remained
opaque, while the bar was silently and automatically rotated into a new orientation,
randomly sampled from all possible orientations, and a new target LED was switched on.
Motion tracking (Polhemus Liberty, Colchester, USA) was used to record movements of
the right hand using three sensors attached to participants’ right index finger, little finger
and wrist. Position and orientation of each sensor was sampled at 240 Hz and stored for
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offline analyses.

TMS procedures
The TMS procedures considered two experimental factors related to the location and
timing of the TMS intervention. The factor tms-site had three conditions (EBA, IPS,
SHAM). The experiment was set-up to use active sites (EBA, IPS) in a factorial design, with
a passive control (SHAM) for reference. The difference between EBA and IPS conditions
captures site-specific effects of active stimulation, while the SHAM condition captures
general (acoustic) effects of coil discharge. The factor tms-time had two conditions
(EARLY, LATE). In relation to the factor tms-site, during the intake session, participants’
heads were coregistered to their individual structural Magnetic Resonance scans using
“Localite TMS navigator” neuronavigation software (v2.2.0, Localite, Sankt Augustin,
Germany). The skull locations with the minimal distance from the desired target locations
(EBA, IPS) were estimated by the Localite software, and those two distances were used
to define a subject- and site-specific stimulator output (see below same section). The
desired EBA location was determined according to a participant-specific fMRI localizer
(see ”Functional localization of EBA”). The average MNI coordinates (with standard
deviations) of the EBA locations across the group were [-48 (2.4), -77 (4.0), 7 (4.8)]. EBA
was stimulated in an inferior-superior direction. The desired IPS location was based on
coordinates from a previous study that involved this portion of the posterior parietal
cortex in state estimation during action planning (MNI: [-22 –60 58]; Zimmermann
et al., 2012). IPS was stimulated in an inferior/posterior-superior/anterior direction,
roughly perpendicular to the orientation of the intraparietal sulcus. MNI coordinates
of the IPS target were transformed to subjects’ individual brain space using the inverse
normalization parameters obtained during preprocessing of the MRI data. Coil orientation
was slightly adjusted to optimize participants’ comfort, when necessary. SHAM-TMS
was implemented by using a coil tilted by 90° and interposed between the two coils
targeting EBA and IPS (Figure 4.1C). This coil configuration delivered an ineffective
cortical stimulation, while closely matching the auditory stimulation produced by the
other TMS coils. Participants wore ear plugs across the duration of the experiment.
The three coils were firmly held in place with mechanical arms (Manfrotto, Cassola,
Italy), and their location relative to the EBA and IPS targets was continuously monitored
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with Localite. At the beginning of each trial, if the head had moved more than 5 mm
away from the desired configuration, the trial was delayed and participants were asked
to move their head back to its previous position. Throughout the experiment, only two
coils were simultaneously connected at any given time to the two available stimulators
(MagVenture (Farum, Denmark) X100 stimulators). After each block of 50 trials, one of
the previously active coils was disconnected, and the previously disconnected coil was
connected. The order of active coils was counterbalanced over sessions and randomized
over participants.
EBA and IPS stimulation was achieved with MagVenture MC-B65-HO Butterfly coils with
an average winding diameter of 55 mm, with biphasic pulse shape. A C-B60 Butterfly coil
was used for sham stimulation. The stimulation intensity was customized for each site
and participant, according to the formula:

Intensity [%] = 50% + 2.4%/mm * (distance[coil-target] – 20mm)

This formula was obtained through a pilot study performed in 10 independent participants
using the same equipment. The pilot study, following the procedures of Stokes et al.
(Stokes et al. 2005), indicated that the realized intensity at the target location can be
kept stable by increasing stimulator output by 2.4% of maximum stimulator output
(MSO) for each millimeter of additional space between the coil and the target location.
Accordingly, we set the stimulator output to achieve 50% MSO at 2 cm from the coil,
for each site and for each participant. The average stimulation intensity (with standard
deviations) for EBA was 54% (7.0) MSO, and for IPS it was 69% (7.3) MSO. Stimulation
intensity for the coil used for SHAM TMS was set to 100% MSO to closely match the
sound level of the other TMS coils.
In relation to the factor tms-time, during the experiment, single TMS pulses were
delivered at any time within two epochs of the interval between trial onset and release of
the start button. A pilot study indicated that, on average, participants take about 600 ms
to initiate their movement under the present experimental conditions. Accordingly,
single pulse TMS was delivered either EARLY during planning (100-300 ms after trial
onset) or LATE during planning (300-500 ms after trial onset). No pulses were delivered
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if participants had already released the start button before the randomly selected time
of stimulation had elapsed, and those trials were excluded from subsequent analyses.

Measures of task performance
The effects of TMS on task performance were indexed with three parameters that
captured features of motor preparation (planning time), of motor performance towards
the initial bar configuration (grip choice), and of motor performance towards the desired
bar configuration (goal-state error). All analyses were done in MatLab (version R2009b;
MathWorks, Natick, MA) using n-way ANOVAs (function: anovan) with participant as
a random factor. In the following section, we define the procedures used to quantify
planning time, grip choice, and goal-state error.
Planning time was defined as the time between trial onset (when the bar and its desired
orientation became visible) and movement onset. Movement onset was based on the
motion tracking data and defined as the last local minimum in wrist velocity before peak
velocity of the hand transport phase towards the bar (Schot et al. 2010).
Grip choice was defined as the probability of choosing a toward grip (i.e. that the bar
was grasped with the thumb on the white end/towards the target LED) as a function of
the initial orientation of the bar. Given human biomechanical constraints and end-state
comfort effects, grip choice varies as a function of the initial and desired bar orientations,
according to a logistic function (Rosenbaum et al. 2006). Accordingly, assessing the
effects of TMS on grip choice requires a robust estimate of changes in the probability
distribution of grip choices as a function of bar orientation. Estimating those changes
involved three steps.
First, a grip probability function over the range of bar orientations (0°- 360°) was
estimated by averaging single-trial grip choices over neighboring orientations with a
moving Hanning weighting window (width: 45°, Figure 4.2A). Second, we created the
condition for pooling data across participants by phase-adjusting the grip probability
functions across participants, such that grip probability was consistently high at 0° and
low at 180°. This was done by fitting a cosine with one free parameter, the phase, to
the moving average, and then shifting the data by the cosine’s phase parameter (Figure
4.2A). Third, the data were fitted to a psychometric function designed to parameterize
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grip choice biases (Figure 4.2B) according to a least-squares approach. The psychometric
function was:

GRIP CHOICE(φ) = α·(ff all (φ)+frise(φ))+β
with:

ff all (φ) = 1 −
frise(φ) =

1
e

−γf all ·[φ−δf all ]

1
e−γrise·[φ−δrise]

Grip choice is a function of orientation (φ, Figure 4.2B) estimated as the sum of two
logistic curves, one falling (ffall) and the other rising (frise), with six free parameters:
amplitude (∝), offset (β), plus separate slope (γi, γ2) and phase-shift (δ1, δ2) parameters
for each logistic curve. These parameters provide robust and interpretable estimates of
factors that influence grip choice as a function of bar orientation.
The amplitude parameter (∝, range: [0, 1]) measures to what extent grip choice is
influenced by the expected body posture towards the end of the action (in short, ∝ =

posture-bias). A large ∝ indicates a strong end-state comfort effect, namely a consistent
preference in grasping the bar with one grip type within a range of goal orientations,

and with the opposite grip type within a complementary range of goal orientations. A
1

small ∝ indicates a weak end-state comfort effect, namely either a stereotyped or a
random grip type irrespective of goal orientation. The offset parameter (β, range: [-0.5,
1
0.5]) accounts for biases towards either grip
type irrespective of goal orientation (in

short, β = systematic-bias). A large β (±0.5) indicates that a participant grasps the bar
such that his thumb is always pointing towards the target LED at the end (or away, for
β → -0.5). A small β indicates a weak systematic bias in grip choice. The slope parameters
(γfall & γrise) measure the range of goal orientations over which participants switch their
grip preference from one type to the opposite grip type (in short, 1/ γi = switch-range,
range: [1, 180]). The slope phase offset parameters (δfall, δrise, range: [0, 360]) indicate
the orientations at which participants switch their grip preference from one type to the
opposite grip type.
Goal-state error was defined as the absolute (unsigned) difference (in °) between the
desired orientation of the bar (as indicated by the target LED) and the final orientation
of the bar.
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Figure 4.2 (left page). Psychometric analysis of grip choice. A psychometric procedure quantified the probability of selecting one of two possible grips [p(toward grip)]
as a function of the orientation of the bar (in degrees; zero degree corresponds to
an upward pointing bar/12 o’clock position, degrees increasing clockwise). Single-trial
choices (dots) were summarized in a grip choice profile with a moving average (dashed
line, panel A) and parameterized with a psychometric function (green line, panel A-B)
given by the sum of two logistic curves, resulting in six parameters (panel B): an amplitude parameter [α] capturing to what extent grip choice is influenced by the expected
body posture towards the end of the action (posture-bias); an offset parameter [β]
capturing biases towards either grip type irrespective of the bar orientation (systematic-bias); two slope parameters [γ1, γ2] capturing the range of bar orientations over
which participants switch their grip preference from one type to the opposite grip type
(switch-range); and two phase offset parameters [δ1, δ2] capturing the orientations
at which participants switch their grip preference from one type to the opposite grip
type. (C) This panel illustrates how trials with a bar orientation evoking equally mixed
grip preferences [p(toward grip) ~= 0.5] were classified as MULTIPLE-option (red line).
The cut-off value for this category of trials (grey interval) was estimated separately for
each participant and included 25% of the trials. The remaining trials evoked consistent
grips and were classified as SINGLE-option.

Statistical analyses of behavioral outcomes
Statistical analyses were based on correct trials (i.e. error trials with technical errors,
movement initiation before TMS pulse or slower than 1000 ms, and/or wrong or
incomplete actions were removed). Outliers were also removed (cutoff: path length
and/or movement time four interquartile ranges [Q3-Q2] above the median). Statistical
inferences are based on a two-tailed false-positive rate of p<.05. There were two
main analyses. First, the experimental conditions’ effect on planning times and goalstate error of multiple-option rotation trials was tested with a 3x2 two-way ANOVA
with factors tms-site [EBA, IPS, SHAM] and tms-time [EARLY, LATE]. The goal of this
analysis was to test whether the timing and the location of the TMS intervention
modified motor performance. In order to qualify the specificity of the finding in relation
to movement selection demands and complexity of end-posture anticipation, this
analysis was subsequently expanded to include action-type [HOLD, ROTATE] and gripoptions [SINGLE, MULTIPLE]. Second, the effects on grip choice (indexed by posture105
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bias, systematic-bias, and switch-range) were tested with a 3x2 full-factorial ANOVA,
with factors tms-site [EBA, IPS, SHAM] and tms-time [EARLY, LATE], and subsequently
expanded to include action-type [HOLD, ROTATE]. The goal of this second analysis
was to test whether the timing and the location of the TMS intervention modified the
influence of the expected body posture at the end of rotation actions.

Functional localization of EBA
Following an anatomical scan (T1-weighted MP-RAGE sequence, TR/TE=2300/3.03 ms,
voxel-size 1.0x1.0x1.0 mm on a 1.5 T Avanto MR-scanner, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany),
the EBA of each participant was localized with fMRI (using the same 1.5 T Avanto MRscanner, 32-channel head coil for signal reception, whole-brain T2*-weighted multiecho echo-planar images, TR=2180 ms, TE(1)=9.4 ms, TE(2)=21.2 ms, TE(3)=33.0 ms,
TE(4)=45.0 ms; voxel-size 3.5x3.5x3.0 mm; gap-size: 0.5 mm). The EBA localizer used a set
of previously validated stimuli. The stimuli included 20 pictures of human bodies without
heads (http://pages.bangor.ac.uk/~pss811/page7/page7.html), 20 pictures of manmade
objects, as well as 20 phase-scrambled versions of those stimuli. Stimuli were presented
in a blocked design (10 blocks per condition; 20 stimuli per block; stimulus presentation
time: 300 ms; inter-stimulus time: 450 ms). Within each block, two identical stimuli were
presented sequentially. Participants were instructed to detect these stimulus repetitions
(1-back task) to ensure attention to the stimuli. Across trials, the location of the stimuli
on the screen was randomly shifted (stimulus size: ~10° visual angle, shifted by 3.5°
horizontally/vertically). Besides this EBA localizer (256 volumes over ~10 minutes), we
also acquired a resting state fMRI scan (10 minutes) and a diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)
scan (12 minutes). Resting state and DTI scans are not part of this report.
The EBA localizer scans were analyzed using MatLab and SPM8 (Wellcome Department
of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). First, functional images were spatially realigned
using a Whittaker-Shannon (sinc) interpolation algorithm that estimates rigid body
transformations (translations, rotations) by minimizing head-movements between the
first echo of each image and the reference image (Friston, Ashburner, et al. 1995). Next,
the four echoes were combined to a single volume. For this, the first 30 volumes of the
timeseries of 256 volumes were used to estimate the best weighted echo combination
in order to optimally capture the BOLD response over the brain (Poser et al. 2006). These
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weights were then applied to the entire timeseries. Subsequently, the timeseries for
each voxel were temporally realigned to the acquisition of the first slice. Anatomical
images were spatially coregistered to the mean of the functional images. Normalization
parameters to transform anatomical images to a standard EPI template centered in
MNI space (Ashburner and Friston 1999) were estimated, but not applied. Instead, the
inverse of the normalization matrix was used to transform the TMS target location for IPS
from MNI coordinates into each individual subject space.
For each of the three image categories, square-wave functions were constructed
with a duration corresponding to the block duration and convolved with a canonical
hemodynamic response function and its temporal derivative (Friston, Holmes, et al.
1995). Additionally, the statistical model included 18 separate regressors of no interest,
modeling residual head movement related effects by including the six rigid-body motion
parameters (translations and rotations), as well as their first- and second-order temporal
derivatives. Parameter estimates for all regressors were obtained by maximumlikelihood estimation, using a temporal high-pass filter (cut-off 128 s), modeling temporal
autocorrelation as an AR(1) process. Linear contrasts pertaining to the main effects of
the design were calculated. EBA was identified by comparing activity during the ‘body’
condition with activity during the ‘object’ condition, providing locations for left and right
EBA (Downing et al. 2001). The activation peak of left EBA was used as target location
for TMS.

Results
Subjects were instructed to grasp a bar that could be positioned in any orientation to
achieve an instructed goal-state (Figure 4.1). On some trials the subject had to rotate
the object, on other trials just to hold the bar (factor action-type: HOLD, ROTATE). The
combination of orientation and rotation ensured that in some cases only a single grip
posture was comfortable, while other combinations allowed multiple courses of action
to accomplish the trial (factor grip-options: SINGLE, MULTIPLE). TMS could be delivered
over left EBA, a caudal section of left IPS, or as sham stimulation (factor tms-site: EBA,
IPS, SHAM) at any time during action planning (factor tms-time: EARLY [100-300 ms after
trial onset], LATE [300-500 ms after trial onset]). Subjects were able to execute the grasp107
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Table 4.1. Fitted parameters (mean±sd) and statistical differences (t-values, p-values)
comparing the effects of HOLD and ROTATE conditions on planning time and goal-state
error, as well as grip choice (according to the psychometric function described in methods section: “Measures of task performance”).
Effects of action-type
on task performance

HOLD
trials

ROTATE
trials

HOLD vs ROTATE

Planning time

420 ms
(20 ms)

411 ms
(18 ms)

t(21)=2.471
p=.022

Goal-state error

2.96°
(1.14°)

8.35°
(3.26°)

t(21)=7.250
p<.001

Posture-bias (α)

0.967
(0.029)

0.671
(0.244)

t(21)=5.859
p<.001

Systematic-bias (β)

0.021
(0.022)

0.235
(0.184)

t(21)=5.554
p<.001

Switch-range (1/γ)

0.092
(0.014)

0.141
(0.076)

t(21)=2.876
p=.009

Phase difference (Δφ)

135.4°
(71.8°)

162.3°
(18.5°)

t(21)=1.929
p=.067

Grip choice

and-rotate task proficiently (6% errors, 4% outliers) with no differences in performance
across the three sessions in terms of planning time (F(2,39)=0.62, p=0.5) or goal-state
error (F(2,39)=1.60, p=0.2). The factor action-type (HOLD, ROTATE) influenced task
performance, as indexed by planning time, goal-state error, and grip choice (Table 4.1).
In the following section, we describe the effects of early and late TMS over EBA, IPS and
SHAM on participants’ performance as a function of action-type and grip-options.
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Planning time
Planning times were influenced by tms-time and action-type, with longer planning
when TMS pulses were delivered late during planning (early TMS: 392±79 ms; late
TMS: 440±99 ms; F(1,21)=48.45, p<.001), and when participants held the bar (HOLD:
420±20 ms; ROTATE: 411±18 ms; F(1,21)=5.05, p=.036). Crucially, tms-site did not
influence planning times, either as a main effect or in interaction with the other
experimental factors (tms-time, action-type, or grip-options - all p>.10).

Grip choice
The effects of TMS on grip choice were parameterized with three indexes (posture-bias,
systematic-bias, and switch-range) derived from a psychometric function fitted to the
grip choices of each participant (see “Measures of task performance”). The posturebias quantifies to what extent grip choice is influenced by the expected body posture
towards the end of the action. The systematic-bias quantifies biases towards either
grip type irrespective of the bar orientation. The switch-range quantifies the range of
bar orientations over which participants switch their grip preference from one type
to the opposite grip type. Please note that these parameters cannot be specified with
respect to the factor grip-option as they consider the whole range of possible object
orientations, spanning both single and multiple-option configurations. The grip choice
function accounted for a considerable amount of variance (mean r2: .918), and it was
sensitive to variations in grip choice profiles induced by action-type (HOLD, ROTATE) –
see Table 4.1. For two subjects, the function could not be fitted for all conditions due to
missing data for some orientations.
We adopted a factorial interaction design with two active TMS sites (EBA and IPS).
For reference, we also included a SHAM stimulation condition to control for general
effects. We were specifically interested in the effect of timing and location of the TMS
intervention on the influence of the expected body posture at the end of rotation
trials (posture-bias, ∝). Figure 4.3 illustrates that, in line with the findings on goal-

state error, effects of TMS intervention on EBA occurred when TMS was delivered early
during planning of rotation actions. Namely, when participants had to rotate the bar
the 3x2 interaction between tms-site [EBA,IPS,SHAM] and tms-time [EARLY, LATE]
trended towards significance (F(2,38)=2.84, p=.071), driven by a significant difference
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Figure 4.3. Effect of TMS on grip choice. Top: example fits of grip choice of a single
representative participant for action-type levels HOLD (left) and ROTATE (right), collapsed over levels of tms-site and tms-time. Dots represent single-trial grip choices
[toward, away] after shifting by cosine phase (see “Measures of task performance”).
Single-trial data is limited to 200 randomly selected trials per plot. Bottom: posture-bias (∝) parameters for action-type levels HOLD (left) and ROTATE (right) according to
the psychometric function described in “Measures of task performance”.

in the effects evoked by TMS intervention over the active EBA and IPS sites (tms-site
[EBA,IPS] x tms-time [EARLY,LATE]; F(1,19)=5.74, p=.027). Further exploration of this
interaction indicated that, when applied early during planning, TMS over EBA led to a
weaker posture-bias, as compared to TMS over IPS (EARLY TMS over EBA: ∝=0.68±0.25;

EARLY TMS over IPS: ∝=0.76±0.24; t(19)=2.27, p=.035) or, as a trend, to LATE TMS over

EBA (∝=0.77±0.21; t(19)=1.92, p=.07). TMS over EBA and IPS could not be distinguished

from TMS over SHAM (all p>.10). Moreover, the TMS effect was specific to ROTATE trials.

Namely, the same effect was absent during HOLD trials (F(1,19)=0.29, p=.599), leading
to a three-way interaction between tms-site, tms-time and action-type on posture-bias
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(F(1,19)=6.52, p=.02; Figure 4.3). Finally, the specificity of this effect on posture-bias was
reinforced by the characteristics of the TMS effects on the other two parameters of grip
choice. Namely, even though the three-way interactions between tms-site, tms-time
and action-type trended towards significance (systematic-bias: F(1,19)=3.98, p=.06;
switch-range: F(1,19)=4.31, p=.052), those three-way interactions were not driven by
differential effects of tms-site X tms-time interactions as a function of action-type.

Goal-state error
Participants made larger errors during rotation actions (8.35±3.26°; absolute difference
between the desired (i.e. instructed) and the final orientation of the bar) than during
holding actions (2.96±1.14°; see Table 4.1). There were no main effects of tms-site nor
tms-time on goal-state error (all p>.10). Please note that in contrast to the grip choice
parameters the goal-state error could be factorized according to SINGLE and MULTIPLE
grip-options.
The main result of this study concerns the effect of timing and location of the TMS
intervention on movement accuracy as a function of action-type and grip-options
during multiple-option rotation trials. Figure 4.4 illustrates that the effect of TMS
intervention was specific to stimulation of EBA when TMS was delivered early during
planning. Namely, the tms-site (EBA, IPS, SHAM) X tms-time (EARLY, LATE) interaction
(F(2,42)=3.28, p=.047) was driven by larger goal-state errors following early stimulation
of EBA compared to stimulation of IPS (t(21)=2.99, p=.007), as well as, as a trend towards
significance, compared to SHAM TMS (t(21)=1.90, p=.07). Furthermore, the same
interaction is not significant for single-option ROTATION trials, and single- and multipleoption HOLD trials (all p>.20), reflected in a significant four-way interaction between
tms-site (EBA, IPS), tms-time (EARLY, LATE), action-type (HOLD, ROTATE), and gripoptions (SINGLE, MULTIPLE) on goal-state error (F(1,21)=6.10, p=.02; Figure 4.4). For
reference, the 3x2x2x2 interaction that also considered SHAM TMS revealed a trend
towards significance (F(2,42)=2.90, p=.066).
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Figure 4.4. Effect of TMS on goal-state error. Absolute differences (in degrees) between the desired orientation of the bar (as indicated by the target LED) and the final
orientation of the bar for HOLD (left column) and ROTATE actions (right column) with a
SINGLE (top row) and MULTIPLE (bottom row) grip-options.

A post-hoc exploration of the temporal dynamics of the effect of tms-time on goal-state
error during multiple-option rotation trials assessed how this parameter changed as a
function of the timing of the TMS intervention, relative to trial onset and movement
onset. For every level of tms-site, a moving Hanning weighting window (width: 150 ms)
was used to average goal-state errors over trials with similar relative TMS latencies.
Subsequently, for every time point (bin size: 1 ms) these ‘time courses’ for stimulation of
EBA and IPS were compared to stimulation of SHAM using paired t-tests with an alpha
level of p<.05. Cluster-based permutation tests were performed in FieldTrip (Oostenveld
et al. 2011) to correct for multiple comparisons where applicable (i.e. not possible for
movement-locked analyses due to changing numbers of participants contributing to
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different time points). When TMS intervention was time-locked to trial onset (Figure
4.5, left panel), stimulation of EBA resulted in a significant cluster between 152-228 ms
after trial onset compared to SHAM stimulation (p=.046). When time-locked to wrist
movement onset (Figure 4.5, right panel), stimulation of IPS from 48 ms after wrist
movement onset onwards (but before button release) resulted in significantly larger
errors compared to SHAM stimulation.
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Figure 4.5. Time-resolved analysis of TMS effects on goal-state error. Top: temporal
dynamics of effects of TMS over EBA (blue) and IPS (orange) on goal-state error, timelocked to trial onset (left) and wrist movement onset (right) for MULTIPLE-option ROTATE actions. Bold line sections indicate temporal clusters in which TMS over EBA/IPS
had a significant larger effect than sham stimulation at the same time. Abrupt transitions between datapoints of the time-resolved average are a consequence of different
number of participants contributing to different datapoints. Wrist movement onset
refers to the earliest detectable sign of arm motion, namely changes in wrist position
(measured with a motion tracking system) that occurred systematically earlier than
the release of the home button. There were no TMS pulses delivered after participants
released the home button. Bottom: distribution of wrist movement onset times (left)
or trial onset times (right) relative to TMS time in the corresponding upper panel.
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Discussion
This study considered the hypothesis that perceptual features represented in the
ventral visual stream are used as a prior by the dorsal visuomotor stream to specify
motor plans, especially when the action requires choices between different possibilities
and the combination of multiple states. A prediction of this hypothesis is that transient
alterations in ventral stream function should be particularly disruptive before the
involvement of the dorsal visuomotor stream in motor planning of articulated actions
chosen from multiple possibilities. This prediction was tested by comparing the effects
of single-pulse TMS delivered to either EBA, IPS or SHAM, either early or late during
the planning of grasping movements. Grip selection demands were manipulated by
asking participants to grasp a bar and rotate it to orientations compatible with either
a single or multiple grip configurations. Action and posture planning complexity was
manipulated by asking participants to rotate the bar either marginally, to a goal close to
its initial orientation, or majorly, to a nearly inverted goal. Under these circumstances,
the choice of underhand or overhand grips is conditional on the biomechanical comfort
of the end-state posture (Rosenbaum et al. 2001, 2012). Interfering with EBA activity
had two main consequences: end-state posture had less influence on grip selection, and
end-state accuracy decreased. These effects were temporally, spatially, and motorically
specific. The effects were limited to interference delivered to EBA early during planning
of actions requiring ~180° rotations of the bar. Significantly weaker effects were evoked
by stimulation of EBA later during planning, early stimulation of IPS and SHAM, or
stimulation during trials requiring marginal rotations of the bar. These observations
qualify the content and function of the contribution of EBA to motor behavior, suggesting
that EBA provides the dorsal visuomotor stream with a desired goal posture for actions
that require anticipation of future postural states.

EBA contribution to motor performance
Previous work has shown that the EBA is active during action preparation and motor
imagery (Astafiev et al. 2004; Kühn et al. 2011; Zimmermann et al. 2012), but the
necessity and content of EBA contributions to motor-related processes remain largely
unknown and controversial (Urgesi et al. 2007; Downing and Peelen 2011; Vangeneugden
et al. 2014; Lingnau and Downing 2015). This study adds three novel pieces of evidence
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to this debate. First, by using time-resolved interference, this study shows that EBA
contributions to motor behavior are limited in time: they occur during the early phase
of action planning (Figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.5). Second, by distinguishing the effects of postural
comfort across different action epochs, this study shows that EBA contributions to motor
behavior are about predictions of body postures, rather than processing of current
sensory material. Third, by manipulating the complexity of those predictions, this study
shows that EBA’s contribution to motor behavior is particularly important when the
predicted body posture needs to be assembled according to a task rule, rather than
directly estimated from the available sensory evidence (Figure 4.4).
These observations derive from effects on motor performance. However, the anatomical
connectivity and response properties of EBA make it unlikely that those effects are
driven by direct interference with the calculation of arm and hand movement vectors.
It appears more plausible that disturbing EBA increases noise in the computation of
the predicted body posture. This hypothetical effect would explain two features of the
current data. First, increased noise in end-posture computation would correspondingly
increase noise in the selection of a grip biomechanically appropriate for that desired
posture (Rosenbaum et al. 2001). A more variable grip selection would become apparent
as a reduced dependency of grip choice on end-posture configuration (posture-bias,
Figure 4.3). Second, increased noise in the computation of the desired end-posture
would also result in a larger variation in the end-state of the action (goal-state error,
Figures 4.4 and 4.5).
These findings fit with the Posture-Based Motion Planning theory (Rosenbaum et al.
1995, 2001). The theory postulates that a posture appropriate for an action outcome
is computed by combining posture primitives, and then that desired posture is used for
calculating a forward model and a feedback control policy (Wolpert and Ghahramani 2000;
Shadmehr and Krakauer 2008). The present findings suggest that EBA might implement
those computations and provide the dorsal visuomotor stream with predictions on
suitable postures for achieving the action outcome. Recent work has shown that an
adjacent portion of the left lateral occipitotemporal cortex contains representations of
body parts and tools, as well as associated actions (Bracci et al. 2012; Perini et al. 2014).
The present study suggests that these occipito-temporal representations are used during
goal-directed actions.
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IPS contribution to motor performance
Previous work has shown that interference with posterior parietal regions late during
planning or during action execution leads to decreased movement accuracy (Desmurget
et al. 1999; Davare et al. 2012). The present findings fit with those observations. In this
study, participants made larger movement errors when IPS was disturbed late during the
planning of movements requiring 180° bar rotations and a choice between two equally
favored grips (Figure 4.4). Accordingly, it appears likely that TMS interfered with the
computations of forward models and state estimation, known to be supported in this
portion of the intraparietal sulcus (Wolpert et al. 1998; Shadmehr and Krakauer 2008).

Perceptuo-motor interactions
The contribution of EBA to motor behavior is an instance of the long-standing issue
on how perceptual processing interfaces with action planning (Faillenot et al. 1997;
Milner and Goodale 2008). Some authors have argued that the neural integration of
perceptual and visuospatial features is time-consuming, and therefore only actions
relying on extensive preparation can afford to achieve that integration (Milner et al.
2001; Cohen et al. 2009). In fact, the evidence gathered in this study suggests that
ventral stream areas might initialize motor planning with desired postural states. More
generally, we speculate that perceptual information from ventral stream areas might
provide priors for structuring the computations of forward models and feedback control
policies computed in the dorsal visuomotor stream and in the cerebellum (Wolpert and
Ghahramani 2000). It remains to be seen how these perceptuo-motor interactions are
anatomically and computationally implemented. For instance, it is unclear whether the
postural configurations encoded in the occipito-temporal cortex (Bracci et al. 2012) are
already in a format suitable for influencing sensorimotor computations implemented
in the parieto-frontal network. It is also unclear how the EBA is gaining access to
that network. Recent work, also based on planning of goal-directed movements, has
highlighted the anterior portion of the intraparietal sulcus as a crucial hub for combining
perceptual- and motor-related information (Verhagen et al. 2012). Empirical evidence
on the connectivity of the human lateral occipito-temporal cortex will be crucial for
qualifying those functional considerations.
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Interpretational issues
The task involved a large number of factors and outcome measures. However, despite the
fact that the TMS intervention could have affected a number of planning and performance
parameters, the TMS effects loaded on high-order variables of a psychometric model and
were constrained by high-order interactions across experimental factors. For instance,
the findings are bound to stimulation delivered during different epochs of movement
planning. This feature of the results excludes general arousal effects associated with TMS
(Duecker and Sack 2013). The findings pertain to trials requiring different rotations of the
bar. This feature of the results exclude that TMS to EBA disrupted visual processing per
se. However, some performance parameters were likely to be affected by non-neural side
effects of TMS, most prominently the acoustic and somatosensory peripheral stimulation
evoked by the delivery of the magnetic pulse. For instance, planning times increased
with TMS pulse latency: movements were initiated later when TMS was applied later.
This happened during both verum and sham stimulation, an indication that this effect,
orthogonal to the main findings of this study, was driven by peripheral effects.
Whereas the effects of EBA relative to IPS provide reliable and significant results,
effects of sham stimulation, in interactions and specific contrasts, are often not clearly
distinguishable from stimulation of EBA and IPS. This suggests a (weak) opposite effect of
IPS relative to EBA stimulation, which may have contributed to the statistical significance.
Such an opposing effect fits with the overall interpretation of the roles of EBA and IPS.
This study argues that EBA provides the motor system with a predicted goal-posture
according to high-level task-related preferences. It is already known that the lack of this
end-state representation does not result in impairment in action execution. For instance,
Dijkerman et al. (2009) showed that damage to the ventral stream areas (that might
include EBA) does not prevent action planning, but results in atypical action selection.
We argue that, without early input from EBA, dorsal stream areas (i.e. IPS) plan the
grasping movement with a more random outcome (resulting in larger goal-state errors),
given the lack of constraints on comfortable and effective action end-states. At the same
time, IPS interference at an early time in planning might reduce the ability to plan the
grasping movement without those constraints imposed by EBA, and in turn, facilitating
the role of EBA. Such an effect of IPS interference would indeed contribute to the
statistical significance of our results, but would not change their interpretation.
It might be argued that the spatial distribution of TMS effects is broad, and the effects
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of this study cannot be univocally associated with EBA. The experimental procedures
suggest otherwise however. EBA location was defined with fMRI on a subject-by-subject
basis. Spatial accuracy of stimulation was continuously monitored and constrained to
remain within 5 mm from the desired scalp location. Stimulation intensity was also
customized, on a site- and subject-specific basis, to account for variations in the distance
between coil and cortical target location. Moreover, the single-pulse intervention, at a
relatively modest intensity, ensures that only neuronal populations directly under the
coil that are already activated by the task are effectively perturbed, whereas neighboring
or uninvolved neuronal populations are more likely to remain functionally un-affected
(Allen et al. 2007). The different methods to localize the TMS targets for EBA (subjectspecific fMRI) and IPS (average stereotaxic coordinates from earlier studies) could
however have introduced a bias towards stronger detection power for EBA stimulation
compared to IPS stimulation (Sack et al. 2009).
The analysis involved some choices that may influence the results, for example the
separation of single- and multiple-option trials in a 75:25 ratio. However, these choices
did not constrain the results. In fact, repeating the analyses across a range of single:multi
ratios led to similar, sometimes stronger, results for the interaction between tms-site
and tms-time.

Conclusions
This study shows that disrupting neuronal processing in EBA, early during action
planning, causes alterations in goal-oriented motor behavior. We suggest that those
observations can be interpreted in the context of a general mechanism in which ventral
stream regions provide an initial structure to motor plans involving an articulate course
of action chosen from multiple possibilities. Future studies will need to determine the
sensory format and frame of reference of the representations used by the ventral stream
to prime the sensorimotor transformations implemented in the dorsal stream.
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Abstract
Recent studies have highlighted cognitive and neural similarities between planning and
perceiving actions. Given that action planning involves a simulation of potential action
plans that depends on the actor’s body posture, we reasoned that perceiving actions may
also be influenced by one’s body posture. Here, we test whether and how this influence
occurs by measuring behavioral and cerebral (fMRI) responses in human participants
predicting goals of observed actions, while manipulating postural congruency between
their own body posture and postures of the observed agents. Behaviorally, predicting
action goals is facilitated when the body posture of the observer matches the posture
achieved by the observed agent at the end of his action (action’s goal posture). Cerebrally,
this perceptual postural congruency effect modulates activity in a portion of the left
intraparietal sulcus that has previously been shown to be involved in updating neural
representations of one’s own limb posture during action planning. This intraparietal area
showed stronger responses when the goal posture of the observed action did not match
the current body posture of the observer. These results add two novel elements to the
notion that perceiving actions relies on the same predictive mechanism as planning
actions. First, the predictions implemented by this mechanism are based on the current
physical configuration of the body. Second, during both action planning and action
observation, these predictions pertain to the goal-state of the action.

Based on Zimmermann M, Toni I, de Lange FP. 2013. Body posture modulates action
perception. J Neurosci. 33:5930–5938.
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Introduction
Several studies have suggested that perception of others’ actions engages the observer’s
motor system (Cattaneo et al. 2011; Press et al. 2011). More precisely, observed
movements are thought to be simulated internally via forward models (Jeannerod 2001;
Oztop et al. 2005). Forward models are also computed during production of movements,
imagined or actual (Shadmehr and Krakauer 2008), and those computations are
modulated by the spatial relation between current and intended body posture of an
action, the latter being the body posture occurring when the action goal is achieved, or
action goal posture (Shenton et al. 2004; de Lange et al. 2006; Lorey et al. 2009; Ionta
et al. 2012; Zimmermann et al. 2012). This modulation can be seen as an instance of the
end-state comfort principle, according to which action plans are hierarchically organised
around temporally distal goals and goal postures (Rosenbaum et al. 1995; Hommel 2003;
Grafton and Hamilton 2007; Kilner et al. 2007). Here we test whether action perception
also follows this principle, considering the relation between an observer’s body posture
and the action goal posture.
Suggestive evidence for the general idea that the state of the observer’s body influences
action observation comes from a study showing that chronically deafferented patients
are impaired in inferring motoric expectations of an actor (Bosbach et al. 2005). This
suggests that lack of somatosensory information of one’s own body influences perception
of others’ actions. However, chronically deafferented patients might experience
substantial functional re-organisation (Chen et al. 2002), and it remains unclear whether
body-posture influences action observation through cerebral regions involved in action
planning and state estimation. Recently, Ambrosini et al. (2012) showed that having
one’s hand tied behind one’s back impairs proactive eye movements during action
observation. Others did not find any influence of body posture on action observation,
either on behaviour (Fischer 2005) or cerebral motor structures (Lorey et al. 2009),
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making it unclear whether and at which level of the action hierarchy the observer’s body
posture might influence action perception.
Here we assess whether and how the body posture of an observer influences action
perception. Participants predicted the goal-state of visually presented actions, while their
cerebral activity was monitored with fMRI, and their right arm was either pronated or
supinated. The visually presented actions showed an actor grasping a bar with a pronated
or supinated right arm, using either a rotation or a translation movement to move the bar.
This procedure allowed us to disentangle the effects of participants’ own arm posture on
the perception of actions across different goal postures and biomechanical complexities
of the observed actions. We expected that action perception would be facilitated when
participants’ body posture matches the actions’ goal-posture, and that this modulatory
effect would be supported by cerebral regions generating state estimates of one’s own
body using proprioceptive or visual information (i.e. portions of the intraparietal sulcus
and the extrastriate body area; (Wolpert et al. 1998; Hommel 2003; Pellijeff et al. 2006;
Urgesi et al. 2007; Desmurget and Sirigu 2009; Parkinson et al. 2010)).

Methods
Participants
Twenty-nine healthy, naive participants (17 female, age: 24.1±3.9 (mean±SD) years)
participated after giving informed consent according to institutional guidelines (CMO
region Arnhem-Nijmegen, The Netherlands) for payment of 10 euros/hour or course
credit. All participants were consistent right-handers and had normal or correctedto-normal vision. Two participants were excluded from the analysis due to technical
problems with the MR imaging system. Three participants were excluded because of
poor behavioural performance (showing error rates and/or reaction times that were
more than 2.5 standard deviations larger than the group mean). The remaining 24
participants (13 female, age: 24.3±3.9 years) were included in the analyses.
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Experimental paradigms
The experiment consisted of three parts that were completed in a fixed order, spread
over two sessions. A bar grasping task (see below for task descriptions) was performed
during the first session only. An action prediction task was performed during both
sessions. During the first session it was performed in a dummy MR scanner identical to
real MR scanner, in order to collect behavioural data. Several days later (on average: 3.2
days) the action prediction task was performed in a functional MR scanner.

Bar grasping task
The purpose of the bar grasping task was to familiarise participants with the actions they
were about to observe in the prediction tasks later on. The participants were seated
at a table with three cradles positioned next to each other at 5 cm distance between
adjacent cradles. Participants were instructed to grasp the bar (length: 25 cm, diameter:
2.5 cm; one end black, one end white) that was positioned horizontally on the middle
cradle, using a power grip, and place it on either the left or right cradle according to
instructions presented on a screen. Instructions involved both a direction (i.e. whether
to place the bar on the left or right cradle), and a goal orientation of the bar (i.e. where
the white and black end of the bar should point).
Some actions required a translation of the bar from the middle cradle to the left or right
cradle (16 trials). Other actions required an additional clockwise or counterclockwise
rotation of the bar by 90° (16 trials) or 180° (16 trials). All actions were performed using
the right hand, and participants were free to choose whether to use an overhand or
underhand power grip when grasping the bar. Task duration was ~15 minutes.

Action prediction task
Participants performed the action prediction task both outside and inside the MR
environment. First, they performed the task in a dummy MR scanner, where we collected
behavioural data concerning their predictions on the observed actions. In the second
session, the participants performed an adapted version of the task in the MR scanner,
where we measured BOLD responses. Below we describe the task in general, followed by
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a description of the aspects that differed between the two versions of the task.
In the action prediction tasks (Figure 5.1) participants watched short videos of actions
while they were asked to predict the goal-state of the observed actions as quickly as
possible. The stimulus videos lasted ~2 seconds. In each video, an actor sitting at a table
grasped and moved a bar with his right hand to one of the two cradles. Each video
started with a static image of the actor in a rest position with his right hand on the table
and his left hand out of view (below the table, on the actor’s lap). After a variable delay
(250-500 ms) the video started, showing the actor moving his right arm to grasp the
Translation trials
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Observed movement
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Observer’s Arm-posture congruency
actor / observer
arm-posture

OVERALL
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start posture

OVERALL
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Figure 5.1. Action prediction task. On each trial, participants were shown videos of an
action (panels A, D: 8 representative still frames) that involved either a bar translation
(schematically illustrated in panel B) or a bar rotation (panel E). Participants were lying
in a scanner (illustrated in panels C, F) while the spatial relation between the posture
of their right hand and the start/goal posture of the observed action was manipulated.
Participants used their left hand to indicate their prediction of the goal-state of the
observed action when required (100% of the trials during the behavioural session, 10%
of the trials during the fMRI session).
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bar, using either an overhand or an underhand grip. Subsequently, the actor moved the
bar to the left or right cradle, using either a rotation or translation movement. It has
been shown that participants choose between different grip configurations depending
on the action goal (Table 5.1; Zimmermann et al. 2012). Namely, translation actions are
more likely to be executed with an overhand grip; rotation actions to the left (actor’s
perspective) are more likely to be performed with an underhand grip of the bar; rotation
actions to the right are more likely to be performed with an overhand grip of the bar. We
refer to these action preferences as ‘low- and high-frequent grip strategies’. The set of
videos used in this study displayed combinations of rest-posture (overhand, underhand),
grasp-posture (overhand, underhand), initial bar orientations (black end on the left or
on the right), movement direction (left, right) and action types (translation, rotation)
in an equiprobable distribution, including both highly frequent and less frequent grip
strategies. Time until the bar was grasped (~800 ms) and total duration of the grasping
movement (~1600 ms) were standardised across trials. Videos were stopped when the
goal was achieved (i.e. the actor’s hand rested on the bar in its final configuration) and
the last frame was shown until 2 seconds from video onset were elapsed.
Table 5.1. Frequencies of grip strategies, measured as percentage of participants that
preferably chose a particular grip (overhand, underhand) for a given combination of
action type (translation, rotation) and target location (left, right; actors perspective).
High frequent grip strategies are printed in bold. Data taken from Zimmermann et
al. (2012), 20 participants, 16 trials for every combination of action type and target
location.
Target location

Action type

Left

Right

Translation

94% overhand
6% underhand

82% overhand
18% underhand

Rotation

19% overhand
71% underhand

71% overhand
19% underhand
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Participants were asked to predict the goal-state of each observed action as quickly as
possible. Goal-state was defined as the final orientation of the bar on the cradle to which
the actor moved the bar. Therefore, on each trial there were four possible goal-states
(black bar end “pointing” up, left, down, or right). Participants indicated their decision
using one of four buttons on a button box that they held in their left hand. Each button
was assigned to one final state, defined as the bar orientation on the target cradle (white
end pointing up, left, down or right), irrespectively of the movement used to achieve
that final state. The mapping between final states and buttons was constant throughout
the experiment. The mapping was displayed during practice and during breaks between
trials.
During the task we manipulated the arm posture of each participant’s right arm (Figure
5.1). Participants could either have their arm in a prone posture (i.e. palm facing down),
or in a supine posture (i.e. palm facing up), lying to the right side of their body on
the scanner table. Posture was changed after every block of nine trials. The posture
manipulation resulted in different patterns of congruency between participants’ own
arm posture and the observed arm posture(s) in the videos. During translation trials,
participants’ posture could either be ‘overall congruent’ or ‘overall incongruent’ with the
observed action (because start- and goal-posture are the same for these actions). During
rotation trials, the participant’s posture could either be in a ‘goal-posture congruent’
state or in a ‘goal-posture incongruent’ state. After each arm posture change instruction,
there was a short break (5 s) to allow for arm repositioning.
Participants engaged in a total of 432 trials. On average, ~11% of trials were filler trials.
In these trials, the bar was placed vertically rather than horizontally on a cradle. These
trials, in which the bar was rotated 90° (instead of 0° or 180° as occurring during the
experimental conditions), were introduced to increase the number of possible observed
movements and reduce predictability. These filler trials were excluded from subsequent
analyses. Of the remaining trials (N=372), half were translation trials (N=186), whereas
the other half were rotation trials. In each group, half of the trials (N=93) were goalposture congruent (rotation trials) or overall congruent (translation trials), and half were
goal-posture/overall incongruent. Sessions were divided in 6 blocks of 72 trials each,
with self-paced rest breaks between blocks. Trials were presented in pseudorandom
order, such that each block consisted of the same number of trials of each condition,
and the same action was not presented twice in a row.
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The goal of the prediction task performed in the dummy scanner was to examine
whether postural congruency affected decision speed on the prediction task. Therefore,
in this session, participants were asked to give a response as quickly as possible after
they inferred the action goal. The video was stopped when the subjects pressed the
button to indicate that they could predict the action goal. The inter-trial interval (ITI)
varied between 0.5 and 1 second. Prior to the task, participants practiced the task until
they could correctly predict 8 out of 10 consecutive trials, with a reaction time under
2 seconds. The behavioural session lasted ~40 minutes.
During functional imaging, we were interested in how postural congruency affected
neural responses during the prediction task, while avoiding any motor preparation
processes related to responding (i.e. button presses). Therefore, participants were
probed to respond only to a small number of “catch” trials (10% of all trials), during
which the stimulus video was replaced by a green exclamation mark at an unpredictable
moment during the video, between 1000 and 1500 ms after stimulus onset. Participants
then had to choose the likely goal of the observed action, using one of four buttons.
These catch trials (as well as other trials where participants mistakenly pressed a
button) were modeled separately in the fMRI analysis. The inter-trial interval (ITI) varied
between 2 and 4 seconds. Prior to the fMRI session, participants engaged in a number of
practice trials, until they could correctly respond to 8 out of 10 consecutive catch trials
within two seconds. During the neuroimaging session, eye movements were measured
using an MR compatible infrared camera (SMI MRI-LR, Teltow, Germany). Muscle activity
of participants’ right forearms (roughly above musculus pronator teres and musculus
supinator, in order to optimally detect prono-supination of the forearm) was measured
using an MR compatible EMG system (Brain Products, Gilching, Germany) and silver/
silver-chloride (Ag/AgCl) electrodes (Easycap, Herrsching, Germany). The fMRI session
lasted ~55 minutes.

EBA localiser task
As detailed in the introduction, we wanted to test for the presence of posture congruency
effects in the EBA. To functionally localise EBA we used a set of previously validated
stimuli (http://pages.bangor.ac.uk/~pss811/page7/page7.html). This set consisted of
20 pictures of human bodies without heads, and 20 chairs. Stimuli were presented in
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an alternating blocked design with stimuli presentation time of 300 ms on/450 ms off,
and 20 stimuli per block. Two stimuli of each block were presented twice in succession.
Participants were instructed to detect stimulus repetitions (1-back task) to ensure
attention to the stimuli. The location of each stimulus on the screen was slightly shifted
at random, to prevent low-level adaptation. The functional localiser took ~10 minutes
and was administered after the prediction task was completed.

Analysis of behavioural data
We obtained the time required to predict the goal-state of observed actions (prediction
time, PT) and error rate from the button box responses. Trials with prediction times
exceeding 2.5 standard deviations above a participant’s condition mean were removed
from the analysis (on average, 1.7% of the trials were removed by this procedure). Mean
prediction times were computed from all remaining, correct responses. Given the low
error rate (7.5%), we did not analyze error trials.
Prediction times (PT) were defined as the time elapsed between the first video frame
when the actor grasped the bar and the moment the participant pressed a button.
We investigated the influence of three task-related factors on PT. The effect of action
complexity was assessed by comparing PTs during translation actions with PTs during
rotation actions. To probe the orthogonal effect of action frequency on performance,
we compared PTs of actions performed with high- and low-frequent grip strategies.
Finally, we assessed the effect of postural congruency during translation and rotation
actions on PTs. For translation actions, we compared PTs for translation trials with overall
congruent and overall incongruent body posture. For rotation actions, we compared PTs
for rotation trials where participants own posture was either congruent or incongruent
with the goal-posture of the observed action.
We used two-tailed paired-samples T-tests for all comparisons on behavioural data.
Comparisons that exceeded T-values corresponding to p-values < .05 were considered
significant.
To assess performance during the fMRI version of the prediction task we analysed the
error rate during the catch trials as a function of viewing duration, i.e., the time before
video playback was stopped and the catch trial signal was presented. We calculated
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the error rate for trials depending on viewing duration in bins of 100 ms. Note that we
cannot calculate PTs during the fMRI version of the prediction task, since the decision
moment was imposed by the experimenter, rather than the participant.

Eye movement and EMG data
In order to regress out potential interpretational confounds related to cerebral effects
of eye and muscle movements during the action prediction task, regressors describing
eye-movement and EMG activity recorded during the fMRI session of the prediction task
were included in the first level fMRI analysis. For eye-movements we computed trajectory
length and number of eye blinks for each MR volume, for EMG activity we computed the
root mean square (RMS) activity for each MR volume. These eye-movement and EMG
time series were included as additional nuisance regressors in the first level analysis of
imaging data (see below).
The eye movement recordings were also used to compare eye movements between
conditions (see analysis of behavioral performance), by segmenting the recordings into
trials and time-locking each segment to video onset.

Image data acquisition
We used a 3 T Trio MR-scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany), using a 32-channel head
coil for signal reception to acquire whole-brain T2*-weighted multi-echo echo-planar
images (TR=2070 ms, TE(1)=9.4 ms, TE(2)=21.2 ms, TE(3)=33.0 ms, TE(4)=45.0 ms; voxelsize 3.5x3.5x3.0 mm; gap-size: 0.5 mm) during all functional scans. For each participant,
we collected a total of ~1400 volumes for the prediction task, and 180 volumes for the
EBA localiser. The first 30 volumes of each scan were used for echo weightening (see
Imaging data analysis) and were discarded from the analysis. This also ensured signal
equilibration of T1. Anatomical images were acquired with a T1-weighted MP-RAGE
sequence (TR/TE=2300/3.03 ms, voxel-size 1.0x1.0x1.0 mm) after the EBA localizer task.
The head of each participant was carefully constrained using cushions on both sides of the
head. Participants were instructed to remain as still as possible during the experiment,
and were provided with additional somatosensory feedback on head movements by
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putting a tape on their forehead spanning from both sides of the head coil. Inspection
of the data showed that there were no large (>2 mm) head-movements in any of the
participants.

Imaging data analysis
Imaging data were analysed using MatLab (MathWorks, Natick, MA) and SPM8
(Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). First, functional images
were spatially realigned using a sinc interpolation algorithm that estimates rigid body
transformations (translations, rotations) by minimizing head-movements between the
first echo of each image and the reference image (Friston, Holmes, et al. 1995). Next,
the four echoes were combined to a single volume. For this, the first 30 volumes of each
scan were used to estimate the best echo combination in order to optimally capture
the BOLD response over the brain (Poser et al. 2006). These weights were then applied
to the entire time-series. Subsequently, the time-series for each voxel were temporally
realigned to the acquisition of the first slice. Images were normalised to a standard EPI
template centered in Talairach space (Ashburner and Friston 1999) by using linear and
non-linear parameters and resampled at an isotropic voxel size of 2 mm. The normalised
images were smoothed with an isotropic 8 mm full-width-at-half-maximum Gaussian
kernel. Anatomical images were spatially coregistered to the mean of the functional
images and spatially normalized by using the same transformation matrix applied to
the functional images. The ensuing pre-processed fMRI time series were analysed on a
subject-by-subject basis using an event-related approach in the context of the General
Linear Model.
For each trial type square-wave functions were constructed with a duration
corresponding to the stimulus duration and convolved with a canonical haemodynamic
response function (hrf) and its temporal derivative (Friston et al. 1996). Additionally,
the statistical model included 34 separate regressors of no interest, modeling catch
trials and false alarms, residual head movement related effects by including Volterra
expansions of the six rigid-body motion parameters (Lund et al. 2005), and compartment
signals from white matter, cerebro-spinal fluid and out-of-brain regions (Verhagen et al.
2008). Volterra expansions consisted of linear and quadratic effects of the six movement
parameters for each volume, and included temporal derivatives. Finally, hrf-convolved
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metrics of eye movements (path trajectory and number of eye blinks) and muscle activity
data were included as additional regressors of no interest, to covary out any potential
confounding effects of eye and muscle movements.
Parameter estimates for all regressors were obtained by maximum-likelihood estimation,
using a temporal high-pass filter (cut-off 128 s), modeling temporal autocorrelation as
an AR(1) process. Linear contrasts pertaining to the main effects of the functional design
were calculated based on parameter estimates of canonical hrf’s.
For analysis of the experimental task we looked at the same comparisons as during
the behavioural prediction task, related to action complexity, frequency and postural
congruency. Contrasts of the parameter estimates for these comparisons constituted
the data for the second-stage analyses, which treated participants as a random effect
(Friston et al. 1999). Contrasts were thresholded, if not otherwise specified, at p<.05
after family-wise error (FWE) correction for multiple comparisons at the voxel level.
Anatomical details of significant clusters were obtained by superimposing the structural
parametric maps onto the structural images of the MNI template. Brodmann Areas were
assigned based on the SPM Anatomy Toolbox (Eickhoff et al. 2005).
Apart from a whole-brain search for significant differences, we specifically focused on
two pre-defined regions of interest (ROIs; spherical, radius: 5 mm). The first ROI consisted
of individually localised EBA (on the basis of a separate EBA localiser session), in order
to test whether action prediction effects were visible in this area, which is sensitive to
observation of body parts, as has been previously suggested (Downing et al. 2001). The
second ROI was a region in the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), which has been found to be
sensitive to body-posture manipulations during planning of goal-directed actions. Here
we used previously published stereotactic coordinates (MNI: -22 -60 58; Zimmermann
et al. 2012) to extract the difference in brain activation for contrasts related to posture
congruency.

Effective connectivity analysis
After having identified that regions in parietal and dorsal premotor cortex and the left
EBA are more strongly involved in predicting goals of low-frequent actions as compared
to high-frequent actions (see Results section), we assessed whether there were changes
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in effective connectivity between EBA and parietal or premotor regions as a function of
action frequency.
More specifically, we expected an increased connectivity between EBA and parietal/
premotor cortex during prediction of unlikely (i.e. low-frequent compared to highfrequent) observed actions, under the hypothesis that EBA forms predictions about
potential goal-states during observation of another agent. Moreover, it has previously
been shown that predictions about observed actions are influenced by one’s own,
previously executed actions (Cattaneo et al. 2011). Therefore predictions may also be
influenced by the likelihood with which the observed action would be chosen in order
to reach a particular goal-state in general. With accumulating evidence predictions in
EBA can be updated, and this updated information may be forwarded to the parietal
or precentral regions to inform the action plan. This would result in the hypothesised
increase in connectivity.
To analyse changes in connectivity, we performed a psychophysiological interaction (PPI)
analysis (Friston et al. 1997). PPI tries to model regionally specific responses based on
an interaction between a psychological factor and physiological activity of one specific
(seed) brain region. Here, the analysis was set up to test for differences in connectivity
(measured by correlation strength between activity of two areas) between left EBA and
all remaining brain areas, depending on the grip strategy used in the observed video (low
frequent or high frequent). To define activity in EBA we used the peak location of the
left EBA from the independent localiser task as a starting point. We drew a 5 mm radius
sphere around that voxel and extracted the first eigenvalue of voxels in this sphere that
showed a relative increase in BOLD signal during observation of low frequent actions
(1st level, p<.05 uncorrected). First, a PPI analysis was performed for each subject. Then,
contrasts of parameter estimates for the interaction term constituted the data for the
second-stage PPI analysis, treating participants as a random effect. Finally, contrasts
were corrected for multiple comparisons by applying family-wise error correction at the
cluster-level (p<.05) over the search volume (whole brain, IPS-ROI), on the basis of an
intensity-based voxel-wise threshold of p<.001 uncorrected.
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Results
In this section, we describe behavioral and neuroimaging results during the different
tasks. Each set of results is structured along the three dimensions assessed in this study,
namely action complexity (rotation trials vs translation trials), action frequency (high vs
low frequency actions), and observer’s posture (congruent vs incongruent with actor’s
goal posture).

Behavioural results
Action complexity
As can be seen from Figure 5.2A, PTs for observed rotation actions were longer than
those for observed translation actions (translation: 753±124 ms (mean±SD); rotation:
944±152 ms; T(23)=14.04, p<.001). This finding indicates that, even when the timing
of observed actions of different motoric complexity is comparable, it takes longer to
predict the goal-state of the more complex actions.

Action strategy frequency
Within each action type, PTs differed depending on the frequency of the grip orientation
used by actors when picking up the bar (Figure 5.2B). For translation actions participants
were faster to predict pronated than supinated translation actions (pronated:
732±24 ms; supinated: 774±25 ms; T(23)=7.97, p<.001). For rotation actions, PTs were
faster for supinated rotations to the left (pronated: 971±32 ms; supinated: 892±29 ms;
T(23)=9.09, p<.001) and for pronated rotations to the right (pronated: 898±31 ms;
supinated: 1016±32 ms; T(23)=7.37, p<.001). This pattern of results is fully in line with
the frequency of different action strategies (Table 5.1). Namely, the more frequently an
action is executed (the more likely participants are to use a particular grasp orientation
in a condition), the faster its goal-state is predicted during action observation.
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Effect of observer’s body posture
Next we assessed the effect of one’s own arm posture on predicting the goal-state of
the observed actions. When observing translation actions, there was no effect of the
observer’s arm posture on prediction times (congruent: 752±25 ms; incongruent:
755±24 ms; T(23)<1, p>.10; Figure 5.2C). For rotation actions, however, participants
were faster in predicting action goals when their arm posture matched the goal-posture
of the observed action (goal-posture congruent: 936±30 ms; goal-posture incongruent:
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Figure 5.2. Action prediction times increase for biomechanically complex (A) and
low-frequent actions (B). Prediction times increase when the observer’s hand posture
does not match the action goal posture during biomechanically complex (rotation
trials, D), but not simple actions (translation trials, C)
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952±30 ms; T(23)=2.44, p=.022; Figure 5.2D). That is, when participants observed
a rotation action performed with a supinated grip and thus ending with a prone arm
posture, prediction of the action goal was faster when the participant’s own arm was
also in a prone posture. Similarly, when observing a rotation action performed with a
pronated grip, PTs were faster when the participant’s arm was in a supine posture.

Behavioural performance during fMRI session
We analysed the performance (error rate) on catch trials during the fMRI session of
the action prediction task as a function of viewing duration (i.e. in 100 ms bins, with an
average 12 trials per participant in each bin). Performance increased with an increase in
viewing duration (linear increase of performance across subsequent bins: beta=0.368;
T(23)=4.295; p<.001, R2=.135). This finding indicates that the longer participants could
watch the action, the better they could predict it. For the first bin (1000-1100 ms)
participants correctly predicted 75.7% of the actions, which increased to 89.7% correctly
predicted actions in the two last bins (1300-1400 ms, 1400-1500 ms).

Neuroimaging results

5

Action complexity modulates activity in intraparietal and precentral
regions
During observation of actions of higher motoric complexity (rotation trials, as compared
to translation trials) neural activity increased bilaterally in the intraparietal sulcus and
the precentral gyrus, as well as the extrastriate body area (Figure 5.3A, Table 5.2).These
activity increases were localized in the superior parietal lobe (SPL, Brodmann area
(BA) 7; 40-60% probability, (Eickhoff et al. 2005)) on the upper bank of the Intraparietal
sulcus (IPS), and extended ventrally into the Inferior parietal lobe (IPL). There were
also complexity-related activity increases in the frontal cortex, restricted to the dorsal
premotor cortex (BA6; 20-50%) and ventral premotor cortex (BA44; 40-50%). Activity
differences within the middle occipital gyrus overlapped with EBA: within the individually
localized left EBA, activity was stronger for rotation trials as compared to translation
trials (T(23)=4.58, p<.001).
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Table 5.2. Brain regions associated with increased activity during observation and
prediction of rotation actions compared to translation actions.
Anatomical region

Hemisphere

Posterior parietal
cortex
Dorsal precentral
gyrus
Ventral precentral
gyrus
Middle occipital
gyrus

Clustersize
(voxels)

MNI coordinates
x
y
z

T-value
(df)

L

1133

-34

-52

+54

10.98 (23)

R

705

+32

-48

+48

11.38 (23)

L

471

-26

-6

+56

11.29 (23)

R

225

+26

-8

+62

9.47 (23)

L

60

-50

+4

+34

8.08 (23)

R

5

+52

+10

+28

6.57 (23)

L

695

-48

-74

+2

12.53 (23)

R

432

+44

-66

+2

10.57 (23)

Action strategy frequency modulates activity in intraparietal and
precentral regions
Observation of low-frequency actions (as compared to high-frequency actions) increased
activity in cortical regions partially overlapping those sensitive to action complexity
(Figure 5.3B; Table 5.3). These activity differences were observed in the left posterior
parietal cortex (upper bank of IPS, BA7, 10-20%), the left and right dorsal premotor
cortex (BA6, 20-40%) as well as the left and right middle occipital cortex. The latter
regions overlapped with the individually localised EBA, where activity was stronger for
low-frequent compared to high-frequent actions for translation (T(23)=3.31, p=.003) as
well as rotation actions (T(23)=3.75, p=.001).
Table 5.3. Brain regions associated with increased activity during observation and
prediction of low-frequent actions compared to high-frequent actions.
Anatomical region

Hemisphere

Posterior parietal
cortex

L

29

-30

-42

+44

7.53 (23)

Dorsal precentral
gyrus

L

135

-26

-6

+52

9.35 (23)

R

20

+30

-2

+48

7.57 (23)

L

106

-46

-76

+4

8.51 (23)

R

35

+52

-66

+0

7.60 (23)

Middle occipital
gyrus
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Figure 5.3. Activation maps, illustrating areas that show stronger activation during (A)
observation of complex actions compared to observation of simple actions and (B) observation of low-frequent action strategies compared to observation of high-frequent
action strategies. Both contrasts show stronger activations in the extrastriate body
area (EBA), and posterior parietal and premotor (PMd/PMv) cortices.
(p<.001 uncorrected for illustration purposes)

Effect of body posture congruency in intraparietal sulcus
We next assessed whether there were any activity differences related to the congruency
of the participants’ arm posture with the action goal posture. Focusing on the a
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priori defined intraparietal ROI, we observed increased activity in the left IPS when
participants’ body-posture was incongruent to the goal-posture of the observed action,
as compared to trials in which the two postures were congruent (T(23)=2.48, p=.021;
Figure 5.4). This region did not show an activity difference as a function of body-posture
congruency during translation actions (T(23)=0.03, p=.974), similar to the behavioural
results. A whole-brain search for differences did not show any other regions that showed
differences in neural activation depending on postural congruency, in neither translation
nor rotation trials.
Postural Congruency

between action goal and observer’s hand posture
[incongruent - congruent]

0.2

ΔBOLD activity [a.u.]

*

0.1

0

Region of Interest:
left IPS [MNI: -22 -60 58]
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low (translation)

high (rotation)

Action complexity

Figure 5.4. BOLD signal amplitude in a region of interest of the left IPS (indicated in
rendered brain image) during observation of translation (left bar) and rotation actions
(right bar). BOLD signal increases when the observer’s body posture does not match (is
incongruent with) the actor’s goal-posture during rotation actions only.

Effective connectivity between EBA and IPS is modulated by action
frequency
If EBA is involved in action prediction, then its activity should modulate (or should be
modulated by) processes occurring in intraparietal and precentral regions that support
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action perception. Using PPI, an analysis designed to assess changes in effective
connectivity between brain regions (Friston et al. 1997), we found that activity in the
left IPS, at the same site as the abovementioned effect of observer’s body-posture (IPSROI at MNI: [-22 -58 60]), correlated with activity in left EBA as a function of action
frequency. Namely, observing low-frequent actions increase the coupling between EBA
and IPS (T(23)=3.66, p=.046). There were no differences in connectivity when searching
over the whole brain.

Eye movements
To control for the possibility that the cerebral effects described above are due to
differences in eye movements, we tested for between-conditions differences in eye
movement trajectory length. There was no difference in trajectory length between eye
movements corresponding to different trial types (i.e. rotation vs translation, posture
effects, grip choice within trial types; all T<1.50, all p>.10).

Discussion
This study investigated whether and how observing and predicting goals of others’
actions is influenced by one’s body posture. The results provide empirical support for
a direct influence of the observer’s own body posture on action observation, indicating
that the prediction of an action goal is facilitated when the observer’s body posture
matches the action goal posture. In neural terms, postural incongruency between the
observer’s body posture and the action goal posture leads to increased activity within
a region of the left intraparietal sulcus (IPS) known to be implicated in generating state
estimates of one’s own body (Wolpert and Ghahramani 2000; Pellijeff et al. 2006;
Parkinson et al. 2010).

Behavioural effects
Prediction times were modulated by the biomechanical complexity of the observed
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action, the frequency of those actions (as assessed in an independent production task),
and the spatial relation between the observer’s body-posture and the actor’s goalposture. In detail, it took observers longer to predict goals of actions when the actions’
biomechanical complexity was higher, and it took them longer to predict goals of actions
that they would make less frequently. Moreover, when the body posture of an observer
matched the goal posture of the observed action, predicting the action goal required
less time than when those postures did not match. These effects closely resemble the
pattern of reaction times observed when participants planned actions of the same type
as shown in the videos used in this study (Zimmermann et al. 2012).

Action observation effects in parietal and precentral cortex
Posterior parietal and precentral regions were sensitive to the complexity and frequency
of the observed actions. These brain regions showed a stronger response to complex
actions compared to simple ones, and they also showed a stronger response to lowfrequent actions compared to high-frequent ones. This activation pattern fits with
earlier observations of planning-related activity (Zimmermann et al. 2012) as well as
brain regions that allow decoding of action intentions in object-directed actions (Gallivan
et al. 2011).
Sensitivity to frequency and complexity of the observed actions, together with the
known involvement of these regions in motor preparatory processes (Thoenissen et
al. 2002) further supports the idea that planning and observation of actions engage
overlapping brain regions. The increased parietal and precentral activity during the
observation of low-frequency actions might reflect competition among multiple forward
models (Oztop et al. 2005), or familiarity with the observed action (Calvo-Merino et
al. 2005; Neal and Kilner 2010). Future studies may want to use individual priors for
different action strategies to test for effects of expertise and individual preferences. In
particular, it seems plausible that individual differences in forward models, e.g. due to
differences in exposure to particular motor programs, may have consequences for both
perception and action. Incidentally, this may also explain the qualitative differences in
action perception observed in de-afferented patients (Bosbach et al. 2005).
A region within IPS was sensitive to the postural congruency between the observer’s
body posture and the kinematics of observed actions. It has been shown earlier that the
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same region maintains a body state estimate (Wolpert et al. 1998; Pellijeff et al. 2006;
Parkinson et al. 2010), and that it is modulated by one’s body posture during action
production (Shenton et al. 2004; de Lange et al. 2006; Lorey et al. 2009; Ionta et al. 2012;
Zimmermann et al. 2012). Modulatory effects of one’s body-posture during observation
of others’ actions in the same region suggest that it does not only represent one’s own
estimated body states, but also estimated goal-states of others’ actions. However, it
is also possible that there are two classes of neurons in the same region, with some
neurons representing one’s own and other neurons representing others’ body states.

Action observation effects in the extrastriate body area
Observing actions of higher complexity evoked stronger responses in the EBA. Given
that during rotation actions the actor’s hand is visible from both sides, these trials might
provide a larger amount of structural information about that body part and the tool
being manipulated than the less complex translation trials. These features have been
suggested to increase EBA activity (Downing et al. 2001), and the lateral occipitotemporal
cortex is particularly responsive during the perception of hands (Bracci et al. 2010) and
visually presented man-made tools (Bracci et al. 2012). However, these features cannot
explain the larger EBA activity during observation of rotation actions when the action
is executed in an infrequent manner, with structural body and tool information being
matched between these conditions.
Rather than having only perceptual functions, it may be that, during motor control, EBA
represents desired goal-postures for future actions, which can be used to guide selection
of an appropriate motor plan (van Nuenen et al. 2012; Zimmermann et al. 2012). If action
observation makes use of the same processes that underlie action planning, EBA could
potentially provide a visual representation of a predicted goal-state of the observed
action, which can be used to guide action simulation. In case a low-frequent action
strategy is observed, the initial prediction may be inaccurate (since other actions/goalstates are more likely) and updated when more evidence is available, thereby increasing
overall brain activity. Since we perform many actions with our hands, and many actions
involve tools, desired goal-states for action production may be tool-specific (i.e. different
tools may ask for specific grip-strategies), and the same combined representations of
tools and bodyparts may be used to infer goals of observed actions. In order to infer an
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action goal it is not only important to know how/where someone is moving, but also
what can be done with the object(s) that are part of the scene, and the action’s context
in general, to resolve ambiguity (Kilner et al. 2007).
The suggestion that parietal and precentral regions are engaged during action
observation, guided by predicted goal-states from EBA, is further supported by the
finding that the functional connectivity between EBA and IPS is strengthened during
observation of non-frequent actions. Following earlier explanations, the increase in
connection strength may reflect the updating of information about the predicted goalstate after the initially false representation within EBA is corrected based on additional
evidence about the action’s goal-state.

Goal-state estimation and body posture
Ambrosini et al. (2012) recently demonstrated that action perception can be modulated
by the observer’s body posture, by showing that proactive eye movements are impaired
when observers have their hands tied behind their back. Here we extend this finding
by showing that prediction of others’ actions is facilitated by congruence of one’s body
posture with the goal-state of the observed action. This finding is consistent with studies
showing that simultaneous execution of congruent actions during action observation
can assist perception of these actions (Hamilton et al. 2004; Miall et al. 2006). We
assume that in these situations an estimated goal-state of one’s own action is congruent
with a predicted goal-state of the observed action. The characteristics of the goal-state
effect observed in the current study may also explain why previous studies did not find
an effect of observers’ posture on action observation. For instance, in Lorey et al. (2009)
the observed actions lacked a clear goal, and in by Fischer et al. (2005) the actions were
unfamiliar to the observers (i.e. reaching a dot from a bent posture while sitting on a
chair).

Conclusions
This study has shown that planning and perceiving actions rely on a common predictive
mechanism that generates internal simulations of these actions. In both situations,
predictions pertain to the goal-state of the action, and they take into account the current
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state of the body. During planning, predicted goal-states may be evaluated with respect
to the task goal of the actor, in order to anticipate future states, adjust for movement
errors and improve perception (Desmurget et al. 1999; Wolpert and Ghahramani 2000;
Voss et al. 2008). During observation, predicted goal-states can be used to anticipate
another’s actions or help to understand the intentions of the observed agent (Kilner et
al. 2007; Urgesi et al. 2010).
Overall, our results are in line with theories assuming a tight link between action
observation and execution (Jeannerod 2001; Oztop et al. 2005), and suggest that action
observation (prediction) is organised around the prediction of goal-postures, as appears
to be the case during action planning (Rosenbaum et al. 1990, 2012; Graziano et al.
2002).
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As outlined in the introduction of this thesis, the idea that brains constantly predict the
future has changed the way we think about processes in the brain underlying action and
perception. With respect to action, predictions can be formed based on existing action
plans, to provide early estimates of future states in kinematic, as well as sensory terms
(Blakemore et al. 1999; Wolpert and Ghahramani 2000). Kinematic predictions can be
used to correct errors in action plans before they are executed, sensory predictions
can be used to anticipate sensory feedback and distinguish expected from unexpected
sensory events.
Besides predictions that are based on action plans, it has been suggested that actions
can also be guided by predictions about future states of the world, by applying the
principles of predictive coding to motor control. In perception, prediction errors, i.e.
the discrepancy between top-down predictions and bottom-up sensory evidence, are
minimized by providing improved explanations for bottom-up input. Prediction errors in
motor control, i.e. the discrepancy between a current and a desired state, are thought
to be minimized by actions that change the state of the world (Friston et al. 2010; Clark
2013).
In the work presented in this thesis I provided evidence that sensory representations in
ventral stream brain regions, which are generally involved in perception, can be used to
guide action planning. For the type of actions studied in this thesis, goal-oriented actions
directed to object manipulation that involve changes of body posture, the extrastriate
body area (EBA) has been identified as the region that provides visual representations for
desired action-goals. I will discuss possibilities for other, similar ventral stream regions
later in this final chapter.
In this final chapter I will first summarize and interpret the results collected in this thesis.
Then I will explain how these results form an example of a general mechanism, where
sensory representations can be used to translate action goals into action plans.
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In this thesis we gathered evidence that (a) EBA has, based on its anatomical connections,
the potential to contribute to action planning, (b) EBA is involved in action planning and
the understanding of observed actions, (c) EBA plays an important and early role in these
processes, and, finally, (d) EBA provides desired goal-states that are used as priors for
action planning.

Anatomical connectivity between EBA and the dorsal stream
In chapter 2 we examined the anatomical connections of brain areas that are described
in terms of categorical perception. We tested whether the conventional notion that EBA
is predominantly a perceptual rather than a motor area is supported by its profile of
anatomical connections. If EBA is predominantly wired to support a perceptual role, we
would expect its connectivity profile to match that of perceptual areas like the lateral
occipital cortex (LOC) and the fusiform body area (FBA). If it would be involved in action
planning, we would expect EBA to have connections with dorsal stream areas, based
on the reasoning that a regions function is shaped by its connections (Mars et al. 2013,
2016). Using complementary approaches we showed that EBA, more than FBA and, to
some extent, LOC, has stronger interactions with postcentral areas involved in processing
of somatosensory information, as well as the superior parietal lobe in the dorsal stream.
Moreover, we showed that the whole-brain connectivity pattern of EBA, compared
to that of FBA and LOC, is more similar to connectivity patterns of upstream dorsal
areas in the superior parietal lobe. These results indicate that EBA has the anatomical
connections necessary to contribute to motor control.
However, anatomical connections as measured in resting-state fMRI or diffusionweighted MRI tractography do not allow drawing conclusions about the directionality of
these connections, nor about the number of synapses that constitute these connections.
The same connectivity profile can indicate that EBA is more likely to receive information
from dorsal stream areas, compared to other perceptual areas. Such connections would
be required if EBA receives information about the consequences of dorsal stream activity
– action plans – to represent and anticipate future sensory (visual) consequences.
This suggestion – EBA represents visual consequences based on motor commands to
anticipate the action’s visual consequences – has been put forward by researchers who
advocate the perceptual role of EBA.
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EBA in body and action perception
The extrastriate body area is undisputedly involved in perception of human bodies and
body parts (Downing et al. 2001; Downing and Peelen 2011). Therefore it might not be
surprising that EBA is involved in action perception, as confirmed in chapter 5 of this
thesis (Zimmermann et al. 2013). Both a perceptual and motoric view of EBA would
agree on this aspect, but what matters is whether EBA’s contributions are modulated
purely by perceptual features, or also by motoric features of the observed action. In
fact, we observed that the functional connectivity between EBA and regions in the
intraparietal sulcus (IPS) is modulated during prediction and understanding of observed
actions, depending on action-specific features of the observed action.
Using psychophysiological interaction analysis (PPI), a method to identify differences in
functional connectivity dependent on psychological factors, we found that connectivity
between EBA and a subsection of IPS strengthened during observation of unexpected
actions for a particular action goal. Interestingly, the very same connection is involved
in planning of the same type of actions (see chapter 3). We interpreted the results as
indication that EBA, during the observation of others’ actions, predicts possible goalstates of the observed action, and projects those predicted goal-states to the motor
system. The motor system then runs an internal simulation of an action that could
achieve this goal-state. We assume that the prediction in EBA is based on the available
sensory evidence (i.e. observed ongoing action) and can be updated based on additional
evidence. In case an unexpected action is observed, the initially predicted goal-state is
likely to be wrong (assuming that prediction is based on likelihood) and a new prediction
would be formed when the system is provided with additional evidence.
However, the same increase in functional coupling might be expected if EBA is only
representing outcomes of already planned actions. In case the motor system, during
action observation, engages in internal simulation of the observed action, a copy of the
motor command may be sent to EBA, where the sensory (visual) consequences of the
action plan will be represented (Downing and Peelen 2011). To disentangle these two
models of EBA’s contribution to goal-directed actions, it is necessary to investigate how
EBA is involved in action planning.
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EBA in action planning
In chapter 3, we verified that EBA is involved in action planning, confirming findings
of others (Astafiev et al. 2004; Kühn et al. 2011; Zimmermann et al. 2013), and we
verified that IPS is involved in internal simulations of planned actions, by computing and
maintaining a state estimate of the current body configuration, as well as potential body
configurations during action planning, motor imagery, and action observation (Wolpert et
al. 1998; de Lange et al. 2006; Zimmermann et al. 2012, 2013, 2016). Beyond replicating
earlier findings, the study results suggested that EBA provides representations of desired
goal-states used during action planning. This allowed us for the first time to tease apart
the two models of EBA functioning by suggesting an influential function of EBA on action
planning, rather than a mere consequential function. Specifically, we saw that when the
brain needs to make a bigger effort to plan an action because the current body state is
incongruent with the planned action (an approach making use of changed body postures
during motor control tasks as used by de Lange et al. 2006), activity in EBA is increased.
Based on these results, we hypothesized that EBA represents desired goal-states for
actions. These goal-states would be used to guide and constrain action planning, making
sure that the correct action (i.e. an action that allows achieving the desired goal-state)
is being executed. However, using fMRI, we could not make claims that EBA is involved
before IPS, nor that any involvement at any time would be crucial for action planning. To
overcome this limitation, we used transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) in chapter 4.
TMS not only allows interfering with ongoing processes at specific sides in the brain, but
it also has a fairly good temporal specificity: the effect of single pulse TMS lasts about 100
ms (Pascual-Leone et al. 1999, 2000). This allowed us not only to study the contribution
of EBA and IPS to action planning, but also the temporal order and more detailed
temporal evolvement of their contribution. By interfering with ongoing processing in
both, EBA and IPS, at different time points during planning of actions that have been
studied before in fMRI (chapter 3), we showed that crucial processes in EBA precede
those in IPS (chapter 4). Early stimulation of EBA resulted in deficits in action plans, as
well as late stimulation of IPS, but late stimulation of EBA and early stimulation of IPS did
not (Zimmermann et al. 2016). This provides strong evidence for our hypothesis that EBA
generates a representation of the desired goal-state, which is projected onto the motor
system, including IPS subregions, where the action plan is generated.
Our results leave open the possibility that, once the action plan is generated, EBA is used
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to represent sensory consequences of the action plan, meaning it may fulfill multiple
functions in the same general process at different times. Such multiple functions have
been described for subregions in the IPS, such as AIP, that are involved early during
action planning (Verhagen et al. 2012) and late during online monitoring of action
execution (Tunik et al. 2007).

From sensory consequences to action plans
Assuming that EBA represents sensory information, our hypothesis would imply that
sensory consequences can be used to guide action planning. This idea is not totally new,
however. Ideomotor theory suggests that sensory consequences can be used to activate
action plans (Hommel et al. 2001), and similar mechanisms have been suggested for
action observation (Oztop et al. 2005), stating that the motor system engages in internal
simulations of possible actions, based on predicted internal states (i.e. action goals),
until the ‘correct’ cause has been found – that is, a cause for an action that would result
in the same action as the one observed.
We propose that representations of sensory consequences can be used to initiate action
planning, but the action plan does not always necessarily rely on predicted sensory
consequences. The framework is illustrated in Figure 6.1. An abstract action goal is either
transformed into a sensory representation of a desired goal-state which in turn activates
an action plan, or the abstract goal is directly activating an action plan. Within the scope
of this thesis we cannot specify when which path is used. Patient studies involving
patients with optic ataxia suggests that actions can be planned despite impairments
in perceptual areas (Dijkerman et al. 2009), whereas chapter 4 shows how, in healthy
populations, sensory consequences can contribute to action planning, suggesting a dual
route model. Electrophysiological evidence suggests that when one of these two routes
is inhibited, the other compensates to ensure that the desired behavioural outcome is
reached (Verhagen et al. 2013).
After generation of an action plan, there is the actual movement that results in
somatosensory perception of the action’s goal-state, as well as a parallel internal
simulation of the planned action, resulting in a representation of the action’s sensory
consequences (in terms of kinematic, and ultimately in terms of visual and auditory
consequences), that is available earlier than sensory feedback. Simulations of kinematic
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consequences of actions are based on efference copies of motor commands, and are
computed and maintained in the cerebellum and the posterior parietal cortex (Wolpert
et al. 1998; Blakemore et al. 2001). We think that estimated sensory (i.e. visual)
consequences are generated and maintained in the same areas that initially provide
desired goal-states in sensory code, such as EBA, based on the initial representation of
the desired goal-state, and adjusted based on the internal simulation of the action plan.
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Figure 6.1. Proposed model of action planning based on a sensory representation
of a desired goal-state. A sensory representation of the desired goal-state (white) is
generated based upon an abstract goal. From this representation, an action plan is
inferred (blue). Alternatively, action plans can directly be formed from abstract goals
or external triggers, without the need for sensory representations of the action’s outcome. Like in the classic model (see chapter 1), the motor plan results in body movements (green). Simultaneously, an efference copy of the motor command (dashed
line) is used in a forward model to predict kinematic outcomes of the action (yellow).
The internal simulation can also be used to update the stored representation of the
desired goal-state (e.g. in EBA), together providing a representation of predicted sensory consequences (orange). The predicted sensory consequences can be compared
with sensory feedback (dotted line), for example to improve detection of unexpected
events.
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Open questions
There are still open questions regarding the exact function of regions like EBA in motor
control, but also in perception. With respect to perception, we need to find out what the
differences are between areas that are thought to be involved in the same task, like EBA
and FBA, which are both thought to be involved in body part perception (Downing et
al. 2001; Peelen and Downing 2005; Downing and Peelen 2011). With respect to motor
control, it is important to know what is represented in areas like EBA and what the format
of these representations is; whether it is the representation of a body state, of a world
state involving bodies and objects, or something else. Besides that, there is the question
how areas like EBA learn to represent action goals by their sensory consequences, and
how sensory consequences can connect to compatible action plans.
For some of these questions we may look for answers in the extended work on the brains
action-perception mirror mechanism. There, it has been shown that some neurons
are active during execution as well as observation of the same type of action, called
mirror neurons (Rizzolatti and Craighero 2004), and that these neurons can acquire new
associations between sensory consequences and the action causing these consequences
(Heyes 2001, 2010). Learning therefore would be shaped by experience by repeated
action execution and observation (or other sensing, like hearing or feeling) of the sensory
consequences.

Outlook
In this thesis we showed how EBA, an area known to be involved in perception of human
bodies (Downing et al. 2001; Downing and Peelen 2011), can contribute to action
planning by predicting goal-states. Likely, these predictions concern the desired state of
the same body parts EBA represents during perception. As described in the first chapter
of this thesis, there are other areas in the temporal cortex with similar profiles with
respect to perception, which are specialized in different visual features, object categories
or body parts. The same mechanism by which EBA contributes to action planning could
be true for those areas, with respect to different actions and effectors. For example, the
fusiform face area, FFA, which is known for its involvement in representing perceived
faces, might also represent desired states of one’s own face in a way EBA represents
desired states of one’s own body. fSTS, an area in the superior temporal sulcus involved
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in gaze perception (Allison et al. 2000; Hoffman and Haxby 2000), could be involved
in “goal-directed eye movements”, such as during social communication, when eye
movements are used to transfer information between individuals (Holler et al. 2015).
Finally, object-oriented hand actions could rely on a extrastriatal area recently defined
by Bracchi and colleagues, where information about tools (i.e. useable objects) overlaps
with representations of perceived hands (Bracci et al. 2012). Some of those ideas are
already supported by functional imaging studies, similar to early studies showing EBA
involvement in motor control mentioned in the first chapters of this thesis (Kühn et al.
2011; Gallivan et al. 2015).

Conclusion
Based on the experiments reported in this thesis, I provide evidence for the idea that
planning of goal-directed actions relies on predicted sensory consequences. I suggest that
brain regions dedicated to perceptual processing generate and provide representations
of desired goal-states for action plans. These representations are used by the motor
system to specify action plans that achieve the desired states. As such, these actions
are designed to reduce the discrepancy between the current state and the desired state
of one’s body and the agent’s environment. Here, I demonstrated how the extrastriate
body area, an area defined for body perception, contributes to goal-directed actions
involving an agent’s hand and arm. It is conceivable that the mechanisms described
in this thesis provide a general template for integration of perceptual processing with
motor planning in all types of actions, ranging from communicative gestures involving
mimic and gaze actions to tool-supported object manipulating actions.
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Nederlandse samenvatting
Voorspellende hersenen
Onze hersenen voorspellen continu de toekomst. In plaats van te wachten wat er gaat
gebeuren en de omgeving als een naïeve toeschouwer waar te nemen, proberen de
hersenen de input die ze binnen zullen krijgen altijd een stapje voor te zijn. Dit betreft
zowel processen voor actie als ook voor perceptie. Terwijl dit fenomeen breed gesteund
wordt binnen de neurocognitieve gedragswetenschappen, staat de invloed en manier
van sommige voorspellende processen nog steeds ter discussie. Eén omstreden kwestie
betreft het voorspellen van perceptuele uitkomsten tijdens het plannen van motorische
acties. Deze proefschrift poogt een bijdrage te leveren aan dit debat.
De hersenen voorspellen de uitkomst van motorische acties voordat die zijn
uitgevoerd. Dit proces is gebaseerd op een `efferente kopie`: een interne kopie van het
bewegingssignaal dat de hersenen naar de spieren sturen. De efferente kopie wordt niet
naar het lichaam uitgezonden maar wordt verwerkt in een interne simulatie, met als
uitkomst een voorspelling van de beweging en eindtoestand van de actie. Het doel van
deze simulatie is dat fouten in de bewegingsplanning kunnen worden opgespoord en
gecorrigeerd voordat de eigenlijke beweging is voltooid. Op basis van de uitkomsten
van de simulatie kunnen ook perceptuele consequenties van de beweging berekend
worden. Deze helpen bij het waarnemen van onverwachte gebeurtenissen, bijvoorbeeld
een onverwachte aanraking met een object of een verandering in de omgeving.
Dit proefschrift stelt de vraag of dit fenomeen ook in tegenovergestelde richting kan
werken. Het idee is dat perceptuele representaties van actie doelen gebruikt zouden
kunnen worden om actieplannen te sturen. Deze representaties kunnen gegenereerd
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worden in hersengebieden in het ventrale visuo-perceptuele pad dat onze hersenen
in staat stelt om de wereld om ons waar te nemen en objecten te herkennen. Er
wordt algemeen aangenomen dat dit pad visuele informatie verwerkt voor perceptie
doeleinden, niet voor actie. Echter, ik stel voor dat deze waarnemingshersengebieden,
door middel van perceptuele representaties, ook abstracte doelen voor acties
uitstippelen. Daarna kunnen deze abstracte doelen verder worden verwerkt door
hersengebieden die gespecialiseerd zijn in het maken van bewegingsplannen. Dit
impliceert dat de perceptuele gebieden eerder actief zouden zijn dan de actie gebieden,
en dat ze een causaal verband hebben met het genereren van actie plannen. In die zin
staat mijn voorstel lijnrecht tegenover andere theorieën die beweren dat perceptuele
representaties van uitkomsten van acties alleen maar als gevolg van actie plannen
kunnen worden gevormd in de perceptuele gebieden.

Twee corticale paden ter verwerking van visuele informatie
Visuele informatie dringt via de ogen de hersenen binnen bij de visuele cortex. Vanuit
daar wordt de informatie in twee paden verwerkt, namelijk in een ventrale pad voor
perceptie, waarneming, en herkenning, en in een dorsale pad voor actie en beweging.
In het dorsale pad wordt informatie verwerkt die belangrijk is voor het plannen van
acties, bijvoorbeeld de positie en grootte van objecten. In de ventrale pad wordt
voornamelijk geïdentificeerd wat er gezien wordt. Dit gebeurd in diverse specifieke
gebieden die benoemd zijn volgens hun voorkeur categorie, zoals een gebied voor de
verwerking van gezichten (fusiform face area, FFA), een gebied voor objecten (LOC), een
voor de verwerking van lichamen (extrastriate body area, EBA), en velen meer. In het
dorsale pad daarentegen zijn gebieden die specifieke taken uitvoeren met betrekking
tot bewegingsplanning. Hier vinden we een aantal gebieden in de intraparietale sulcus
(IPS), die deels reageren op visuele informatie, deels op somatosensorische informatie
(bv aanraking), en deels op beiden tegelijk. In dit deel van de hersenen wordt onder
andere een vertaling gemaakt tussen sensorische input en motorische output. Zo
wordt bijvoorbeeld de locatie van een object in visuele coördinaten getransformeerd
in een lichaamsgebaseerde coördinatiesysteem. Daarnaast kan onderscheid gemaakt
worden tussen gebieden die bijvoorbeeld betrokken zijn bij het richten van aandacht en
uitvoeren van oogbewegingen, plannen van reikbewegingen, of bijvoorbeeld gebieden
die specifiek betrokken zijn in het grijpen van objecten, onafhankelijk van hun positie.
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Een andere belangrijke functie van de IPS is het bijhouden van de lichaamsconfiguratie
en positie van ledematen, en het voorspellen van toekomstige lichaamsconfiguratie als
gevolg van actie plannen, zoals eerder besproken.
In het verleden werd gedacht dat deze twee paden vrij onafhankelijk van elkaar werken, en
dat het perceptuele, ventrale pad geen invloed heeft op actie planning in het motorische,
dorsale pad. Deze opvatting is echter veranderd naarmate duidelijk werd dat sommige
stoornissen in de ventrale pad tot problemen leiden bij het uitvoeren van specifieke
acties. Ook werden observaties gerapporteerd die deze opvatting tegenspreken.
Namelijk er zijn studies die laten zien dat perceptuele gebieden, voornamelijk EBA, actief
zijn tijdens het plannen en uitvoeren van bewegingen. Daarnaast werden theorieën
geformuleerd die suggereren dat acties opgeroepen kunnen worden via representaties
van de perceptuele effecten – de ideomotorische theorieën. Dat lijkt voornamelijk te
gelden voor doelgerichte acties.

Doelgerichte en andere soorten acties
Onderzoek naar motoriek in gedragswetenschappen en neurowetenschappen richt
zich op allerlei acties van verschillende niveaus. Vaak wordt er onderzoek gemaakt naar
acties die in het alledaagse leven nauwelijks voorkomen, en geen duidelijk doel dienen.
Een voorbeeld hiervan is ‘vinger tappen’, het repetitieve op-en-neer bewegen van een
vinger. Actie planning zoals behandeld in dit proefschrift betreft doelgerichte acties, over
het algemeen gericht naar of zelfs met behulp van objecten. Een voorbeeld van een
doelgerichte actie is het gebruiken van een hamer om een spijker in een muur te slaan.
Dit soort acties zijn hiërarchisch georganiseerd rond actie doelen. Een invloedrijke
theorie, de ‘posture-based motion planning’ theorie van David Rosenbaum en diens
collega’s, stelt dat acties gepland worden door eerst een passende lichaamshouding te
kiezen die tot de vervulling van het doel leidt, en vervolgens de beweging daar naartoe
te plannen. Deze theorie is nauw verwant met de ideeën in dit proefschrift; ik zal hier
proberen om deze theorie binnen de context van corticale processen te plaatsen.
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Het doel van dit proefschrift onderzoek
In dit proefschrift zal ik onderzoek doen naar de rol van een van perceptuele gebieden, in
het bijzonder het extrastriate lichaamsgebied (extrastriate body area, EBA), tijdens het
plannen van doelgerichte bewegingen. De hypothese is dat EBA een representatie van
de eindhouding voor een beweging genereerd, die vervolgens het plannen van acties in
dorsale gebieden, voornamelijk in IPS, beïnvloedt. Daarvoor zal ik eerst onderzoek doen
naar de anatomische verbindingen van EBA, om te kijken of de voorgestelde invloed
überhaupt wel mogelijk is op basis van de connecties van EBA. Vervolgens zal ik in twee
studies laten zien dat EBA inderdaad de eindtoestand van een actie representeert, dat
deze representatie nodig is voor effectief gedrag, en dat deze representatie actief is
voordat er een actie in IPS gepland wordt. Daarna zal ik laten zien dat er vergelijkbare
processen plaatsvinden wanneer we de acties van anderen proberen te begrijpen. Ten
slotte zal ik suggereren hoe de observaties in dit proefschrift onze ideeën over actie
planning beïnvloeden en hoe ze de basis zouden kunnen vormen voor een algemeen
mechanisme voor de interactie tussen perceptuele en motorische gebieden.

Anatomische connecties van het extrastriate lichaamsgebied, EBA
Het extrastriate lichaamsgebied (exstrastriate body area; EBA) werd in 2001 gedefinieerd
door Paul Downing en collega’s als een gebied verantwoordelijk voor het waarnemen
van menselijke lichamen, gelokaliseerd in de ventrale, perceptuele pad. Deze definitie
lijkt sterk op die van andere perceptuele gebieden, zoals het fusiform gezichtsgebied
(FFA) dat betrokken is bij het waarnemen van gezichten, het parahippocampale
plaatsgebied (PPA), betrokken bij het waarnemen van plaatsen en gebouwen, of het
laterale occipitale complex (LOC), betrokken bij het waarnemen van objecten. Dezelfde
onderzoeksgroep heeft een ander gebied ontdekt, het fusiform lichaamsgebied (FBA),
dat ongeveer dezelfde taak zou hebben als EBA.
Een vereiste van mijn theorie dat EBA betrokken is bij het plannen van bewegingen
is dat EBA over de juiste verbindingen moeten beschikken om een zodanige rol te
kunnen spelen. Met andere woorden, EBA zal corticale connecties moeten hebben met
gebieden in het dorsale pad. In het tweede hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift laten we zien
hoe EBA verbonden is met dorsale gebieden. Daartoe vergelijken we de verbindingen
van EBA met die van andere perceptuele gebieden, namelijk FBA en LOC. We maken
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gebruik van verschillende, complementaire methoden. We onderzoeken zowel
structurele als functionele verbindingen van de drie hersengebieden. Functionele en
structurele verbindingen duidden erop dat EBA sterker verbonden is met de dorsale pad
vergeleken met de andere perceptuele gebieden, voornamelijk in de linker hemisfeer –
de hersenhelft die geacht wordt dominant te zijn in bewegingsplanning.
Deze resultaten vormen de grondsteen voor eerdere observaties en de volgende
hoofdstukken waarin gesteld wordt dat EBA een invloed heeft op het plannen van
doelgerichte acties. Dezelfde connecties zouden we echter kunnen observeren als
EBA alleen maar als gevolg van geplande acties de perceptuele consequenties van
actieplannen representeert. Immers, de gebruikte methoden laten geen conclusies toe
over de richting van informatieoverdracht binnen de getoonde structurele en functionele
verbindingen.

Begrijpen van geobserveerde acties en de rol van het extrastriate
lichaamsgebied
Het feit dat EBA actief is tijdens het observeren van acties uitgevoerd door anderen zal
geen verrassing zijn. Immers het observeren van acties houdt in dat we ook een lichaam
waarnemen. Een belangrijk aspect van de resultaten gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 5 van dit
proefschrift is echter dat processen in EBA afhankelijk zijn van motorische aspecten van
de geobserveerde acties. Om precies te zijn, met behulp van functionele beeldvorming
met magnetische resonantie (functional magnetic resopnance imaging, fMRI) konden
we aantonen dat de verbinding tussen EBA en IPS (in het dorsale pad) gemoduleerd
wordt door motorische aspecten van geobserveerde acties. Wanneer we een actie
observeren en proberen het doel van de acteur te voorspellen is de verbinding tussen
EBA en IPS sterker wanneer de actie op een rare manier uitgevoerd wordt, ondanks
dat de visuele input, gemiddeld, hetzelfde is. Onze interpretatie van de resultaten
was dat EBA tijdens het observeren een voorspelling maakt van de uitkomsten van
de geobserveerde actie, voordat deze volledig is waargenomen, en deze voorspelling
gebruikt wordt door motorische gebieden in het dorsale pad, waar een interne
simulatie wordt uitgevoerd, om de uitkomsten te berekenen. Deze uitkomsten kunnen
vervolgens met de binnenkomende informatie worden vergeleken en worden gebruikt
om onderliggende redenen voor de acties, bijvoorbeeld het actiedoel, te achterhalen.
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Als de initiële voorspelling fout is, omdat de actie niet volgens verwachting verloopt, zal
een herziende voorspelling aan de dorsale gebieden worden gestuurd, wat de meting
van connectiviteit in de gebruikte methode versterkt.
Dezelfde resultaten zouden we echter ook kunnen zien wanneer de motorische gebieden
de uitkomsten van een interne simulatie aan EBA sturen, om daar de verwachte
sensorische uitkomsten alvast te representeren, als voorbereiding van wat er aan visuele
informatie binnen gaat komen. Om een onderscheid te kunnen maken zullen we moeten
weten wat de rol is van EBA tijdens het plannen van acties.

De rol van het extrastriate lichaamsgebied tijdens het plannen van
acties
In hoofdstuk 3 onderzoeken we voor het eerst de rol van EBA tijdens het plannen van
bewegingen. De resultaten van het fMRI onderzoek suggereren dat EBA tijdens het
plannen van acties de doelsituatie van een actie representeert, die het creëren van
een bewegingsplan in IPS beïnvloedt. In het bijzonder, we hebben geobserveerd dat de
activiteit in EBA omhoog gaat naarmate het plannen van een actie moeilijker wordt. Dit
hebben we kunnen meten door gebruik te maken van een bekend fenomeen, namelijk
dat plannen van bewegingen, net als het imaginaire uitvoeren van bewegingen, moeilijker
wordt naarmate de lichaamshouding niet in overeenstemming is met de geplande
bewegingen. De resultaten duidden er verder op dat EBA voornamelijk betrokken
is bij het plannen van relatief complexe acties, namelijk acties met verschillende
lichaamshoudingen binnen het verloop van de beweging. Door eigenschappen van de
gebruikte methode, fMRI, konden we echter niet met zekerheid constateren of EBA actief
is voordat de beweging in IPS gepland wordt, noch dat de processen in EBA een cruciaal
zijn voor het plannen van de acties. Om deze tekortkomingen te overkomen hebben
we de suggesties in hoofdstuk 4 getoetst met behulp van transcraniele magnetische
stimulatie (TMS).
Met behulp van TMS zijn we in staat om corticale processen kortstondig te interfereren.
Dit gebeurt met een redelijk hoge spatiale resolutie, en met een ontzettend hoge
temporele resolutie. Door middel van TMS waren we dus in staat om niet alleen de
contributie van EBA en IPS op bewegingsplanning te toetsen, maar ook de temporele
dynamiek van hun contributies.
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In het onderzoek in hoofdstuk 4 hebben we proefpersonen gevraagd om een object –
een staaf – te grijpen en te draaien naar een bepaalde oriëntatie. Soms was er maar één
mogelijkheid om het doel te bereiken, gegeven de eigenschappen en mogelijkheden van
ons lichaam. Soms waren er echter meerdere mogelijkheden om het doel te bereiken.
In deze gevallen leidde TMS stimulatie van EBA ertoe dat proefpersonen grotere fouten
maakten in de eindconfiguratie, en dat proefpersonen het object op een onnatuurlijke
manier grijpen – d.w.z. op een manier die ze zonder stimulatie niet zouden hebben
gekozen. Een cruciaal aspect van de resultaten is dat dit alleen het geval was wanneer
EBA vroeg tijdens het plannen gestimuleerd werd. Werd EBA later tijdens het plannen
gestimuleerd, dan waren er geen effecten op het getoonde gedrag. Stimulatie van IPS
daarentegen had alleen effecten laat tijdens de planningsperiode. Deze resultaten laten
duidelijk zien dat processen in EBA inderdaad een invloed hebben op bewegingsplanning,
en dat de contributie van EBA die van IPS voorafgaat.

Herziend model van actieplanning van doelgerichte acties
In hoofdstuk 6 beschrijf ik hoe de resultaten ons kunnen informeren om het algemene
model van bewegingsplanning te herzien. Ik stel voor dat een abstract doel vertaald
wordt in een representatie in termen van de gewenste sensorische uitkomsten.
Vervolgens wordt deze representatie door motorische planningsgebieden als een soort
rode draad gebruikt om een actie te kiezen om het doel te bereiken. Het gegenereerde
motorische plan wordt ten eerste natuurlijk gebruikt om de lichaamsbewegingen
aan te sturen, wat vervolgens tot sensorische feedback over de nieuwe toestand
leidt. Tegelijkertijd, en beduidend sneller, zullen de kinematische consequenties, en
vervolgens ook de sensorische consequenties van de bewegingen worden gesimuleerd.
Deze dienen ter anticipatie van de toekomstige sensorische input en helpen daardoor
bijvoorbeeld de detectie van onverwachte gebeurtenissen. De voorspelde sensorische
consequenties zouden in dezelfde gebieden kunnen worden representeerd als de initiële
representaties, dus bijvoorbeeld het extrastriate lichaamsgebied. Normaal gesproken
zoude de voorspelde sensorische consequenties hetzelfde zijn als de representatie
van de gewenste doelsituatie. In dat geval kan de representatie dus gewoon worden
overgenomen. Zo niet kan de representatie op basis van de interne simulaties worden
aangepast.
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Onderzoek in patiënten met beschadigingen in de perceptuele gebieden, maar ook
het onderzoek waarin we processen in EBA met behulp van TMS hebben verstoord,
suggereren dat er ook een directe route is van abstracte doelen naar bewegingsplannen,
dat wil zeggen een die niet via perceptuele representaties loopt. In dat geval is het
weliswaar mogelijk om bewegingen uit te voeren, en vaak ook succesvol, maar er zouden
problemen kunnen ontstaan. Een voorbeeld hiervan is patiënt bekend onder haar
initialen D.F. Zij heeft een beschadiging in linker en rechter ventrale pad en is weliswaar
in staat om objecten te grijpen, maar ze zou ook zonder aarzeling de scherpe kant van
een mes pakken als deze – op basis van de spatiële verhoudingen van haar lichaam ten
opzichte van het mes – makkelijker te grijpen valt.

EBA als voorbeeld voor een algemeen mechanisme
De in dit proefschrift gepresenteerde studies hebben laten zien welke rol EBA speelt
tijdens het plannen van doelgerichte acties met behulp van onze ledematen en gericht op
objecten in onze omgeving. De werking van EBA zou een voorbeeld kunnen zijn voor de
manier waarop perceptuele en motorische gebieden samen werken in de generatie van
andere soorten acties. Een voorbeeld zijn communicatieve acties waarmee geprobeerd
wordt doelen te bereiken maar die niet gericht zijn op objecten. Een groot deel van onze
gezichtsuitdrukkingen dienen bijvoorbeeld communicatie. We weten dat geobserveerde
gezichtsuitdrukkingen worden waargenomen in een gebied dat gespecialiseerd is op
gezichten, namelijk het fusiforme gezichtsgebied (FFA). Ook kunnen we communiceren
door oogbewegingen alleen, bij voorbeeld om locaties aan te wijzen. Dit soort acties
worden verwerkt in andere ventrale gebieden in de temporele cortex. Net als EBA een
representatie genereert tijdens het plannen van lichamelijke acties, dus bijvoorbeeld
met een arm als dragend lichaamsdeel, zouden gebieden voor de waarneming van
gezichtsuitdrukkingen of oogbewegingen kunnen bijdragen aan het plannen van
communicatieve acties die worden uitgedrukt door middel van gezichtsuitdrukkingen
of oogbewegingen.

Conclusie
In dit proefschrift heb ik bewijs geleverd voor het idee dat het plannen van doelgerichte
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acties gebaseerd is op voorspelde perceptuele uitkomsten. Ik heb laten zien hoe dat
gebieden die betrokken zijn in de verwerking van perceptuele informatie representaties
van gewenste doelsituatie genereren voor het maken van bewegingsplannen. Aan
het voorbeeld van de rol van het extrastriate lichaamsgebied heb ik een mechanisme
beschreven die als algemeen mechanisme voor de integratie van perceptuele
informatieverwerking en bewegingsplanning in alle soorten acties, van object manipulatie
tot communicatieve acties door middel van mimiek en lichaamstaal, zou kunnen dienen.
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Donders Graduate School for Cognitive Neuroscience
For a successful research Institute, it is vital to train the next generation of young
scientists. To achieve this goal, the Donders Institute for Brain, Cognition and Behaviour
established the Donders Graduate School for Cognitive Neuroscience (DGCN), which was
officially recognised as a national graduate school in 2009. The Graduate School covers
training at both Master’s and PhD level and provides an excellent educational context
fully aligned with the research programme of the Donders Institute.
The school successfully attracts highly talented national and international students in
biology, physics, psycholinguistics, psychology, behavioral science, medicine and related
disciplines. Selective admission and assessment centers guarantee the enrolment of the
best and most motivated students.
The DGCN tracks the career of PhD graduates carefully. More than 50% of PhD alumni
show a continuation in academia with postdoc positions at top institutes worldwide,
e.g. Stanford University, University of Oxford, University of Cambridge, UCL London, MPI
Leipzig, Hanyang University in South Korea, NTNU Norway, University of Illinois, North
Western University, Northeastern University in Boston, ETH Zürich, University of Vienna
etc.. Positions outside academia spread among the following sectors: specialists in a
medical environment, mainly in genetics, geriatrics, psychiatry and neurology. Specialists
in a psychological environment, e.g. as specialist in neuropsychology, psychological
diagnostics or therapy. Positions in higher education as coordinators or lecturers. A
smaller percentage enters business as research consultants, analysts or head of research
and development. Fewer graduates stay in a research environment as lab coordinators,
technical support or policy advisors. Upcoming possibilities are positions in the IT sector
and management position in pharmaceutical industry. In general, the PhDs graduates
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almost invariably continue with high-quality positions that play an important role in our
knowledge economy.
For more information on the DGCN as well as past and upcoming defenses please visit:
http://www.ru.nl/donders/graduate-school/donders-graduate/
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